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Abstract 

In this thesis computational methods were developed to solve three biological prob

lems: to design RNA/DNA pools for in vitro selection of complex aptamers; to identify 

transposon insertion polymorphisms by computational comparative analysis of next 

generation personal genome data; and to identify and predict protein complexes from 

protein-protein interaction networks. 

It is well known that using random RNA/DNA sequences as starting pools in in 

vitro aptamer selection experiments generally yields low complexity structures. Two 

computational methods were developed to generate sequence pools that exhibit higher 

structural complexity and can be used to increase the structural diversity of initial 

pools. Random Filtering increases the number of five-way junctions in RNA/DNA 

pools, and Genetic Filtering designs RNA/DNA pools with a specified structural 

distribution. DNA pools designed by these methods were shown to greatly improve 

access to highly complex sequence structures for aptamer selections. 

Structural variations in a genome are a prominent and important type of genetic 

variation. Among all types of structural variations, the identification of transposon 

insertion polymorphisms is more challenging due to the highly repetitive nature of 

transposon sequences. A computational method, TIP-finder, was developed to iden

tify transposon insertions through the analysis of next generation personal genome 

data. The efficiency of TIP-finder was tested with simulated data and it was able to 

detect 88% of transposon insertions with a precision of >91%. Using TIP-finder to 

analyze six genomes, a total of 5569 transposon insertions were identified, representing 

the most comprehensive analysis of such type of genetic variation. 

The cluster editing problem is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard problem. 

In this thesis, a fixed-parameter tractability based method was implemented and 

improved for cluster editing. This method was then applied to identify and predict 

protein complexes of yeast. Results showed that this method has potential to identify 

known protein complexes and to predict new proteins in the complexes. It also has 

potential to predict new edges in protein-protein interaction networks as well. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Bioinformatics represents a field integrating molecular biological science and infor

mation science such as applied mathematics, system science, computer science, and 

statistics to understand and organize the information associated with biomolecule, on 

a large scale [112]. It focuses on developing and applying computational techniques 

to increase the understanding of biological processes. Bioinformatics uses computer 

programs to reveal fundamental mechanisms underlying biological problems related 

to the structure and function of macromolecules, biochemical pathways, disease pro

cesses, and evolution [134]. 

According to a National Institutes of Health definition [128], bioinformatics is 

"research, development, or application of computational tools and approaches for ex

panding the use of biological, medical, behavioral or health data, including those to 

acquire, store, organize, analyze, or visualize such data." The related discipline of 

computational biology is "the development and application of data-analytical and the

oretical methods, mathematical modeling and computational simulation techniques 

to the study of biological, behavioral, and social systems." It has been very well 

documented that bioinformatics has become an indispensable tool in advancing our 

knowledge of biological phenomena and fostering new biomedical applications. 

During the last few decades, due to the vast amount of biological data generated 

particularly in the fields of genomics and proteomics, bioinformatics research has 

become increasingly demanding on the computational capacity. It requires faster 

CPU, larger memory and faster I/O when analyzing these biological data. With the 

increase of such requirements on computational tools, high performance computing 

(HPC) has become a critical component in bioinformatics. HPC uses supercomputers 

and computer clusters to solve advanced computation problems. Through parallel 

processing algorithms and software, computational problems can be divided into small 

1 
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pieces so that each can be executed simultaneously by separate processors. HPC 

provides more efficient computation and memory usage, and when it is applied to the 

field of bioinformatics, it allows researchers to explore complex biological problems 

more efficiently. 

In this thesis computational methods were developed to solve three different bio

logical problems: to design pools for in vitro selection of complex aptamers; to identify 

transposon insertion polymorphisms (TIPs) by computational comparative analysis 

of next generation personal genome data; and to identify and predict protein com

plexes from protein-protein interaction networks. HPC was indispensable in all three 

projects to provide the computational power that is essential to handle large-scale 

data involved. 

Aptamers are single stranded nucleic acids that bind to target molecules with high 

affinity through 3D conformation complementarity. They are useful in biotechnologi-

cal and therapeutic applications [48, 164, 17, 77]. Aptamers are usually generated by 

an in vitro selection process known as SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by 

Exponential Enrichment) from a large random sequence pool. 

It is well known that using random RNA/DNA sequences for SELEX experiments 

will generally yield low complexity structures such as 1-way and 2-way junction se

quences, and that the highly complex structures such as 4-way and 5-way junction 

sequences are far less abundant [84, 190, 99]. For example, aptamers that bind to 

ATP, chloramphenicol, neomycin B and streptomycin all have linear stem-loop or 

slightly branched structures [99]. In a recent computational analysis of in vitro RNA 

random pools [53], it was shown that random pools are not structurally diverse. They 

heavily favor simple topological structures due to incomplete and insufficient random 

sequence sampling. This lack of structural diversity in random pools suggests that 

complex structure motifs with high-order junctions would be rare in selected ap

tamers. 

Recent experimental results suggest that structurally diverse libraries which, for 

instance, include high-order junctions, may prove useful in finding new functional mo

tifs [24, 23]. In light of these findings, it would become advantageous to engineer the 

starting pool to increase highly complex structures and to have uniform distribution 
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over all possible structures. Although a number of approaches have been used to in

crease the structural complexity of starting pools [78, 130, 131, 187, 100, 94, 104, 36], 

these approaches are based on ad hoc pool designs for individual experiments and 

targets. Hence, it is necessary to develop more general pool design approaches that 

can be used for any targets. 

In this thesis two computational methods were developed to generate sequence 

pools that exhibit higher structural complexity and that can be used to increase the 

overall structural diversity of initial pools for in vitro selection experiments. Random 

Filtering selectively increases the number of five-way junctions in RNA/DNA pools, 

and Genetic Filtering designs RNA/DNA pools to a specified structure distribution, 

whether uniform or otherwise. We showed that using our computationally designed 

DNA pools greatly improved access to highly complex sequence structures for SELEX 

experiments without losing the ability to select for common 1-way and 2-way junction 

sequences. Part of this work has been published in RNA [111]. 

Structural variations (SVs) in genomes are now known as a prominent and impor

tant type of genetic variation. They can be defined as genetic alternation comprising 

microscopic and submicroscopic variants including deletion, duplication, copy-number 

polymorphism, insertion, inversion and translocations [50]. Rapidly accumulating 

evidence indicates that SVs are likely to make an important contribution to human 

diversity and disease susceptibility [66, 115, 120]. However, identification of such SVs 

has proven to be a very challenging task [41]. In recent years, with the development 

of new sequencing technologies such as 454 sequencing, Solexa technology, and the 

SOLiD platform, vast amount of next-generation sequencing (NGS) data has been 

generated. These technological advancements opened up new opportunities for the 

identification of critical SVs associated with phenotypes from these NGS data. The 

availability of rapidly increasing personal genome sequence data from the use of newer 

generations of sequencing technologies provides a very rich data source for surveying 

SVs in humans. Nevertheless, processing the personal genome data in a form of bil

lions of short sequence reads for the identification of SVs represents a very challenging 

computational task. 

Transposon insertion polymorphism (TIP) is one type of SVs. Transposons are 
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discrete pieces of DNA that can move within a genome, and they account for ap

proximately 45% of the human genome [34]. By simply moving from one place to 

another or by making new copies into other locations in the genome, transposons 

play important roles in the evolution of the genome and human genetic diversity. 

Today, a small fraction of transposons remain active in the human genome including 

subfamilies of Alu, LI, SVA, and possibly HERV-K elements [126]. Transposon in

sertion polymorphism refers to the presence or absence of a transposon insertion at 

a specific genomic location in populations of a given species. A polymorphism refers 

to a common variation in the DNA that has a frequency of at least 1% in the popu

lation, whereas a variation which is rare or uncommon in the population is called a 

private polymorphism [13]. In this study, all types of transposon insertion variations 

are referred to as transposon insertion polymorphisms. 

Since an extremely large number of copies of transposons are present in the human 

genome and their sequences among members in the same family are very similar, the 

identification of TIPs is more challenging than others SVs. To this point, only a small 

number of TIPs have been identified using classical molecular biology techniques, 

such as locus-specific PCR, targeted mutation screening, and transposon differen

tial display polymerase chain reactions (PCR) [185, 5, 11, 146]. With the availability 

of human genome sequences generated from the human genome project and per

sonal genome project, a few studies have used computational comparative genomic 

approach to identify TIPs, but most methods are limited to compare two assem

bled genome sequences. However, until now only few human genome sequences have 

been assembled, i.e. the human genome reference sequences and Venter's personal 

genomes. Most human genome sequences generated by next-generation sequencing 

technologies are unassembled. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a computational 

method to identify TIPs by computational comparative analysis of next generation 

personal genome data, that is, to compare a sequenced but unassembled genome (test 

genome) with an assembled genome (reference genome). 

In this thesis, a computational method, TIP-finder, was developed to identify 

TIPs through the analysis of next generation personal genome data. TIP-finder pre

dicts TIPs via a greedy algorithm based on the mapping patterns of pair-end reads 
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associated with TIPs and other biological characteristics of transposons. We tested 

the efficiency of TIP-finder using a simulated genome containing a set of known TIPs 

and were able to detect about 88% of TIPs with a precision of >91%. Using TIP-

finder to analyze the Solexa pair-end sequence data at deep coverage for six genomes 

representing two trio families generated by the 1000 genome project, we identified a 

total of 5569 TIPs, consisting of 4881, 456, 91, and 141 insertions from Alu, LI, SVA 

and HERV, respectively, that are absent in the human reference genomes. In addition 

to the estimated insertion location, TIP-finder also provides prediction of transposon 

subfamily, insertion size and genotype for each TIP. This study demonstrates the high 

efficiency of TIP-finder for the identification of TIPs, and it represents one of the few 

comprehensive analysis of TIPs performed so far and reveals an unexpectedly highly 

level of transposon associated genetic polymorphsim in humans. Part of this work has 

been submitted to the American Institute of Physics Proceedings of AMMCS-2011 

[110] and a full paper is under preparation to be submitted for publication. 

The cluster editing problem, which is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard 

(NP-hard) problem, was also studied in this thesis. The cluster editing problem is 

defined as follows. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), and a non-negative integer 

k, is it possible to transform G through at most k insertion and deletion into a clus

ter graph? A cluster graph is a graph that consists of a disjoint union of cliques. A 

clique is a graph where every two vertices have an edge between them. We present the 

first practical implementation of a fixed-parameter tractability (FPT)-based method 

for cluster editing, and compare our implementation with the straightforward greedy 

method and a solution based on linear programming (LP). Our experiments showed 

that the best performance was obtained by using the refined branching method to

gether with interleaving (re-kernelization). We then improved the FPT-based method 

by using a number of algorithms for the cluster editing problem. 

A protein complex refers to a group of two or more proteins with a similar function 

that highly physically interact with each other. It corresponds to a dense subgraph in 

the protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks [7, 141]. Protein complexes carry out 

many important molecular functions. Therefore, identification of protein complexes 

can help to understand and explain certain biological processes. We applied the 
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improved cluster editing method to identify and predict protein complexes of yeast. 

Comparison of protein clusters found by the cluster editing method with known yeast 

protein complexes showed that this method has potential to identify known protein 

complexes and to predict new proteins in the complexes. It also has potential to 

predict new edges in PPI networks. Part of this work has been published in Springer 

LNCS 4169 [37]. 

The thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 first introduces the background 

about aptamer pool design. It then reviews current experimental as well as com

putational methods for designing aptamer pools. Next, two methods to design the 

pools are described: Random Filtering and Genetic Filtering. The results of these 

two methods and experimental validation are explained and discussed. Chapter 3 

first provides background about genome sequencing, human genome projects, SVs 

and TIPs. It then reviews the current computational methods for the identification 

of SVs and TIPs. Next, it describes the TlP-finder method to identify TIPs, followed 

by the results of applying this method to a simulated genome and 6 genomes from the 

1000 genome project. The experimental validation is also explained and discussed. 

Chapter 4 first introduces the cluster editing problem and reviews the state of the 

art in algorithms for this problem. It then presents our implementation and improve

ment of a FPT-based method for cluster editing. The applications of the FPT-based 

method for cluster editing to predict protein complexes is discussed next. Finally, 

Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this study. 



Chapter 2 

Computational methods towards the design of pools for in 

vitro selection of complex aptamers 

This chapter describes the development and implementation of computational meth

ods towards the design of pools for in vitro selection of complex aptamers. A paper 

published by [111] is partly the basis for this chapter. I carried out all computa

tional work for this project. The SELEX experiments were performed by Maureen 

McKeague in Dr. DeRosa's laboratory at Carleton University. 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Background 

Aptamers are target-binding nucleic acid molecules that can bind with high specificity 

to a range of molecules such as antibiotics, proteins, viruses, catalytic RNA molecules 

and even whole cells such as live cancer cells [181, 61, 63, 157]. Methods for the 

generation of aptamers were first established by Gold and Szostak [44, 171]. To 

date, over 3,400 aptamers that bind to a wide variety of ligands have been selected 

by a biochemical process known as Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential 

Enrichment (SELEX) [102, 170]. SELEX involves the repetitive partitioning of a 

library of random nucleic acid sequences on the basis of selective binding to the 

desired target, followed by amplification by polymerase chain reaction. 

Recent in vitro selection experiments have led to the identification of novel ap

tamers for biotechnological purposes such as functional genomics [48] and biosensing 

[164]. Other recent applications of aptamers include control of gene expression and 

medical diagnosis [17, 77]. As the applications of aptamers grow, the need for de

sign, identification and selection of novel and improved aptamers becomes even more 

apparent. 

7 
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2.1.2 Statement of the problem 

It is well known that in vitro random RNA/DNA pools are not structurally diverse 

and heavily favour simple topological structures such as stem-loops structures due 

to incomplete and insufficient random sequence sampling [53]. Analysis of existing 

aptamers has revealed that the majority of oligonucleotide sequences generated from 

random in vitro selection experiments have simple structures with low degrees of 

complexity and that highly complex structures are far less abundant [84, 190, 99]. For 

example, aptamers that bind to ATP, chloramphenicol, neomycin B and streptomycin 

all have linear stem-loop or slightly branched structures [99]. This lack of structural 

diversity in random pools may explain why complex structure motifs such as high-

order junctions (see the definition of junction in Section 2.2.4) are rare in known 

synthetic aptamers. 
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22.38% 

• 

57 68% 

U 2J 

17.54% 
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Junction Structure 

0.93% 

4J 

0.04% 

5J 

Figure 2.1: Structural distribution of the 2793 known aptamers from the Ellington 
Database [102]. 

To further demonstrate this, we folded the 2793 known aptamers from the Elling

ton Lab aptamer database [102] by ViennaRNA [64], and then counted the number 

of junctions of these known aptamers using the Count Junctions algorithm described 

in Section 2.3. The results showed that among these known aptamers, less than 1% 

of them contain 4-way and 5-way junction structures (see Figure 2.1). However, nat

ural aptamers (i.e. riboswitches) more commonly contain high-order junctions. For 

example, the lysine riboswitch involves three-helical and two-helical bundles joined 
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by a 5-way junction [156]. Almost all other riboswitches can be classified into one 

of two types based on their high-junction number. Type I riboswitches contain a 

fundamental 3-way junction architecture. In Type II riboswitches, such as the SAM-I 

binding riboswitch, the aptamer domain is arranged in a 4-way junction structure 

[152]. 

It has recently been shown that increasing the structural diversity of the start

ing oligonucleotide pool can enhance the possibility of finding novel aptamers with 

improved activity [24, 23]. In a recent investigation, five-way junctions (5Js) were 

found to provide the scaffold for the formation of functionally more active catalytic 

deoxyribozymes [29]. It was shown that the structures with 5Js were evolved from 

pre-existing and less complex structures with three-way junctions, and that the more 

complex structures had a significantly higher rate of activity. 

Consequently, novel approaches have been employed to increase the structural 

complexity of starting pools. It has been shown that structural complexity is largely 

dependent on sequence length [147]. However, RNA/DNA pools for SELEX are 

usually restricted to sequences of at most 100 nucleotides (lOOnt) in length due to the 

difficulty involved in the synthesis above this length. This lOOnt starting sequence 

typically includes 15-nucleotide primers at both the 3' and 5' ends, which reduces the 

total number of variable positions from 100 to 70. Thus, effective methods should 

make use of primers as part of their strategy for predicting high complexity structures. 

One approach to increase the structural complexity is to keep the structure con

stant and introduce random segments in the proximity of the existing structure such 

as group I ribozyme domain [78, 130, 131, 187], and purine nucleotide synthase ri-

bozymes [100]. Other approaches involve changing sequence length and composition 

[94, 104]. Davis and Szostak [36] isolated a high-affinity GTP aptamer from a partially 

structured RNA library, one half of which consisted of fully random sequences and the 

other half of a random region with a designed stem-loop in the middle. Subsequent 

analysis of the obtained aptamers revealed that most of those with highest affinity 

originated from the partially structured portion of their pool. They also observed 

that the highest affinity aptamers had fairly complex structures [24] and concluded 

from their experiments that more complex RNA structures are required for greater 
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GTP-binding activity. 

However, the above observations are based on ad-hoc pool designs for individual 

experiments and targets. Furthermore, these ad-hoc pools with more complex struc

tures were generated by inserting particular stem-loops that were known a priori to 

be relevant for the given target [36]. Such prior knowledge is not available in many 

cases. Hence, it is necessary to develop more general pool design approaches that can 

be used for targets without such prior knowledge. Recently, Schlick and coworkers 

[86, 88, 87] developed a computational approach for designing structured RNA pools 

by modeling the pool generation process using mixing matrices. However, the scope 

of this approach was limited and the approach is not computationally efficient (see 

Section 2.5.3). 

2.1.3 Contributions 

We have studied the design of RNA/DNA pools for in vitro selection experiments and 

developed two new methods to improve their structural complexity and diversity: 1) 

a computational method called Random Filtering to selectively increase the number 

of highly complex structures, including five-way junctions in RNA/DNA pools, and 

2) a computational method called Genetic Filtering to design RNA/DNA pools with 

any given structure distribution, including a uniform structure distribution (i.e. 20 

percent 1-way (U), 2-way (2J), 3-way (3J), 4-way (4J) and 5-way (5J) junctions 

each). 

Our first aim was to increase the structural complexity of RNA/DNA pools. Since 

RNA/DNA secondary structures can be described using unlabeled tree graphs [52], 

we used the degree of branching, i.e. the number of junctions, to measure their 

structural complexity. In this approach, a tree graph with a higher order junction 

has a greater structural complexity. Random Filtering led to a significant enrichment 

in the number of highly complex structures in DNA pools. For example, pools were 

generated where more than 10% of the sequences are five-way junctions and more 

than 15% of the sequences are four-way junctions as compared to nearly zero five-

way junctions and around 0.2% four-way junctions in a typical random DNA pool. We 

found very similar results for lOOnt DNA pools where 30nt are fixed primer-binding 
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Our second aim was to engineer a DNA/RNA pool with any given structure 

distribution over all possible structural complexities, to maximize the diversity of 

DNA/RNA sequences available in the starting pool for in vitro selection. For a given 

set of primers determined by the respective SELEX experiment, our Genetic Filtering 

method can provide a roadmap for creating a RNA/DNA pool with nearly uniform 

structure distribution (i.e. 20% of each 1-way, 2-way, 3-way, 4-way and 5-way junc

tions). We also extended our Genetic Filtering method to design structured RNA 

and DNA pools with desired tree structure distributions. Gan and coworkers [52] 

developed and applied graphical representation and enumeration of 2D RNA topolo

gies to systematically catalog libraries of existing and hypothetical motifs. In their 

approach, an RNA structure is represented by a tree graph where stems correspond 

to edges and loops/bulges/junctions to vertices. Based on their tree structure catalog 

libraries, we used our Genetic Filtering method to generate RNA and DNA pools 

with a desired motif distribution. 

We tested the hypothesis that our designed pools can increase the chance of sam

pling more complex oligonucleotide structures during in vitro selection. It has already 

been observed by Davis and Szostak [36], for the case of GTP aptamers, that pools 

based on customized starting sequences may increase the likelihood of finding better 

aptamer sequences. To further test this hypothesis, we used a DNA sequence designed 

with our Genetic Filtering method to generate a uniform structure distribution for 

the starting pool of a SELEX experiment to select for ATP-binding DNA aptamers. 

We found that after 8 rounds of selection cycles, complex structures such as five-way 

junctions accounted for 20% of the sampled sequences. These experiments confirmed 

that our methods greatly improved the likelihood of generating sequences of increased 

structural complexity for SELEX experiments. 
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2.2 Literature review 

2.2.1 What are aptamers? 

Aptamers are single stranded RNA or DNA molecules (oligonucleotides) that bind 

specifically with their targets with dissociation constants in the picomolar to nanomo

lar range. Aptamers are relatively small nucleic acid molecules, with molecular weight 

around 8-14 kDa. Many aptamers have complex three-dimensional structures, pro

duced by a combination of Watson-Crick and non-canonical intramolecular interac

tions, and other non-covalent interactions such as electrostatic, van der Waals force, 

and 7r stacking. Although both DNA and RNA aptamers can form complex secondary 

and tertiary structure, the range of three-dimensional structures achieved by RNA ap

tamers are more diverse than DNA aptamer, and also RNA secondary structures are 

more stable than DNA due to stronger stacking energies [91]. Generation/evolution 

of aptamers is typically performed by an in vitro process known as SELEX [44, 171]. 

2.2.2 Outline of the SELEX process 

As shown in Figure 2.2, in the selection of RNA aptamer via the SELEX process, a 

large library of randomized DNA sequences, usually in the 1014-1015 range, is first 

generated, for example, by solid phase oligonucleotide synthesis. This pool of DNA 

sequences is then transcribed into an RNA pool using polymerase promoted reactions. 

In the next step, these RNA molecules are subjected to a selection process. Typically, 

a mixture of these RNA molecules is passed through a column containing a matrix 

functionalized with the desired ligand. When eluted with appropriate buffer solutions, 

RNA molecules that do not bind the ligand are eluted off the column first, leaving 

those that do bind the ligand. By changing the eluting conditions, RNA molecules 

that bind the ligand can be recovered from the column matrix. These latter RNA 

molecules (enriched RNA pool) are then reverse-transcribed into DNAs by reverse 

transcriptases and then amplified by polymerase chain reactions (PCR) to complete 

one cycle/round of selection. This selection cycle is typically repeated 8-12 rounds 

until RNA aptamers with desirable binding affinity are evolved. The identities of these 

aptamers are then determined by sequencing. In contrast, when DNA aptamers are 
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selected, the general methodology is the same, except that i) DNA pools are used 

directly for selection, and ii) consequently no transcription and reverse-transcription 

are required. 

u n b o u n d 
o l i g o n u c l e o t i d e s 

aptamer candidate 
mixture (enriched 

R N A pool) 1 
Figure 2.2: The SELEX strategy for the screening of RNA aptamers. 

2.2.3 Applications of aptamers 

Using SELEX, over 3,400 aptamer sequences have been generated in the past two 

decades [102, 170]. These aptamers show very high binding affinity with a variety 

of ligands, including small molecules (such as carbohydrates, antibiotics, and nu

cleosides) [92], proteins [93], and most recently whole cells [157]. In a number of 

aspects, aptamers compare favorably with antibodies [83]. First, their binding affin

ity is comparable. Second, aptamers are generated in vitro, and therefore no animals 

are involved. Third, the target for aptamer creation can be any molecule, including 

toxins. Also, once aptamers are successfully selected, they can be chemically synthe

sized and purified in a reproducible manner. Therefore, aptamers have been under 

investigation for their potentials in a wide range of applications such as biosensor, 

disease diagnosis, pathogen detection, and disease treatment. The first aptamer drug 

(Macugen) has recently been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration to 

treat age-related macular degeneration. 
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2.2.4 The secondary structure 

Nucleic acids, most notably single-stranded RNA molecules, display complex sec

ondary structures. Some common secondary structures are shown in Figure 2.3. 

RNA secondary structure is generally divided into helices and various kinds of loops. 

Helices are defined as contiguous base pairs and loops are defined as unpaired nu

cleotides surrounded by base pairs. The stem-loop structure, which is also called 

hairpin loop, is extremely common structural component of nucleic acids. In the 

stem-loop structure, a base-paired helix ends in a short unpaired loop. Internal loops 

and bulges are also frequently present in nucleic acids. Internal loops are a short 

series of unpaired bases in a longer paired helix and bulges are the regions in which 

one strand of a helix has unpaired bases. Pseudoknots (see Figure 2.4) contain at 

least two stem-loop structures in which two stems are not disjoint, but one stem is 

not contained in the other either. 

\ 3 ' I I I I I I 5> 

3* 

Single strand Double helix 

5' 3' 

3' I I * h—r- 5' 
5' I ' I H—L- 3' 

3' 5' 

Four- stem junction 

Figure 2.3: Elements of RNA secondary Structures. 

RNA junctions are defined as the point of connection between different helical 

segments [108]. They are common secondary-structure elements which present in 

a wide range of RNA molecules. RNA junctions are important for the structural 

and catalytic properties of RNAs. It has been shown that they are involved in a 

5* 3' 

3' 5' 

Bulge 

5' 3' 

Hairpin loop 

3' 5* 

Internal loop 
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5' 

Figure 2.4: An example of an RNA pseudoknot. 

variety of different functional roles in nucleic acid, including the self-cleaving catalytic 

properties of the hammerhead ribozyme [153], promotion of functional folded states 

of the hairpin ribozyme [182], recognition of the binding pocket domain by purine 

riboswitches [10, 156], and translation initiation of the hepatitis C virus at the internal 

ribosome entry site [85]. 

2.2.5 Graphical representation of RNA secondary structures 

Since RNA secondary structures are essentially 2D networks, they can be represented 

using graphs to facilitate analysis of RNA structures. Such ideas have been applied 

to analyze structural similarity between RNAs by Le et al. [101] and Shapiro et al. 

[158]. In 2003, Gan et al. [52] developed a two-dimensional graphical representa

tion approach for describing and estimating the size of RNA's secondary structural 

repertoire, including naturally occurring and other possible RNA motifs. 

To represent a secondary structure as an unlabeled tree graph, Gan et al. [52] 

used the following rules to assign edges and vertices: 

(1) A bulge, hairpin loop, or internal loop is considered as a vertex when there is 

more than one unmatched nucleotide or noncomplementary base pair. 

(2) A junction is considered as a vertex. 

(3) The 3'- and 5'-ends of a helical stem are considered as a vertex. 
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(4) An RNA stem, defined as having more than one consecutive complementary base 

pair, is represented as an edge. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic graphical representation for a RNA secondary structure gen
erated by Mfold [191]. 

As shown in Figure 2.5 the above rules reduce the 2D structures of a RNA to a tree 

graph. Note that Gan et al. define an RNA stem to have two or more complementary 

base pairs. Based on this approach, Gevertz et al. [53] summarized the complete sets 

of tree graphs having two to seven vertices (see Figure 2.6). Each graph is assigned 

an identification number (ID). This ID is indexed as nm, where n is the motif's vertex 

number (V), and m indicates the order in which the motif occurs within the l/-vetex 

tree structures. For example, motif number 5i and 7^ refer to specific five- and seven-

vertex trees, respectively Note that the RNA secondary structures in all figures in 

this Chapter were generated by Mfold[191]. 

2.2.6 Computational approaches for aptamer pool designs 

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, recent findings show that increased structural diversity 

of the starting oligonucleotide pool can enhance the possibility of finding novel ap-

tamers with improved activity [24, 23]. However, random pools are not structurally 
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Figure 2.6: Complete sets of tree graphs having two to seven vertices [53]. 

diverse and heavily favor simple structures such as hairpin loops [53]. Therefore, a 

number of approaches have been used to increase the structural complexity of starting 

pools. Nevertheless, these approaches are based on ad hoc pool designs for individual 

experiments and targets. Hence, it is necessary to develop more general pool design 

approaches that can be used for any targets. 

Schlick and coworkers developed a computational approach for designing struc

tured RNA pools by modeling pool generation process using mixing matrices and 

analysis of pool structural distribution using tree graphs [86]. The mixing matrix is a 

4 by 4 matrix which specifies nucleotide transition rates for all nucleotide bases. Pool 

synthesis uses four vials (A, C, G, U), and the matrix elements represent nucleotide 

base composition in a vial. For example, MAC is the molar fraction of base C to base 

A in the vial. Schlick and coworkers defined five classes of 22 mixing matrices based on 

sequence transformations associated with covariance mutations. The mixing matrices 

are applied to chosen sequences from 6 starting sequences to yield designed sequence 

pools. Schlick and coworkers also developed a companion web server, RAGPOOLS, 

for designing and analyzing structured pools for in vitro selection [88]. RAGPOOLS 
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provides optimized starting sequences, mixing matrices, and associated weights in 

response to a user-specified target pool structure distribution. 

However, the scope of this approach was limited and the approach is not compu

tationally efficient, for example, the most complex structures created via the mixing 

matrix approach are 4J structures; the error rate generated to create a pool with a 

uniform distribution of 12 tree structures (from 21 to 65 defined in [53]) is 60% using 

1 mixing matrix, which is high. A detailed discussion is shown in the Section 2.5.3. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a more accurate approach to design structured 

RNA/DNA pools. 

2.3 Method description 

We have developed two new methods to increase the structural complexity and di

versity of RNA/DNA pools: 1) a computational method called Random Filtering to 

selectively increase the number of five-way junctions in RNA/DNA pools, and 2) a 

computational method called Genetic Filtering to design RNA/DNA pools with any 

given structure distribution, including a uniform structure distribution (i.e. 20 per

cent 1-way (1J), 2-way (2J), 3-way (3J), 4-way (4J) and 5-way (5J) junctions each). 

We also extended our Genetic Filtering method to design structured RNA and 

DNA pools with desired tree structure distributions. As discussed in Section 2.2.5, an 

RNA structure can be represented by a tree graph where stems correspond to edges 

and loops/bulges/junctions to vertices. We have developed a method called RNA 

Filtering to convert RNA structures to tree graphs so that we can use our Genetic 

Filtering method to design RNA and DNA pools with a desired motif distribution. 

2.3.1 The Random Filtering method 

Random Filtering is a computational method to selectively increase the number of 

five-way junctions in DNA pools for SELEX. Random Filtering proceeds as follows: 

We start from a random RNA or DNA pool and use ViennaRNA (see discussion 

below) to generate their secondary structures. We then compute the number of 

junctions for each sequence with the Count Junctions algorithm outlined below. Each 

5J sequence is then mutated at every single stranded position by randomly choosing 
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one of four bases (ACGT) to substitute for the original. This process is repeated 

1 million times for each 5J sequence to calculate the structure distribution of each 

respective pool design. Sequences are only mutated at non-primer positions. The 

pool with the largest percentage of 5-way junctions is selected. 

It was initially unclear whether using a million rounds of mutations was sufficient 

to determine the distribution with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Table 2.1 shows a 

typical example for a pool's structure distribution determined with different numbers 

of mutations. Each experiment was repeated 100 times, and the numbers shown 

represent the average and variance for each value. The averages are very stable 

for different numbers of mutations. However, the variance is clearly reduced with 

additional experiments, reaching very close to zero when the number of mutations 

reaches 1 million. Hence, 1 million mutations are expected to be sufficient to reliably 

estimate the structure distribution. 

No. of 
mutations 

10'2 

103 

104 

105 

10e 

u 
structures (%) 
10.04 (9.72) 
10.26 (0.70) 
10.31 (0.09) 
10.36 (0.01) 
10.35 (0.00) 

2J 
struct ures(%) 
49.45 (30.23) 
49.99 (3.05) 
49.87 (0.29) 
49.93 (0.02) 
49.93 (0.00) 

3J 
structures(%) 
27.12(20.19) 
26.45 (2.04) 
26.69 (0.19) 
26.57 (0.02) 
26.58 (0.00) 

4J 
struct ures(%) 

8.78 (9.71) 
8.44 (0.65) 
8.34 (0.07) 
8.36 (0.01) 
8.35 (0.00) 

5J 
structures(%) 

4.61 (4.54) 
4.86 (0.41) 
4.80 (0.04) 
4.78 (0.00) 
4.79 (0.00) 

Table 2.1: Structural distribution determined with different numbers of mutations 
(averages and variances in brackets). 

Secondary structure prediction was performed using the ViennaRNA 1.6.5 [64] 

software package in which RNAfold generates a single RNA/DNA secondary structure 

prediction through energy minimization based on a dynamic programming algorithm 

originally developed by Zuker and Stiegler [192]. ViennaRNA provides as output a 

nucleotide pairing list indicating for each nucleotide whether or not it is paired with 

another nucleotide, and if so to which. From this information we then determine the 

number of junctions in the RNA/DNA secondary structure using the Count Junctions 

algorithm. 

The CountJunctions algorithm traverses the sequence from 5' to 3'. For each stem 

(at least four contiguous base pairs), there are two strands. Starting from one strand, 

if there is a stem along the path to another strand, we increase the junction number 
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by 1. For example, in Figure 2.7, stem SI has two strands, SI' and SI". Along the 

path from SI' to SI" in the 5' to 3' direction, each of the S2, S4, S5 stems forms one 

junction, so the number of junctions for stem SI is 5. For each stem, the number of 

junctions is at least 1. The number of junctions for the RNA secondary structure is 

the maximum number of junctions of all stems. For example, if a secondary structure 

contains a 2-way and a 4-way junction (see Figure 2.14(b)), the secondary structure 

is defined as a 4-way junction structure. 
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Figure 2.7: A sample 5-way junction structure used to calculate the method for 
counting junctions. 

Algorithm 1 CountJunctions 

(1) Scan the nucleotide pairing list created by ViennaRNA and determine the list 

{Si,... ,Sn} of all stems. We define a stem as a maximal list of at least four 

contiguous pairs. 

(2) Consider the list L of nucleotides from the 5' end to the 3' end. Each stem 

S consists of two contiguous subsequences S' and 5"' of L. Sort the list LI = 

{S[,S'{,S'2,S'2,...,Sn'',Sn"} according to their location in L 
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(3) For each stem, calculate its number of junction. A k-way junction consists of a 

sequence S[, S'2, S'l, S'3, S'l..., S'k, S£, S'{ 

(4) Find the maximum number of junctions 

— End of Algorithm — 

Junction structure 

• stem length = 4 - • - stem length = 3 stem length = 2 

Figure 2.8: Comparison of junction distribution with different stem lengths. Se
lecting a smaller minimum stem length results in a larger number of predicted high 
complexity structures. 

In Step 1 of Algorithm CountJunctions we define a stem as a maximal list of 

at least four contiguous pairs. We chose the most strict setting of minimum stem 

length = 4 in accordance with [14]. The relationship between junction distribution 

count generated by Algorithm CountJunctions and minimum stem length is shown 

in Figure 2.8. We observed that selecting a smaller minimum stem length results in 

a larger number of predicted high complexity structures. However, the difference is 

not substantial. 

2.3.2 The Genetic Filtering method 

Genetic Filtering is a computational method to design diverse DNA pools for SELEX 

with uniform structure distribution, i.e. 20% 1-way, 2-way, 3-way, 4-way and 5-way 
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junctions each. A graphical overview of our method is given in Figure 2.9 and a more 

detailed Genetic Filtering pseudo-code is provided below (Algorithm 2). 

^begin) 

I 
For every ten generations, the best 
sequence so far is put into the new 
population 

Seed population All 5Js 

current population Assign fitness to each individual 

Select() via Roulette wheel selection 

Intermediate population 

Mutation() 

Roulette wheel selection 

Crossover!) u CopyQ 

New population 

Assign fitness to each individual 

No Replacement!) 

Figure 2.9: Graphical overview of the Genetic Filtering algorithm. 

For a given pair of primers, Genetic Filtering first produces an initial genera

tion of pool designs. Each pool design is assigned a fitness score which indicates 

its closeness to the desired uniform structure distribution. New generations of pool 

designs are then obtained by selecting designs from previous generations with better 

(i.e. smaller) fitness score and then applying three types of operations: mutation, 

copy and crossover. The initial generation of pool designs is based on a set of 5-way 

junctions which contain the given primers. The reason for selecting a set of 5-way 

junctions as the initial pool designs is that it is possible to obtain low complexity 

structures through the mutation of high complexity structures (see Figure 2.11) but 

the opposite is highly unlikely. This was also reported by a recent investigation [29] 

where 5Js were derived from the preexisting and less complex structures with 3Js 

through evolutionary pathways, but it was observed that the possibility is very small. 
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A similar experiment is shown in Table 2.2. Mutating 50 different 3J sequences 1 mil

lion times each, for a total of 50 million sequences, generated only 162 5J structures. 

No. of U 
structures 
1498358 

No. of 2J 
structures 
22284153 

No. of 3J 
structures 
26031085 

No. of 4J 
structures 

185724 

No. of 5J 
structures 

162 

Table 2.2: Structural distribution of sequences created by mutating 50 different 3J 
sequences 1 million times each. 

Given an initial seed population of pool designs based on 5J structures, our ge

netic algorithm proceeds as shown in Figure 2.9. Note that, all sequences (i.e. pool 

designs where all non-primer single-stranded positions are considered as random po

sitions) always contain the given primers. Each sequence (pool design) is assigned a 

fitness score which indicates its closeness to the desired structure distribution. For a 

sequence S, let jct% be the percentage of i-way junctions counted after mutating its 

single stranded positions 104 times, and let djctz be the desired percentage of i-way 

junctions {i = 1 , . . . , 5}. The fitness score for S is calculated as Yl%=o \jctz — djctt\. 

The desired percentage of i-way junctions is the uniform structure distribution and 

each djctt is set to 20%. Note that, we perform 104 instead of 106 mutations of sin

gle stranded positions for the fitness score calculations. The number of mutations is 

reduced for fitness score estimation to save computation time. As discussed in Sec

tion 2.4, our Genetic Filtering method takes hours on a 200 processor PC cluster. As 

shown in Table 2.1, the structure distribution estimated with 104 mutations is close 

to that estimated with 106 mutations. Furthermore, we confirm our final result by 

re-calculating the fitness score with 106 mutations. 

We further modified the fitness score for pool designs in Genetic Filtering such 

that designs without a desired number of single stranded (random) positions were 

penalized. When each sequence (pool design) is assigned a fitness score, we penalize 

sequences whose number of single stranded positions (num_ss) is not equal to the 

desired number of single stranded positions (dnum_ss), and less penalty is given to 

pool designs with fewer single stranded positions. For details see Algorithm 3. In our 

case, we chose 24 as the ideal number of single stranded positions. The reason for this 

lies in the SELEX experiment. Most SELEX experiments begin with a starting pool 
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consisting of nanomoles of sequences, as this is a reasonable amount of DNA that can 

be synthesized. This translates to approximately 1014 to 1015 sequences. Given that 

4 possible bases can be inserted at any random sequence position and 1015 « 425, this 

implies a target number of random positions in the pool design of approximately 25 

is sufficient for the entire sequence space to be sampled once in a given experiment. 

Here, we chose to include 24 random positions in our pool design to ensure complete 

sequence coverage in our starting pool (i.e. allowing four expected copies for every 

different sequence). 

After the fitness scores have been calculated for the current population of pool de

signs, biased selection (based on fitness scores) is applied to select a new intermediate 

population of pool designs with better fitness. Here, we use a roulette wheel selection 

method to select pool designs from the current population where each pool design is 

chosen with a probability that corresponds to its relative fitness (see Algorithm 4). 

By repeatedly spinning the roulette wheel, a new intermediate population is selected 

and fitter individuals have a greater chance to be selected than weaker ones. 

Crossover, mutation and copy are then applied to the intermediate population to 

create the next generation. For the crossover method, we first choose two sequences 

SI and S2 from the intermediate population of pool designs, and then generate a 

random number called randomPosition between two parameters Low and High. To 

create the next generation, we switch the sub-sequences of SI and S2 from posi

tion randomPosition to position length - randomPosition, where length is the total 

length of each sequence. The crossover method is designed to potentially switch sub

structures between two sequences. This is clearly not always the case, but when it 

happens, new pool designs of interest can be generated. When a sequence in the 

intermediate population is selected for mutation, we generate a random number be

tween 0 and 1 for each position of the sequence excluding primers. If the number is 

less than a parameter PpoSiuon, w e mutate the position by choosing with equal like

lihood one of the other three nucleotides (see Algorithm 5). The mutated sequence 

will then enter the next generation. When a sequence in the intermediate popula

tion is selected for a copy operation, the sequence is simply copied unchanged to the 

next generation. The above crossover, mutation and copy methods have parameters 
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Pcrossover, Pmutation a n d Pcopy, respectively, which represent t h e likelihood of apply ing 

the respective method to a given sequence. Furthermore, for every 10 generations we 

re-add the best sequence found so far to the new generation of pool designs. 

Genetic Filtering generates a number of generations of pool designs (typically 

between 500 and 3000) until either a pool design with uniform structure distribution 

is found, or the score of the best pool design remains unchanged for a number of 

generations, or a maximum number of generations (NG) is reached. 

Algorithm 2 Genetic Filtering Algorithm (Pseudo-Code) 

initialize currentGeneraUon\popStze] 

for i from 0 to popSize 

distance[i]=Yli=o bc*W — djc£[z]| 

^£ness^]=ntness_with_penalty() 

endfor 

Fitness=53 fitness[i] 

for i from 0 to popSize 

probF[i] = 1 — fmess[i\/ Fitness 

probC[z]=J2]=0probF[j] 

endfor 

num_generation=0 

for each i from 0 to popSize 

oldGeneratwn[i]= currentGeneratzon[i] 

oldFitness [i]=fitness [i] 

endfor 

while minFitness ^ 0 and num ^generation < NG and NoChangeCounter < 

NoChangeCutoff 

j=0 

while j < popSize 

if num_generation%10=0 

newGeneration[0]=bestSeqxience 
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fitness [0] =best_fitness 

j= j+ l 

endif 

Prandom = random number from [0,1] 

II U ^ rrandom ^ * crossover 

seql=roulette_wheeLselect () 

seq2=roulette_wheel_select () 

midGeneration, midGeneration2= crossover (seql, seq2) 

if midGeneration, midgeneration2 not in newGeneration 

newGeneration[j}= midGeneration 

newGeneration[j + 1]= midGeneration2 

J=J+2 

endif 

e l s e II i crossover _ -»random ^ *crossover ~r -» mutation 

seq=roulette_wheel_select () 

midGeneration= mutate_positions(seq) 

if midGeneration not in newGeneration 

newGeneration [j]=midGeneration 

j= j+ l 

endif 

else 

midGeneration=roulette_wheel_select () 

if midGeneration not in newGeneration 

netuGenera£zon[j]== midGeneration 

j= j+ l 

endif 

endif 

endwhile 

replace(currentGeneration, newGenration) 

for each i from i to popSize 
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if currentGeneration[i] in oldGeneration 

ix = index of currentGeneration[i] in oldGeneration 

fitness[i] = oldFitness[ix] 

else 

distance[i]=Y%=o \jct[i] — djct[i]\ 

/i£ness[i]=fitness_with_penalty() 

oldGeneration[size-oldGeneration] = currentGeneration[i] 

oldFitness[size-oldGeneration] = fitness[i] 

size_oldGeneration=size_oldGeneration+l 

endif 

endfor 

update Fitness, probF[i],probC[i] 

num_generation=num_generation+1 

bestSequence = MAX(bestSequence_newGeneration, bestSequence_current) 

if bestSequence has improved 

NoChangeCounter = 0 

else NoChangeCounter=NoChangeCounter+l 

endif 

endwhile 

— End of Algorithm — 

Algorithm 3 Method: ntness_with_penalty 

num_ss=number of ss positions 

dnum_ss=the desired number of ss positions 

if num_ss > dnum_ss 

fitness=distance +0.2*(num_ss-dnum_ss) 

else fitness=distance + (dnum_ss-num.ss) 

endif 

— End of Algorithm — 
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Algorithm 4 Method: Roulette_wheel_selection 

r = random percentage number from [0,1] 

if r = probC[0] 

return currentGeneration[Q] 

else if probC[k — 1] < r < probC[k] 

return currentGeneration[k] 

endif 

— End of Algorithm — 

Algorithm 5 Method: mutate_positions 

RNA[]={"A", "G", "C", "T"} 

for position i from primerJength to (length - primerJength-1) 

r = random percentage number from [0,1] 

II T < tposition 

n=random number from [0, 3] 

while sequence [i]=RNA [n] 

n=random number from [0, 3] 

endwhile 

sequence [i]=RNA [n] 

endif 

endfor 

— End of Algorithm — 

2.3.3 The RNA To Tree method 

RNA To Tree is a computational method to convert RNA structures to tree graphs. 

It uses the structure information generated by the CountJunctions algorithm and 

the tree graph rules defined in Section 2.2.5 to convert a RNA secondary structure 

into a tree graph. RNA To Tree proceeds as follows: we first use step 1 of the 

CountJunctions algorithm (see Algorithm 1) to compute the total number of stems. 

Note that according to tree graph rule 4 defined in Section 2.2.5, the minimum length 
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of a stem structure was defined as at least two contiguous pairs here. Based on step 

2 and 3 of the CountJunctions algorithm, we then use the ConvertingRNAToTree 

algorithm to build a tree graph shown below (Algorithm 6). 

Similar to the CountJunctions algorithm, the ConvertingRNAToTree algorithm 

traverses the sequence from 5' to 3'. As tree graph rule 3 defined in Section 2.2.5, 

the 3'- and 5'-ends of a helical stem are considered as a vertex. We assume that 

5'-end links to the first stem, so we name 5'-end as vertex BO and add an edge 

between vertices BO and Bl. For each stem i, along the path from its one strand to 

its another strand, if there is a stem j that forms a junction, we add edge between 

vertices B(i) and B(j). For example, in Figure 2.5, along the path from S[ to S" 

in the 5' to 3' direction, each of the S2, S3, S4 S5 stems forms one junction, so we 

add edges between Bl and B2, B3, B4, B5 respectively. Note that stem Se does 

not contribute a junction for stem S%, but it forms one junction along the path from 

S'5 to S£, so we add an edge between B5 and B6, not between Bl and B6. In the 

ConvertingRNAToTree algorithm, endlndex represents the index number of the stem 

which links to 3'-end. If endlndex is not 0, that means 3'- and 5'-ends link to different 

stems (see Figure 2.12), so we name 3'-end as vertex B(endlndex) and add an edge 

between vertices BO and B(endlndex). 

Algori thm 6 ConvertingRNAToTree 

n=number of stems 

endlndex=0 

add edge between vertices BO and Bl 

for stem i from 1 to n 

if stem i links to 3' end 

endlndex=i 

endif 

for stem j from 1 to n 

if stem j forms one junction for stem i 

add edge between vertices B(i) and B(j) 

endif 
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endfor 

endfor 

if endlndex > 0 

add edge between vertices BO and B (endlndex) 

endif 

— End of Algorithm — 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Increasing the number of complex structures in SELEX starting 

pools (Random Filtering method) 

Using Vienna RNA to fold one million lOOnt random sequences, we identified 76 5J 

sequences. These sequences were subjected to Random Filtering to generate a 5J 

enhanced pool. Figure 2.10 shows an increase in the structural complexity (using 

junction order) of a pool generated from Random Filtering (using the 76 5Js as a 

starting point) as compared to a pool of 1 million lOOnt random sequences. The most 

frequent structures in the Random Filtering pools are 3Js (48.65%) while the most 

frequent structures in the random pools are 2Js (64.35%). In the Random Filtering 

pools, 10.23% of the sequences are 5Js and 15.45% of the sequences are 4Js, compared 

with 0.01% 5Js and 0.95% 4Js in the random pools. 

Since primer sites (short-fixed sequences at the 5'- and 3'- ends required for amplifi

cation) are generally used in SELEX experiments, we examined the effect of including 

them on structural diversity. We used a 15nt 5' primer site "GGAAGAGATGGC-

GAC" and a 15nt 3' primer site "AGCTGATCCTGATGG", thereby occupying 30 

fixed positions in our starting sequence. This leaves only 70nt that can be modified 

for the design of the starting pool, decreasing the sequence length from 100, making 

it considerably more difficult to find complex structures [147]. 

From a lOOnt pool of 20 million random sequences containing these primers, we 

obtained only 35 sequences exhibiting 5Js. These sequences were used to generate 

a pool using Random Filtering. Compared with 76 5Js found in a 1 million lOOnt 

random pool without primers, 5Js are 40 folds less abundant in a lOOnt pool containing 
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of average structural distribution of 1 million sequences 
for random RNA/DNA pools and RNA/DNA pools generated by Random Filtering. 
Random Filtering has greatly increased the percentage of high complex structures 
such as 5Js (by 10%) and 4Js (by 15%). 
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of average structural distribution of 1 million sequences 
for random RNA/DNA pools and RNA/DNA pools generated by Random Filtering 
with 15nt primers at both ends, "GGAAGAGATGGCGAC" and "AGCTGATCCT-
GATGG". Random Filtering has greatly increased the percentage of high complex 
structures such as 5Js (by 6%) and 4Js (by 10%). 
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30nt fixed primers. According to Sabeti et al. [147], a 5J motif in a 70nt random 

pool is about 100 to 200 fold less abundant than a 5J motif in a lOOnt random 

pool. However, primers can participate in the formation of junctions even though the 

effective pool length has been shortened. Therefore, the 5Js abundances in a lOOnt 

pool containing 30nt primers should be higher than a simple 70nt random pool. 

Similar to the case without primers, Random Filtering produces a more structurally 

complex pool (see Figure 2.11). The most frequent structures in our Random Filtering 

pools are 3J sequences (45.76%) while the most frequent structures in random pools 

are 2J (71.72%). In Random Filtering pools, 6.65% of the sequences are 5Js and 9.58% 

of the sequences are 4Js, compared with 0.00% 5Js and 0.19% 4Js in random pools. 

Therefore, Random Filtering increases the percentage of highly complex structures 

available for selection in the SELEX experiments. The sequence shown in Figure 2.12 

called RFPool A has 19 single stranded positions (indicated as "N") excluding primers 

and resulted in the largest number of 5Js (31.13%) (Table 2.3). 

in silico 
in vitro • 

IJ 
Structures 

3.28% 
0% 

2J 
Structures 

25.68% 
47.06% 

3J 
Structures 

24.68% 
29.41% 

4J 
Structures 

15.22% 
11.76% 

5J 
Structures 

31.13% 
11.76% 

No. of 
SS pos. 

19 
-

Table 2.3: in silico and in vitro structural distribution for RFPool A. 

The RFPool A was synthesized, amplified, cloned and sequenced and these sample 

sequences were folded using ViennaRNA. Of the 17 sequences recovered, 11.76% of 

them formed 5-way junctions (see Table 2.3), the structure alignments are shown in 

Figure 2.13. 

It may initially appear that the structural diversity of a pool resulting from our 

filtering approaches will be overly constrained given the stretches of fixed positions 

in the stems. However, an examination of a number of structures resulting from the 

same pool design demonstrates that while the sequence in these regions is constrained, 

the corresponding structure is not. Examples of different junction structures formed 

from the RFPool A are shown in Figure 2.14. These sample structures illustrate 

that the same fixed sequence region may participate in a stem in one structure while 

forming a loop in another. For example, in the 5J structure shown in Figure 2.14(a), 
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Figure 2.12: Sample secondary structure of RFPool A. RFPool A including primers 
"GGAAGAGATGGCGAC" and "AGCTGATCCTGATGG" was designed to gener
ate the highest percentage of 5J sequences. The sequence has 19 single stranded 
positions excluding primers (noted as 'N'). As a starting pool for SELEX experi
ments, these 19 single stranded positions are considered as random (N) and the other 
positions are considered as fixed. 

the sequence GCGT starting at base 61 participates in a stem while the same fixed 

sequence forms a loop in the corresponding 4J structure illustrated in Figure 2.14(b). 

For our Random Filtering method to work, several 5-way junctions need to be 

initially found by repeatedly examining random sequences; these 5Js serve as the 

starting point for the Random Filtering method. The ability to generate 5Js depends 

primarily on the sequence length [147], whereas the number of 5Js obtained also 

depends on the size of the pool. Figure 2.15 shows the relationship between sequence 

length and the number of 5Js that can be found for one million random sequences 

with and without primer regions. The numbers shown are consistent with, but not 

equal to, the estimates given in Sabeti et al. [147]; see discussion below. As the pool 

sequence length decreases, the number of 5Js in the random pool decreases as well. 

When the sequence length is decreased to 76, no 5Js were found in the random pool. 

This means that when 5J sequences are needed in a 1-million random pool without 
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Figure 2.14: Sample sequences and representative secondary structures for RFPool 
A 

contrast, Sabeti et al. [147] calculated the probability of finding a particular motif 

within a random sequence. That is, their method would count the sequence in Fig

ure 2.14(c) as having a IJ and 3J motif. Therefore, the percentages of n-way junction 
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Figure 2.15: Relationship between 5J population and sequence lengths for a random 
pool of 1 million sequences with and without primers. When 5J sequences are needed 
in a 1-million random pool without primer regions, the sequence length should be over 
76. In order to generate 5Js in a 1-million random pool with two 15nt primer regions, 
98nt is the minimum sequence length required. Analytical calculation is based on 
Equation 2 in Sabeti et al. [147], given n ~ 56. The "without primer" curve is in 
direct agreement with this analytical calculation. 

in a random pool calculated by our CountJunction method are different from those of 

Sabeti et al. Since 5J is the most complex structure found for lOOnt random pools in 

our computation, a sequence containing a 5J structure is less likely to contain other 

motifs. Therefore, the 5J abundance calculated by our CountJunction method should 

be close to those found by Sabeti et al. For example, 78 5Js are found in a lOOnt 

random pool without the primer regions (see Figure 2.15). Based on this starting 

point, 63, 50 and 39 5Js can be found for 98, 96 and 94nt pools, respectively, accord

ing to Equation 2 in Sabeti et al. [147], given n= 56 (see Figure 2.15). The "without 

primer" curve in Figure 2.15 is in direct agreement with this analytical calculation. 

2.4.2 Designing a diverse SELEX starting pool with uniform structural 

distribution (Genetic Filtering method) 

In the previous section we showed how the Random Filtering method enriches a pool 

with complex structures such as 5-way junctions. Here, we also present a method, 

termed Genetic Filtering, to design a diverse starting pool for in vitro selection with 
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a uniform structure distribution, i.e. a pool with 20 percent of each IJ, 2J, 3J, 4J 

and 5J structures. 

We ran our Genetic Filtering method on a lOOnt pool design with primer sites 

"ATACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and "AGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT" for 571 genera

tions with a runtime of 2hrs lOmin on a 200 processor cluster. The best fitness score 

decreases steadily with each generation until it remains steady for approximately 500 

generations (Figure 2.16). The distribution is close to a uniform distribution (Ta

ble 2.4) with a distance from the optimal of 2.95. The best pool design, GFPooll, 

is shown in Figure 2.17. This pool was also examined experimentally to confirm its 

structural diversity after 8 rounds of SELEX. 
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Figure 2.16: The best fitness value observed so far at each generation of Genetic Filter
ing (primers "ATACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and "AGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT"). 
Parameters: NG=10000 NoChargeCutoff=500 Pcrossover=0.0 Pmutation=0.9 Ppo-
sition= 0.0156 Pcopy=0.1 (see Section 2.3.2). The best fitness score (smallest value), 
which indicates its closeness to the desired uniform structure distribution, decreases 
steadily with each generation until it remains steady for approximately 500 genera
tions. 

IJ 
Structures 

19.59% 

2J 
Structures 

20.37% 

3J 
Structures 

18.93% 

4J 
Structures 

20.42% 

5J 
Structures 

20.69% 

Distance 

2.95 

No. of 
SS pos. 

24 

Table 2.4: Structural distribution for GFPooll. 
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Figure 2.17: Sample secondary structure of GFPooll. GFPooll is the DNA pool 
sequence including primers "ATACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and "AGATAGTAAGT-
GCAATCT". This was designed to generate a SELEX starting pool with uniform 
structure distribution. This lOOnt in length pool, containing 24 random nucleotide 
positions, was synthesized and used in selection experiments for binding ATP. 

The effect of primer site and number of single stranded positions was also in

vestigated for the Genetic Filtering approach. Using a 5' primer sequence "AT

ACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and 3' primer sequence "AGATTGCACTTACTATCT", 

Genetic Filtering stopped at generation 1626, and the runtime on a 200 processor 

PC cluster was 6hrs 17min. Figure 2.18 shows the best (smallest) fitness score of 

the pool designs observed so far at each generation. The best pool design, GFPool2 

(Figure 2.19) delivered a structure distribution (Table 2.5) close to the uniform struc

ture distribution, having a deviation of 4.93. The number of single stranded positions 

in the best pool design was 25, despite having a penalty in the fitness function for 

deviations from the ideal 24 positions. In order to obtain a pool design with uniform 

structural distribution and exactly 24 random positions, we performed the following 

additional computation. For each single stranded position, excluding primers, we kept 

that single stranded position fixed and mutated the other 24 single stranded positions 
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Figure 2.18: The best fitness value observed at each generation of Genetic Filter
ing (primers "ATACCAGCTTATTCAATT " and "AGATTGCACTTACTATCT"). 
Parameters: NG=10000 NoChargeCutoff=500 Pcrossover=0.0 Pmutation=0.9 Ppo-
sition= 0.0156 Pcopy=0.1 (see Section 2.3.2). The best fitness score decreases steadily 
with each generation and stopped at generation 1626 when it remains steady after 
approximately 500 generations. 

106 times, calculating the structural distribution for those 106 mutations. The best 

distribution was obtained when the 20th single stranded position was kept fixed, in 

which case the distribution is nearly equal to the optimal uniform structural distri

bution (see Table 2.5). The pool design, GFPool2A, obtained by Genetic Filtering 

with very close to uniform structural distribution and exactly 24 random positions 

is "ATACCAGCTTATTCAATTAAGCNNNNNGTCCACNNNNNNGTGGATNGC-

CCCCNNNNGGNNGGGCNNTGGCTNNNNGCCAGGTAGATTGCACTTACTATCT". 

GFP0012 
GFP0012A 

Us 
18.74% 
19.08% 

2Js 
19.73% 
20.14% 

3Js 
19.06% 
19.93% 

4Js 
22.10% 
20.29% 

5Js 
20.36% 
20.56% 

Distance 
4.93 
1.97 

SS pos. 
25 
24 

Table 2.5: Structural distribution, distance from the optimal, and number of single 
stranded positions present for GFPool2 and GFPool2A. GFPool2: Pool shown in 
Figure 2.19 using primers "ATACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and 3' prier "AGATTG
CACTTACTATCT" GFPool2A: Pool 2 modified by keeping the 20th single stranded 
position fixed. 
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Figure 2.19: Sample secondary structure of GFPool2. GFPool2 uses primers "AT-
ACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and "AGATTGCACTTACTATCT". It was designed to 
generate a SELEX starting pool with uniform structure distribution. This pool is 
lOOnt in length and contains 25 random nucleotide positions. 

2.4.3 Designing a SELEX starting pool with uniform tree structure dis

tribution 

Similar to the method for designing the uniform junction distribution pool, we de

signed a pool with a uniform distribution of 12 tree structures from 2\ to 65 in 

Figure 2.6. We started from a random pool and used ViennaRNA to generate the 

secondary structures, then converted the secondary structures to the tree structures 

using the RNA To Tree method. In order to compare with the mixing matrices ap

proach [86, 88], the minimum length of a stem structure was defined as at least two 

contiguous pairs, and pools of 10,000 sequences were used for computation. Each 

tree structure is classified into different structure categories. Given an initial seed 

population of pool designs based on a number of tree structures such as 53, 61, 62, 

63, 64 and 65, we used Genetic Filtering to create a single design that would yield 

a startup pool with a uniform distribution of 12 tree structures. The pool design 

obtained by this experiment (GFPool3) and its structural distribution are shown in 



Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21, respectively. 
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Figure 2.20: Sample secondary structure of GFPool3. GFPool3 is the DNA pool 
sequence designed to generate a SELEX starting pool with uniform tree structure 
distribution. 
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Figure 2.21: Tree structure distribution of GFPool3. 
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2.4.4 Result of SELEX experiment with improved pool design 

SELEX experiments were performed using our uniform structure pool, GFPooll, 

generated by our Genetic Filtering method, in an effort to confirm that our design 

approach yielded a pool that allowed for an increased range of complex structures 

to be sampled during the selection process. Selections were performed to find DNA 

sequences that showed affinity for ATP [72]. In the original ATP aptamer SELEX 

experiments, the random DNA pool used to screen for ATP binders consisted of 

2 x 1014 different sequences made up of a 72 nucleotide random region flanked by 

defined primer binding sites. After 8 rounds of selection, the random region of the 

sequence with the best binding affinity was determined to be 5'- GACTG GGCTT 

GTGCT TGGGG GAGTA TTGCG GAGGA AAGCG GCCCT GCTGA AGTGG 

GATAC ATGTG GATAC CC -3' (personal communication, J.W. Szostak). This 

sequence, with its flanking primers, is of low complexity, predicted to form a 2J. 

• a 
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•HI t i l l 
R o u n d s Bound 0 Round 7 HoundB 

Select ion Round 

Figure 2.22: Percent recovery of DNA eluted from the ATP selection column versus 
selection round. With each round, an increased percentage of the pool DNA bound 
to the target was observed. 

Given the extensive study of this system, we chose ATP as the target for testing 

our uniform structure pool, GFPooll, generated by our Genetic Filtering method. A 

total of eight rounds of SELEX were performed, equivalent to the original procedure 

by Szostak. The recovery of DNA after each round, corresponding to the amount 

of DNA binding to the ATP target, was monitored using UV-vis absorbance and 
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fluorescence measurements. With each round, an increased percentage of the pool 

DNA bound to the target was observed (see Figure 2.22). DNA from GFPooll prior 

to selections as well from the round 8 enriched pool was cloned and sequenced. The 

secondary structures were analysed using Vienna RNA. Table 2.6 shows the distri

bution of junction structures obtained for both the starting and enriched pools, and 

structures can be found in Figure 2.23 and Figure 2.24, where structures were aligned 

by ClustalW2. Of the 19 sequences obtained experimentally from the non-enriched 

starting pool, Us, 2Js, 3Js, 4Js and 5Js were found. Additionally, 2Js, 3Js and 5Js 

were found in the enriched pool, confirming not only the structural diversity of this 

designed pool, but also that complex structures were retained after several rounds of 

enrichment. 

in silico 
in vitro 

(before enrichment) 
in vitro 

(after 8 rounds of SELEX) 

Us 
19.6% 

15.8% 

0% 

2Js 
20.4% 

26.3% 

50% 

3Js 
18.9% 

10.5% 

30% 

4Js 
20.4% 

21.1% 

0% 

5Js 
20.7% 

26.3% 

20% 

Distance 
2.95 

-

-

SS pos. 
24 

-

-

Table 2.6: in silico structural distribution, distance from the optimal, and number of 
single stranded positions present for DNA pools with primers as well as experimen
tal structural distributions prior to starting SELEX and after 8 rounds of selection 
using ATP as the target. GFPooll: Pool shown in Figure 2.17 using primers "AT-
ACCAGCTTATTCAATT" and "AGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT". 

Two of the 5J sequences, ATPF4 and ATPF8 (see Figure 2.24), were tested for 

binding affinity to ATP, yielding dissociation constant Kd values of 24.4 fiM and 

3.7 fj,M, respectively. In comparison, a Kd of 6fiM is reported for the published 

ATP aptamer sequence [72]. It is important to note that the published ATP aptamer 

sequence underwent extensive optimization and minimization prior to binding affinity 

experiments. The fact that one 5J generated from our SELEX experiments shows 

improved binding over that optimized system, while the other 5J does not, suggests 

that complexity alone does not guarantee better target binding, but higher complexity 

structures do have the potential to yield better aptamers. This clearly underscores 

the need for structural diversity, not just structural complexity, in the initial starting 

pool. 
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secondary structures. RNA/DNA secondary structure prediction through free en

ergy minimization, which is also called RNAfold, is the most widely used function in 

ViennaRNA. Structure prediction by ViennaRNA generates a single optimal struc

ture based on a dynamic programming algorithm originally developed by Zuker and 

Stiegler [192]. This method predicts secondary structures based on minimal over

all free energy derived from stacked pair and loops [65]. In this respect, stacks are 

formed by two consecutive base pairs, and loops include internal loops, bulges, hairpin 

loops and multiloops (junctions). The algorithm explores all the possibilities when 

computing the minimum free energy structure recursively by dynamic programming. 

Mfold is another RNA/DNA folding package using thermodynamic methods [116, 

191]. Hofacker and coworkers compared the performance of RNAfold and Mfold, and 

found that RNAfold is considerably faster than Mfold [65]. Recently, other folding 

programs such as GTfold [117] and MCfold [133] have been developed. Figure 2.25 

shows the comparison of structure distributions of the same 1000 random sequences 

predicted by RNAfold, GTfold and MCfold. The structure distributions generated 

by RNAfold and GTfold are almost identical (see Table 2.7). However, MCfold pre

dicted considerably more complex structures. Upon closer inspection of MCfold, we 

observe that this method starts by enumerating all possible junction configurations 

and therefore has a tendency to overestimate the number of complex structures. We 

also observed a considerable difference in runtime between these three methods. On 

a single machine, the run time required for a single sequence by RNAfold and GTfold 

are very similar [117]. However, MCfold runs several orders of magnitude slower. On 

a PC using an Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 processor with 2.4GHz and 8GB DDR2 RAM, 

the run time of RNAfold for folding one sequence was about 0.008029 seconds, while 

it took about 845 seconds for MCfold, which is approx. 100,000 times slower than 

RNAfold. Thus, it would take 27 years for MCfold to predict the secondary struc

ture for one million sequences. It is therefore not feasible to use MCfold to predict 

secondary structures in our methods despite its capacity in predicting pseudoknot 

structures. 

Currently, both our approaches for pool design are based on RNA/DNA secondary 
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Figure 2.25: Comparison of predicted structural distributions of RNAfold, GTfold and 
MCfold for the same 1000 random sequences of 100 nucleotides each (containing no 
fixed primer sites). The structure distributions generated by RNAfold and GTfold are 
almost identical. However, MCfold predicted considerably more complex structures. 

structure folding algorithms, such as RNAfold in the ViennaRNA package. Conse

quently, our approaches are subjected to the limitations of these folding algorithms. 

As an example, RNA sequences that adopt pseudoknot structures are not amenable 

by our approaches since RNAfold in ViennaRNA package cannot fold a sequence into 

a pseudoknot. This is a concern because functional RNA pseudoknots have been 

found in random pools [168]. Although there exist algorithms that can fold pseudo-

knot structures, such as PKNOTS [143], MCfold [133] and gfold [142], folding of large 

sets of sequences as required in our methods is not efficient and feasible. However, 

this thesis is concerned with small RNAs (100 nt) only and focuses on statistical 

properties such as frequencies of junction structures for large numbers of sequences, 

thus impact of the lack of ability to predict pseudoknots is minimized. 

RNAfold 
GTfold 

1J Structures 
19.65% 
19.96% 

2J Structures 
20.39% 
20.01% 

3J Structures 
18.63% 
18.55% 

4J Structures 
20.48% 
21.25% 

5J Structures 
20.86% 
20.23% 

Table 2.7: Structural distribution comparison between RNAfold and GTfold for GF-
Pooll. GFPooll is shown in Figure 2.17. 
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2.5.2 Comparison of Inverse Folding with Random Filtering 

Inverse Folding associated with the ViennaRNA package was developed to find se

quences that fold into a predefined structure [64]. However, it cannot be applied for 

the design of starting pools for in vitro selection experiments because of the primers 

involved in the experiments. Inverse Folding cannot generate sequences containing 

primers directly. As shown in Figure 2.26, adding primers to complex structures can 

have a dramatic effect. In the experiment shown, we consider 20 million 5Js of length 

70nt generated by Inverse Folding and add to each of them two primers of length 

15nt. As shown in Figure 2.26, all except 155,989 structures change from 5Js to sim

pler structures. That is, less than 1% of engineered sequences retain 5Js and instead 

result in simpler structures. 
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5J 

Figure 2.26: Resulting structural distribution after addition of two 15 nt primers to 20 
million 5-way junctions sequences of length 70nt generated by Inverse Folding. Less 
than 1% of sequences retain 5-way junctions and instead result in simpler structures. 

To compare the Inverse Folding method and the Random Filtering method, we 

randomly chose 46 5J structures generated by Inverse Folding in Figure 2.26 and 

a random pool, respectively, and mutated their single stranded positions 1 million 

times. Random Filtering generates more complex structures than Inverse Folding 

(Figure 2.27) and would be more suitable to generate structurally diverse starting 

pools for in vitro selection experiments. 
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of average structural distribution for the pools generated 
by Random Filtering and Inverse Folding. Random Filtering generates more complex 
structures than Inverse Folding. 

2.5.3 Comparison of Genetic Filtering with the Mixing Matrices ap

proach 

Schlick and coworkers [86, 88] developed a computational approach for designing 

structured RNA pools by modeling the pool generation process using mixing matri

ces. To compare our method with the mixing matrices approach, we developed a 

program called RNA To Tree to convert RNA/DNA secondary structures into the 

tree structures as defined in [52, 53]. To design a pool with a uniform distribution 

of 12 tree structures from 2\ to 65 in [53], we used Genetic Filtering to create a 

single design that would yield a startup pool with a uniform distribution of 12 tree 

structures (see Section 2.4.3). 

Applying the mixing matrix approach to create a pool with a uniform distribution 

of 12 tree structures (from 2i to 65) resulted in error rates of 60% (using 1 mixing 

matrix) and 38.9% (using 2 mixing matrices), respectively. Here, errors refer to the 

sum of the distances of individual to the desired distribution, i.e. 8.33% for uniform 

distribution of 12 tree structures. In contrast, Genetic Filtering reduced the error to 

35.23% (with one single pool which is equivalent to 1 mixing matrix). For in vitro 

experiments, our method requires only one synthesis, whereas the mixing matrices 

approach needs one synthesis for each mixing matrix. Therefore, our method is also 
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less costly and less time consuming compared with the mixing matrices approach. 

Our results complement the mixing matrices approach in several ways. Ran

dom Filtering and Genetic Filtering are able to add more complex structures to the 

pool. For example, the most complex structures created via mixing matrices are 4J 

structures whereas Random Filtering and Genetic Filtering can increase and control, 

respectively, the number of 5J structures in the pool. The mixing matrices approach 

also does not cover the inclusion of primers. However, primer-binding regions are 

required in essentially all in vitro selection experiments. Since the primer regions 

are considered in our approach, our designed pools can be directly implemented into 

in vitro selection experiments. While we showed how Genetic Filtering generates 

pools with uniform structure distributions, the method can be used to design any 

given target structure distribution, not only for junction structures, but also for tree 

structures. The approach can also be applied to design pools including specific sub

structures such as common structural components of aptamers. 

2.6 Conclusions and future work 

In this study, we developed two new systematic computational pool design approaches 

that increase the covered search space for in vitro selection of complex aptamers: Ran

dom Filtering and Genetic Filtering. Compared with close to zero five-way junctions 

and around 0.2% four-way junctions in a typical random DNA pool with 106 struc

tures of 100 nucleotides each, Random Filtering generated pools of the same size where 

more than 10% of the sequences are five-way junctions and more than 15% of the se

quences are four-way junctions. Very similar results were found for lOOnt DNA pools 

where 30nt are fixed primers. Our RFPool A (designed via Random Filtering) was 

synthesized and a few sequences were determined and folded using ViennaRNA. In a 

subset of only 17 sequences, 11.76% were found to be 5-way and 11.76% were 4-way 

junctions. Compared to a completely random pool, our Random Filtering method can 

dramatically increase the likelihood of obtaining high-order junctions experimentally. 

Our second method, Genetic Filtering can generate DNA pool designs of 100 

nucleotides each, where 30nt are fixed primers, with distributions in silico that are 

very close to a uniform structure distribution, i.e. highly diverse. Analysis of a small 
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set of the sequences obtained from the GFPooll (designed via Genetic Filtering) in 

vitro showed significant structural diversity, with each of the 1J, 2 J, 3J, 4J, and 5J 

structures present at levels of at least 10%. Complex 5J structures accounted for 

26% of the sequences prior to enrichment. After GFPooll was subjected to 8 rounds 

of selection against the target ATP, complex 5Js accounted for 20% of the sampled 

sequences. Given that in a fully random pool only 35 of 20 million sequences result in 

complex 5J structures, the likelihood of observing this concentration of 5J structures 

is approximately 10 -10 . These results confirm that our suggested approach not only 

leads to better access to more complex structures for in vitro selection experiments 

but also that SELEX is capable of preserving highly complex structures if they are 

present in the initial DNA pool. When the binding affinities of two 5J sequences from 

this enriched pool were tested, one sequence (ATPF8) displayed stronger affinity for 

ATP than Huizenga and Szostak's low complexity aptamer, while the other (ATPF4) 

showed weaker affinity. This suggests that higher complexity sequences have the 

potential to be better aptamers, but will not always lead to improved binding. Thus, 

structural diversity, not just structural complexity, is an important characteristic of an 

ideal starting pool for SELEX. Our Genetic Filtering method is particularly aimed at 

designing such pools. Future work will examine in more depth whether these designed 

pools lead more generally to aptamers with improved binding characteristics. 



Chapter 3 

Identification of transposon insertion polymorphisms by 

computational comparative analysis of next generation 

personal genome data 

This chapter focuses on the development and implementation of computational meth

ods to identify transposon insertion polymorphisms by analyzing next generation 

personal genome data. A paper submitted to the American Institute of Physics Pro

ceedings of AMMCS-2011 [110] is partly the basis for this chapter. I carried out all 

computational work for this project. The experimental validation was performed by 

Irene Lozynska in Dr. Liang's laboratory at Brock University. 

3.1 Introduction 

Structural variations (SVs) in a genome is commonly defined as DNA sequence al

ternation among individuals of the same species that are not single nucleotide poly

morphisms (SNPs) [43, 172], Such variants include deletion, duplication, insertion, 

inversion, and translocations of DNA sequences [50]. Rapidly accumulating evidence 

indicates that SVs significantly contribute to human diversity and disease suscepti

bility. Many SVs are associated with genetic diseases such as psoriasis, autism and 

Crohn's disease [66, 115, 120]. Therefore, detecting and characterizing these SVs is an 

important step in understanding the genetic basis of these diseases. However, iden

tification and characterization of SVs have proven to be a very challenging task [41]. 

In recent years, with the development of new sequencing technologies, such as Roche 

454, Illumina Solexa, and ABI SOLiD, a vast amount of high throughput sequencing 

(HTS) personal genome data has been generated. One example of such effort is the 

1000 genome project that has so far generated deep or low coverage sequence data 

for more than 1000 individuals covering major human populations [81, 42]. These 

51 
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personal genome data that are expected to increase rapidly in the next few years 

will open new opportunities for comprehensive analysis of SVs. Recently, a number 

of computational tools have been developed for the identification of SVs using these 

personal genome data [123]. However, SVs identified by these methods do not include 

transposon insertions, a type of SV that is more challenging to identify due to the 

highly repetitive nature of the transposon sequences, i.e. huge number of copies in 

the genome and very similar sequences among the same family members. 

Transposons or transposable elements (TEs) are discrete pieces of DNA that can 

move within a genome. TEs, with several millions of copies classified into many fam

ilies and subfamilies, account for approximately 45% of the human genome [34], and 

they play important roles in the evolution of the genome and regulating gene func

tions [6, 79, 34, 59]. By simply moving from one place to another or by making new 

copies inserting into other locations in the genome, these TEs generate a major source 

for inter- and intra-species genetic diversity [184, 21, 60, 155]. Transposon insertion 

polymorphism (TIP) refers to the presence or absence of a transposon insertion at a 

specific genomic location in populations of a given species. A small fraction of the TEs 

remain active today, and recent evidence indicates that about 35 to 40 subfamilies 

of Alu, LI, SVA elements and possibly HERV-K elements remain actively mobile in 

the human genome [126]. As discussed previously in Introduction, variations in DNA 

sequence may be either common (more than 1%) or rare in a population. Polymor

phisms refer to the ones in the former case and private polymorphisms or mutations 

refer to those in the latter case [13]. In this thesis, all types of transposon insertion 

variations are referred to as transposon insertion polymorphisms. Many dozens of 

disease-causing transposon insertions have been identified [26, 12, 132], and the full 

scope of transposon mutagenesis in humans is likely to extend far beyond these initial 

cases. 

Due to the presence of TEs in an extreme large number of copies and the highly 

similar sequences among members in the same family, genome-wide analysis of TIPs 

presents a great deal of challenges. Only a small number of TIPs have been identified 

using classical molecular biology techniques, such as locus-specific PCR, targeted 

mutation screening, and transposon differential display polymerase chain reactions 
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(PCR)[185, 5, 11, 146]. With the completion of the human genome project and 

availability of limited additional personal genome data, a few studies have explored 

the use of computational comparative genomic approaches to identify TIPs and these 

approaches have proven to be very fruitful [177, 96, 179, 185]. These early studies not 

only demonstrated the usefulness of personal genome data in identifying TIPs, but 

also suggested to us that the level of human genetic diversity associated with TIPs 

is much higher than what was previously appreciated. The latter point has been 

further confirmed by several recent pilot studies employing experimental analysis of 

personal genomes using next generation sequencing technologies [183, 47, 71]. With 

the availability of personal genome data increasing at a unprecedented scale, it has 

become imperative to develop new computational algorithms in order to utilize these 

genomic data for the study of TIPs. 

In this study, we developed a computational method, called TIP-finder, to identify 

TIPs through analysis of next generation personal genome data. In TIP-finder, a 

greedy algorithm is used to identify the candidate TIPs loci which are then enhanced 

by a machine-learning approach. We tested the efficiency of TIP-finder with simulated 

data and were able to detect about 88% of TIPs with a precision of >91%. When 

TIP-finder was used to analyze the Solexa paired-end sequence data at deep coverage 

for six genomes representing two trio families, a total of 5569 TIPs, consisting of 4881, 

456, 91, and 141 insertions from Alu, LI, SVA and HERV, respectively, were identified, 

representing the most comprehensive analysis of such type of genetic variation so far. 

3.2 Literature review 

3.2.1 Genome 

The genome refers to all DNA (in some viruses, RNA) sequences in an organism[134]. 

It is an entirety of the genetic material of an organism passed along from one genera

tion to the next generation. Genomic DNA is an unbranched polymer in which four 

distinct nucleotides are linked together in a given order. The variability of the four 

bases constitutes the genetic code of DNA. The particular order of A, G, C and T is 

extremely important and it contains all necessary information for living organisms to 
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survive and reproduce. Therefore, determining the DNA sequence is very useful in 

fundamental research in understanding why and how organisms live. 

The size of genomes varies from one species to another, from a few thousand base 

pairs to a few billions base pairs, from thousand genes to tens of thousand genes. 

For example, the phi X bacteriophage, the first sequenced DNA-based genome, has 

about 5 thousands base pairs [148], while the human genome has about 3 billion base 

pairs. The E. coli genome contains about 4000 genes and the human genome contains 

about 23000 genes. Genes account for only about 1-2 percent of the human genome, 

and the remaining part of the genome consists of regulatory sequences, transposons 

and sequences with unknown functions [76]. 

Genomes are organized into physical structural unites called chromosomes. In the 

case of humans, the genome is composed of 23 pairs or a total of 46 chromosomes. 

The shortest chromosome is 50 million base pairs and the longest is 260 million base 

pairs [19]. Every child receives two sets of 23 chromosomes: one from the mother and 

one from the father. Of these 23 pairs, 22 pairs are called autosomes, and they are 

the same for both males and females. The 23rd pair, the sex chromosomes, differs 

between males and females. Females have two copies of the X chromosome, and males 

have one X and one Y chromosome. The two chromosomes in a pair come from each 

parent, so they are not identical in sequence due to the high level of genetic diversity. 

3.2.2 Genome sequencing 

DNA sequencing is defined as the process and methods for determining the order of 

the nucleotide bases (A, G, C and T) in a DNA molecule. It provides the information 

of the sequence of nucleotides. Over the past few decades, a few sequencing meth

ods have been established. Very recently, next generation sequencing methods were 

developed to meet the increasing demand in genome sequencing. As of September 

2009, 5843 genome sequencing projects have been recorded, of which 1100 have been 

completed, including 982 prokaryote species and 118 eukaryotic species [109]. 
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In 1977, two DNA sequencing methods were independently developed, one by an 

American group led by Maxam and Gilbert [118] and the other by an English group 

led by Sanger [150]. The Maxam-Gilbert method was based on a chemical cleavage 

protocol, and its reaction products were separated by gel electrophoresis. The Sanger 

group designed a procedure similar to the natural DNA replication process. It is 

based on the use of 2',3'-dideoxynucleoside triphosphates (ddNTPs) as DNA chain 

terminators. 

Both groups shared the Nobel prize in 1980, however, the Maxam-Gilbert se

quencing rapidly became out of favor due to the extensive use of hazardous chemicals 

and difficulties in automation. While the Sanger method has become the dominant 

approach and gold standard for DNA sequencing in recent decades [151], it has been 

modified to improve its efficiency, which includes the use of capillary electrophoresis-

based sequencing machines for automated detection of DNA molecules with improved 

thermostable polymerases and fluorescent dye-labelled dideoxynucleotide terminators 

[134]. The Sanger method was used in the sequencing of the first human genome, 

which was initially published in 2001 [75], further improved in 2004 [76] through the 

Human Genome Project. The current Sanger sequencing can achieve read lengths of 

800 - 1000 bp with a per-base "raw" accuracy as high as 99.999% [162]. 

For the past 30 years, continued improvements in Sanger sequencing techniques, 

associated with advances in computing and informatics, have reduced the cost of 

genome sequencing by about two orders of magnitude and have shortened the genome 

projects from a decade to mere months (for mammalian-sized genomes), or even weeks 

(for microbial genomes) [145]. However, it still costs at least $10 million to sequence 

a human genome or other genomes at a similar size [129]. Only a small number 

of large genome centres worldwide have the resource to handle the sequencing of a 

mammalian-sized genome. With the promise of individualized medicine (pharma-

cogenomics), new sequencing methods are being sought to decrease the cost and time 

required for genome sequencing. 
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3.2.2.2 Next-generation sequencing (NGS) 

NGS refers to platforms for DNA sequencing in a massively parallel manner in re

placing the Sanger method. In 2005, a new platform using pyrosequencing technology 

was developed by 454 Life Sciences (http://www.454.com) [114] and this was the first 

commercial NGS platform. The method shears DNA into fragements of a few hundred 

bp and then amplifies DNA inside water droplets in an oil solution (emulsion PCR), 

with each droplet containing a single DNA template attached to a single primer-

coated bead that then forms a clonal colony. The sequencing slide contains many 

picolitre-sized wells each containing a single bead and sequencing enzymes. Pyrose

quencing uses luciferin to generate light for detection of the individual nucleotides 

added to the existing DNA, and then determine the sequence of the growing strand 

[114]. When the 454 platform was first introduced, it was able to sequence 25 million 

bases in a four-hour period, about 100 times faster than the current Sanger sequenc

ing [114]. The current 454 instrument, the GS-FLX, produces an average read length 

of 400 ~ 600 bp per read, with a combined throughput of 1 Gb of sequence data per 

10-h run (see Table 3.1) [175]. Its cost was reported as $60 per Mb in 2008 [162]. 

In 2006, the Illumina (Solexa) genome analyzer, the first short-read sequencing 

platform, was commercially launched by Solexa, now part of Illumina (http://www.illumina.com 

This sequencing technology is based on reversible dye terminators. DNA molecules 

are first attached to primers on a slide and amplified so that clonally amplified clusters 

are generated by bridge amplification. Four differently labeled ddNTPs are added and 

non-incorporated nucleotides are washed away. Unlike pyrosequencing, the DNA can 

only be extended one nucleotide at a time. The fluorescently labeled nucleotides are 

recorded and the dye is chemically removed from the DNA before the next synthesis 

cycle. The current Solexa instrument produces an average read length of lOObp per 

read, with a combined throughput of 50 Gb of sequence data per 9-day run (see 

Table 3.1) [175]. Its cost was reported as ~$2 per Mb in 2008 [162]. 

The SOLiD (Supported Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection) sequencing plat

form, introduced by Applied Biosystems (http://www.solid.appliedbiosystems.com) 

in 2007, is a short-read sequencing technology based on ligation. A pool of all pos

sible oligonucleotides of a fixed length are labeled according to the first two bases. 

http://www.454.com
http://www.illumina.com
http://www.solid.appliedbiosystems.com
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Oligonucleotides are annealed and ligated; the preferential ligation by DNA ligase for 

matching sequences results in a signal informative of the nucleotides at that position. 

Before sequencing, the DNA is amplified by emulsion PCR. The resulting beads, each 

containing only copies of the same DNA molecule, are deposited on a glass slide [173]. 

The current SOLiD instrument produces an average read length of 50bp per read, 

with a combined throughput of 60 Gb of sequence data per 5-day run (see Table 3.1) 

[175]. Its cost was reported as ~$2 per Mb in 2008 [162]. 

Roche (454), Illumina (Solexa) and ABI (SOLiD) are the main NGS platforms 

on the current market. Although they are based on different approaches, they share 

common technological features: All these platforms run sequencing in parallel to 

increase the throughput and they are capable of generating paired-end data that allow 

for paired-end mapping (PEM, see detailed definition in Section 3.3.1) techniques to 

be used for the detection of structural variations. 

NGS technologies have reduced sequencing cost from $0.01/base in 2004 to nearly 

$0.0001/base in 2006 and increased the sequencing capacity from 1 Mbp/machine/day 

in 2004 to more than 5 Gbp/machine/day in 2009 [169]. Compared with the Sanger 

sequencing method, NGS technologies are orders of magnitude faster and cheaper. In 

the short 5 years since the first commercial platform became available, NGS has been 

accelerating and revolutionizing a wide variety of genomics research, enabling experi

ments previously not technically feasible or affordable to be performed. Furthermore, 

these technological advancements opened entirely new areas of biological inquiry, such 

as the investigation of ancient genomes, the characterization of ecological diversity, 

and the identification of unknown etiologic agents [113]. However, compared with 

Sanger sequencing technique, NGS technologies are limited by the short read lengths 

and the accuracy of base calls, which makes the assembly of the whole genome from 

raw read data much more difficult. 

Technology Read Length Output (GB) Run Time 
Roche/454 400-600 I i0h~ 
Illumina/Solexa 100 50 9 days 
ABI-SOLiD 50 60 5 days 

Table 3.1: Summary of the capacity for the major next-generation sequencing tech
nologies [175]. 
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3.2.3 Genome sequencing strategies 

Since the available methods for DNA sequencing can only handle short stretches of 

DNA (less than 1000 base pairs) at a time, to sequence a longer DNA such as a 

genome, special strategies are required. In 1977, shotgun sequencing was introduced 

by Sanger et al [150, 166]. In this method, the genome of an organism is randomly 

cut into small fragments by enzymes, each of which is then cloned and sequenced 

separately. The sequence is a "read" by a sequencing instrument, resulting in a 

collection of reads. Reads are the sequences of individual DNA fragments from a single 

run [136]. Normally, the length of the DNA fragments is longer than the length of 

reads, so only the ends of DNA fragments are sequenced. The reads are then combined 

in a proper order to obtain the sequence of the whole genome using computer programs 

called genome assemblers. In order to assemble the original genome sequence, each 

base in the genome needs to be sampled by at least one of the reads. The amount of 

DNA that is sequenced is referred to as coverage, which is defined as the ratio between 

the cumulative size of the reads and the size of the genome, i.e. : c = Lx N/G, where 

L is the read length, N is the number of reads, and G is the length of the genome. 

Currently, two shotgun strategies are used for genome sequencing. One strategy 

is called hierarchical shotgun sequencing, also referred to as "map-based", "BAC-

based" or "clone-by-clone" (see Figure 3.1). In this method, the DNA is first cut 

into fragments by enzymes and each fragment is inserted into a bacterial artificial 

chromosome (BAC). A BAC is a genetically engineered DNA that can replicate inside 

a bacterial cell. Each BAC clone can contain an insertion of foreign DNA from 100 to 

500 kb. The collection of BACs containing the whole genome is called a BAC library. 

The BAC inserts are isolated and mapped onto chromosomes using methods such as 

FISH to determine the order of each cloned fragment in the chromosome. Each BAC 

fragment is then randomly fragmented into smaller pieces (50 kb for cosmid libraries 

and 2 to 10 kb for plasmid libraries) and each piece is sequenced from both ends. 

The sequences are aligned so that the identical sequences overlap, and then these 

"shotgun" sequences are assembled into contigs (contiguous sequences) [134]. 

The other genome sequencing strategy is called whole genome shotgun (WGS) 

sequencing (see Figure 3.2). This method was first applied by Sanger and colleagues 
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Figure 3.1: Hierachical shotgun sequencing method [134]. 

to the genome of bacteriophage x [149]. WGS randomly shears genomic DNA into 

fragments and then the fragments are sub-cloned into small-insert libraries such as 2 

kb, and large-insert libraries such as 10 to 20 kb. The fragments are then sequenced 

from both ends. Once the sequences are obtained, they are aligned and assembled 

into contigs on the basis of sequence overlap [134]. 

ATGGAGTACTGACCTAA 
GACCTAACAGTCGTAT 

ATGGAGTACTGACCTAACAGTCGTAT 

genomic DNA 

DNA fragments 

shotgun sequence 

assembly 

Figure 3.2: Whole genome shotgun sequencing method. 

Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages. Unlike WGS se

quencing, the location for each BAC is known in the hierarchical shotgun sequencing, 

so its sequence assembly is focused on a small region of the genome. Thus, there are 
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fewer random fragments to assemble and the sequencers are more reliable. The disad

vantage of the hierarchical shotgun sequencing is time and expense. The BAC clone 

mapping step can be especially time consuming. By contrast, the WGS sequencing is 

very fast and less expensive, but it is very computationally challenging to put a large 

number of short fragments back into a full sequence. It also imposes a greater poten

tial for large-scale misassembly. Both approaches have been used to sequence whole 

genomes. The hierarchical shotgun sequencing method has been used for many large, 

eukaryotic genomes, including the genome of S. cerevisiae and the public consortium's 

version of the Human Genome Project [75]. The WGS method was used to sequence 

the genome of the bacterium Haemophilus influenzae [51], and it was also employed 

by the privately funded company Celera Genomics to sequence the human genome. 

The WGS method is currently used by all next-generation sequencing technologies. 

3.2.4 The human genome projects 

The Human Genome Project (HGP) was first launched in the US in 1990 as a joint 

effort of the Department of Energy and the National Institutes of Health. During the 

early years- of the HGP, the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 

(IHGSC), an open collaboration including twenty centres in six countries, was formed 

to carry out the component of the HGP [75]. In 1998, a private biotechnology com

pany, Celera Genomics, started a project in sequencing human genome. In February 

2001, both the IHGSC [75] and Celera Genomics [174] reported the draft sequences of 

the human genome. Improved drafts were later announced in 2004 [76]. The genome 

sequences generated by the public HGP and private project are called the human 

genome reference sequences. The reference sequences do not represent any specific 

person's genome, and are actually a consensus sequence for a few different genomes. 

Personal genome projects aimed to sequence individual human genomes. In 2007, 

Levy and colleagues [105] published the first complete personal genome - Craig Ven

ter's DNA sequence. In the following year, Wheeler and colleagues [180] also re

ported the complete genome sequence of James D. Watson. This is the first genome 

sequenced by next-generation sequencing technologies. 

In January 2008, the 1000 Genomes Project (http://www.1000genomes.org/) was 

http://www.1000genomes.org/
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announced to sequence the genomes of at least 1000 people from around the world, 

using the NGS technologies. It aims to provide the most detailed and medically useful 

resource on human genetic variation. The goal of the 1000 Genomes Project is to find 

most of the variants in the human genome that have a frequency of at least 1% in 

the populations studied. The 1000 Genomes Project has completed its pilot phase, 

designed to develop and compare different strategies for genome-wide sequencing with 

high-throughput platforms [42]. 

3.2.5 Structural variation in the human genome 

Human genetic variations can be categorized into various size ranges. The small

est type of variation is at the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) level, and it 

affects only one single nucleotide base. The international HapMap project [74, 73] 

documented 3.1 million SNPs from 270 human individuals. However, human genetic 

variation extends beyond SNP. SVs can be defined as polymorphic rearrangements of 

genome of 50 bp up to hundreds of kb in size [160]. Recent studies have defined ap

proximately 5% of the human genome as structural variant in the normal population, 

involving 800 independent genes [160]. 

Structural variations in the human genome include deletion, duplication, insertion, 

inversion, translocation and transposon insertion. All these variants are relative to the 

human reference genome. Deletion/insertion occurs when there is a less/more segment 

of DNA relative to the reference genome. For example, if the human chromosome has 

sections in order of A-B-C in the reference genome, then deletion/insertion occurs 

when a genome has sections A-C (deletion) or A-E-B-C (insertion). Inversion occurs 

when a segment of DNA that is reversed in orientation with respect to the rest of 

the chromosome such as having sections A-C-B. Tandem duplication occurs when 

two identical segments are adjacent in the chromosome, i.e. A-A-B-C. Translocation 

is defined as a change in position of a chromosomal segment within a genome that 

involves no change to the total DNA content. Translocation can be intra- or inter-

chromosomal [50]. 

Rapidly accumulating evidence indicates that SVs contribute significantly to hu

man phenotype diversity with many SVs associated with genetic diseases such as 
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psoriasis, autism and Crohn's disease [66, 115, 120]. Therefore, detecting and char

acterizing these SVs is an important step in understanding the genetic basis of these 

diseases. 

3.2.6 Methods for structural variation detection 

After the completion of the human genome project, the reference genome has been 

playing an important role in the detection of SVs. It is now possible to use compu

tational comparative genomic approaches described below to identify SVs through a 

comparison to the reference genome. 

3.2.6.1 Array-based methods 

The earliest methods for detecting SVs used array comparative genome hybridization 

(aCGH), which tests the relative frequencies of probed DNA segments between two 

genomes [135, 154, 161]. Another approaches use single-nucleotides polymorphism 

(SNP) arrays (available from the HapMap project) to measure the intensity of probe 

signals at known SNP loci. By considering allelic ratios at heterozygous sites, these 

methods based on arrays are able to detect copy-number variants(CNVs) such as in

sertion and deletion [120, 33, 31, 62, 119]. However, the size and breakpoint resolution 

of any prediction depend on the density of the probes on the array, which is limited 

by either the density of the array itself (for aCGH) or by the density of known SNP 

loci (for SNP arrays) [123]. Further, these platforms are unable to detect balanced 

structural variations such as inversion and translocation, and they have to avoid the 

repetitive part of the genome. Thus, they are unable to detect transposon insertions. 

3.2.6.2 Paired-end mapping (PEM)-based methods 

Detecting SVs between two individuals would be an easy task if both of the genomes 

were already assembled. However, until now only few human genomes have been as

sembled, i.e. the human genome reference sequences, Venter's and Watson's personal 

genomes. Therefore, current computational methods to detect structural variations 

use only one assembled genome (the "reference") and another sequenced but unassem

bled genome (the "test"). 
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Paired-end mapping (PEM), enabled by most of the NGS technologies, has been 

successfully implemented to detect SVs by comparing a test genome with the reference 

genome [123]. PEM involves the generation of paired-end reads, which represent the 

two short reads of the two ends of a genomic fragment with a known estimated size, 

i.e. the library size or the insert size. The paired-end reads are sampled from the 

test genome, where they are ordered with certain orientations such as head to head 

(—••<—) orientations. Although the test genome cannot be compared with the reference 

genome directly, when the paired-end reads are mapped to the reference genome, SVs 

can be discovered based on the patterns of PEM characteristic of each type of SVs. 

PEM behaves differently in the region surrounding the SVs depending on the nature 

of SVs [123]. Basically, alignments of paired-end reads to the reference genome are 

categorized as concordant and discordant [172]. Paired reads mapped to the reference 

genome at a distance similar to the inserted size and in a correct orientation represent 

a concordant PEM, otherwise represent a discordant PEM, which indicates a potential 

SV. 

Figure 3.3 shows the signatures patterns of PEMs that are characteristics of differ

ent structural variations [123, 67]. Insertions and deletions can be detected when the 

mapped distance is different from the inserted size. If the mapped distance is smaller 

than the inserted size, it is an insertion, otherwise a deletion. As for inversion, the 

mapping order of the two reads does not change but the orientation of one of the 

reads changes. Tandem duplication occurs when the paired-end reads mapped to the 

reference out of order but with proper orientations. When the paired-end reads are 

mapped confidently on different chromosomes, a translocation event is indicated. 

Different types of SVs have different types of PEM signatures, so most current 

PEM-based methods detect SVs through the PEM signatures, which are dependent 

on mapped distance, order and orientations. Incorrect mapping information can lead 

to errors in the detection of PEM signatures. In order to reduce the chances of false 

positive, current methods group signatures that support the same variation together 

into a cluster. A standard clustering strategy, introduced by Tuzun and co-workers 

[172], only considers the discordant PEMs and ignores any paired read that has more 

than one good mapping position. Paired reads are considered as discordant when their 
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Figure 3.3: Types of structural variation that can be detected with PEM [123, 67]. 

mapping distance is 2-4 standard deviations away from the mean insert size. A cluster 

is formed if there is at least two or other minimum number of pairs showing signatures 

of the same type and with similar size and location. This standard clustering strategy 

was later used in several tools such as PEmer[97], Pindel[186], BreakDancer[27] and 

ABI SOLiD Software Tools [122]. 

One of the weaknesses of the standard clustering strategy is that it ignores the 

paired-end reads that have more than one mapping position[123], i.e., it does not allow 

the detection of SVs in the repetitive region including low copy regions generated 

by segmental duplications and transposable insertions. However, due to a strong 

association between segmental duplication and copy-number variation [32, 89], it is 

necessary to consider paired reads with multiple mapping positions in order to detect 

SVs within the duplicate regions. Several approaches such as variationHunter [67] 

and MoDIL [103] were developed to address this problem by assigning each good 

mapping read pair to only one cluster where it has the most support from other read 

pairs. 

There are two parameters that define a cluster in the standard clustering strategy: 

one is the minimum number of paired reads required for a cluster, and the other is 
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the number of standard deviations after which paired reads are considered discordant. 

Another weakness of the standard clustering strategy is that it uses a fixed cutoff for 

the number of standard deviations to determine discordant PEMs. This method can 

miss some clusters whose insertion size is small. For example, all paired reads at 

an insertion location have mapping distance of 2 standard deviations away from the 

mean insert size. The cluster cannot be formed if the discordance threshold is set at 

3 standard deviations. Lee and colleagues [103] developed a distribution-based clus

tering approach, called MoDIL, to detect small insertion and deletion. This method 

compares the distribution of insert size in the sequenced library to the distribution 

of the observed mapped distances at a given location on the genome. If they match 

the typical insert size distribution but with a shift, then a cluster is formed. Similar 

approaches have been adopted in the BreakDancer [27] and ABI SOLiD Software 

Tools [122]. 

3.2.6.3 Depth of coverage(DOC)-based methods 

The high coverage of NGS makes it possible to identify SVs, mainly duplications and 

deletions based on the depth of the coverage (DOC). SVs can be detected through 

the detection of DOC signatures by analyzing sequence read depths [50]. Assuming 

that the sequencing coverage is about the same across the entire genome, the number 

of reads mapped to a region is expected to be proportional to the number of times 

the region appears in the genome. If a region has insertion or deletion, there will be 

either more or less reads mapped to it. This gain/loss signature is directly related to 

the depth of coverage and to the size of the insertion or deletion. However, in reality, 

the sequencing coverage may not be uniform across the genome, and it can be over 

or under sampled in certain regions of the genome, which may cause the detection of 

false SVs. 

To overcome this type of noise, current methods group DOC signatures that sup

port the same variation into windows [123]. They first partition the reference genome 

into nonoverlapping windows based on the depth of coverage. Within each window, 

the depth of coverage is consistent, but the adjacent windows have a sudden change 

in the coverage of depth. Each window will correspond to a single loss, gain or no 
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event. Similar to the aCGH technique, two studies [22, 28] used binary circular seg

mentation and local change point analysis techniques to find the proper breakpoint 

for the windows. They then used theoretical analysis and simulations to determine 

the minimum size of the windows that correspond to SVs. Although these methods 

are able to detect the insertion of duplicate sequence, they are not able to detect the 

insertion of novel sequence. 

3.2.7 Transposon insertion polymorphisms 

Transposon insertion polymorphism (TIP) is one type of SVs. It is defined as the pres

ence and absence of a transposon insertion at a specific genomic location. Transposons 

are discrete pieces of DNA that can move within genomes [34]. They were discovered 

by Barbara McClintock in 1948 [121], for which she was awarded a Nobel prize in 

1983. Transposons have the remarkable ability to transpose or duplicate themselves 

to other regions of the genome, and this process has been occurring in virtually all 

organisms. As a result, transposons are a major component of human and non-human 

primate genomes. The completion of the first human genome sequence revealed that 

transposons constitute nearly half of the human genome [75, 163]. Considering the 

protein-coding regions account for only 1.5% of the human genome, the contribution 

of transposons to the human genome is much more remarkable [75]. Transposons play 

important roles in the evolution of the genome and human genetic diversity. They 

can mutate the genomes by moving around to different positions in the genome, and 

some of these mutations have been documented to cause human diseases including 

cancers [12, 132]. 

Transposons are divided into two classes based on how they transpose themselves 

within the genome. DNA transposons, accounting for 2.8% of the human genome [34] 

(see Figure 3.4), can be cleaved from one site and inserted into a new site. Retro-

transposons, accounting for nearly 42% of the human genome (see Figure 3.4), can 

copy themselves into RNA, and then reverse-transcribe into DNA and inserted at new 

genomic locations. Retrotransposons can be subdivided into two groups distinguished 

by the presence or absence of long terminal repeats (LTRs). Engoenous retrotrovirus 

(ERVs) are the main types of LTRs in the human genome, and they account for 
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8.3% of the genome. Most common Non-LTR retrotransposons are Alu elements and 

LINE-ls (LI), which account for one-third of the human genome [34](see Figure 3.4). 

LI, Alu, and SVA elements (possibly HERV-K elements) are the TEs that have been 

shown to be currently active in humans [126]. Past and ongoing activities of these 

TEs generate TE insertions that differ between different populations, family lineage 

or even different members of the same families. So far, close to 3000 TIPs have been 

documented in the database of retrotranposon insertion polymorphism (dbRIP) [178]. 

More than 60 cases of de novo insertions were reported to be responsible for genetic 

disorders [34]. 

SVA 
0.2%"\ Others 

Alu \ / 6 0 % 

10 .6%" \ \ / 

retrotransposons— T 
8.3% / 

DNA transposons 
2.8% 

non-transposable 
s^- elements 

/ 55.1% 

Figure 3.4: The TE content of the human genome. 

Each of these major types of retrotransposons can be divided into subfamilies 

based on diagnostic nucleotide sequence that serve as markers to indicate a common 

ancestor among subfamily members. For example, more than 200 Alu subfamilies are 

classified and recognized [176, 138]. The formation of the subfamilies, which often 

exist in a hierarchical structure, reflects the evolutionary dynamics of retrotransposon 

amplification in a sequential or linear accumulation fashion. For Alu Y family, new 

subfamilies are named using the number of nucleotide change relative to the Alu Y 

consensus sequence. For example, Alu Ya4 contains four nucleotide variations from 

the Y consensus. Alu Ya5 contains those same four changes plus one additional 

change. Letters following Y specify a particular cluster of additive changes that track 

the evolution of the active elements. Subfamily structure exists for LI, SVA and 



HERV as well[34]. 
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3.2.8 Computational methods for TIPs detection 

Although various computational approaches have been developed to detect SVs [123], 

most of them are not capable of detecting transposon insertions, which is a very im

portant type of SVs to the study of human evolution and disease. With the completion 

of the human genome project, a few studies have used computational comparative 

genomic approaches to identify TIPs [177, 96, 179, 185], but these methods are lim

ited to compare two assembled sequences. Very recently, Hormozdiari and colleagues 

[69] developed a method called variationHunter to detect transposon insertion. This 

is the only tool so far that identifies the TIPs by comparing the test genome and the 

reference genome based on NGS data. 

In the variationHunter method, all discordant paired-end reads with one end 

mapped to the reference genome and the other end mapped to the TE consensus 

sequences are first collected, and then based on the mapping information of each 

paired-end read, the breakpoint intervals (the range of insertion locations) are com

puted. Note that here all reads can be mapped to multiple locations on the reference 

genome. After sorting all breakpoint intervals in ascending order based on their loca

tions, a clustering algorithm is used to find the maximal valid clusters. As per [67], 

a valid cluster is defined as a set of alignments of discordant paired-end reads that 

support the same potential structural variation. A maximal valid cluster is defined 

as a valid cluster where no additional pair-end read alignments can be added such 

that the cluster remains valid. That is, a maximal valid cluster is a valid cluster 

for which no valid superset exists. Note that each paired-end read can be mapped 

to multiple locations on the reference genome. Since these locations are included in 

multiple maximal valid clusters, transposon insertions found from the maximal valid 

clusters can be incorrect. In order to reduce noise, Hormozdiari and colleagues used 

an approximate algorithm [67] to select the minimum number of the clusters from 

the maximal valid clusters such that each paired-end read has a map location in at 

most one selected valid cluster. They tested the variationHunter method with simu

lated data, by generating paired-end reads from the Venter genome assembly (HuRef) 
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with the genome coverage at 10X. After comparing with the reference genome, they 

discovered >85% of transposon insertion events with a precision of >90%. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 General approach 

In this study, we focus on TIPs representing insertions that are present in the test 

genome but absent in the reference genome (TIPs.OUT hereafter), since they are more 

difficult to identify than those insertions that are present in the reference genome but 

absent in one or more test genomes, which we call "TIPs JN". For paired-end reads 

with their fragment spanning the boundaries of the insertions, we can expect that 

one read-mate will map to the regions flanking the insertion with relatively good 

reliability (i.e. low number of hits with perfect or low number of mismatches) unless 

the flanking regions are repetitive in nature, while the other read-mate that falls into 

the transposon insertion will have a random match to a similar transposon sequence 

in the genome. This is because the transposon insertion is missing from the reference 

genome at that particular position, but an alignment may be found with other similar 

tranposon sequences in the genome. In this case, the alignment location of that read 

is a random pick among all top hits by programs such as MAQ [107] and BWA [106]. 

Sequence alignment data used in this study were obtained using the MAQ software . 

MAQ labels concordant reads with a flag of 18 (MF18 reads) and those mapped to two 

different chromosomes with a flag of 32 (MF32 reads). As there are 23 chromosomes 

in the genome, the possibility of the second read (in the transposon insertion) mapped 

to the same chromosome as the first read is on average at 4-5%. Therefore, most of 

those paired-end reads would have the two reads mapped to different chromosomes 

(i.e. MF32 reads), and they are further characterized by having one of the reads 

mapped to a transposon location in the reference genome. Reads with these mapping 

signatures are the basis of our approach for identifying TIPs_OUT in our software, 

TIP-finder. 

TIP-finder uses a greedy algorithm to identify the candidate TIPs_OUT loci and 

then predicts their insertion site, insertion size, transposon subfamily and insertion 
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genotype. The TIPs_OUT candidate list is subsequently filtered by a set of parame

ters, which are optimized through a machine learning approach based on a simulated 

data containing known TIPs_OUT documented in dbRIP database [178]. 

3.3.2 Identification of TIPs_OUT candidate loci 

We developed a greedy algorithm called TIPs_OUTclusterFinding to identify the 

TIPs.OUT candidate loci. TIPs.OUT candidate reads are defined as paired reads 

with one read in the flank region and another in newly inserted transposon loci. Here, 

we denote the sets of TIPs_OUT candidate reads as R = (Ai, _E?i), (A2, B2), • • •, (An, Bn), 

where At represents the reads in the flank region and Bt represents the reads in in

serted transposon loci as shown in Figure 3.5. The sets of all alignments of (Au Bz) 

mapped to the reference genome are defined as Align = aligni,aligri2,-• • ,alignn. 

Note that each alignment contains the mapped locations to the reference and the 

alignment orientations. That is, alignx = (posAl,posBl,orAl,orBl) where posA% and 

posBt represent the mapping locations of Al and Bz on the reference genome and 

orAt and orBt represent the mapping orientation of both end reads. The mapping 

orientation of the reads can be either "+" (forward strand) or "-" (reverse strand). 

Based on alignments of paired-end reads to the reference genome using MAQ, 

TIPs_OUT candidate reads are characterized by having the two reads mapped to dif

ferent chromosome, i.e. MF32 reads. Further, we require that one of the reads mapped 

to a non-transposon position and the other mapped to a transposon position. The 

location of transposons in the reference genome is based on the RepeatMasker annota

tion obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu). Figure 3.5 

shows an example of a TIPs_OUT candidate locus, while the algorithms and pipelines 

included in our TlP-fmder tool are described below. 

Algorithm 7 TIPs_OUTclusterFinding 

(1) identify and collect all paired reads with mapping flag 32 (readMF32). 

(2) identify TIPs.OUT candidate reads (At, B%) 

(a) map all readMF32 to a sorted transposon position list on the reference 

genome. 

http://genome.ucsc.edu
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4 <600bp » 
spos epos 

Figure 3.5: An example of a TIPs_OUTcandidate locus. A represents the read 
mapped to the reference genome in a non-transposon position. Bi represents the read 
mapped to a transposon position. Library size for our data set is around 250 bp with 
a standard deviation of 100 bp. The minimum and maximum positions of all A^ are 
set as the minimum (spos) and maximum (epos) positions for the locus. Note that 
Bn-\ and Bn can also fall before B\ and B2 when the insertion is relatively short. 

(b) for Au if it is not mapped to the transposon positions but its pair-mate Bi 

is, add (-Aj,£?j) into the TIPs_OUT candidate reads list L. 

(3) sort the list L = [(At, B^, (A2, B2), • • •, (An_u Bn-i), (An, Bn)} according to the 

locations of Ai on the reference genome (posAi) 

(4) cluster (Ai, Bi) based on posAi 

(a) If \posA\ — posA2\ < 2 x Library Size and B± and B2 are mapped to the 

same transposon family, (A\,B\) and (A2,B2) are grouped into one cluster. 

(b) if the number of paired reads in a cluster is less than 2, discard the cluster. 

(4) find the minimum (spos) and maximum (epos) positions of Az for each cluster. 

— End of Algorithm — 

Tables 3.2 lists the runtime cost of each step of the TIPs_OUTclusterFinding 

algorithm. In this table, N is the number of readMF32, and T is the number of 

annotated transposons in the reference genome. For simplicity, we will ignore step 

1 and assume all readMF32 have already been loaded in a sorted list (alignments 

of paired-end reads are sorted based on their mapping positions by MAQ). In step 
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2b, to identify TIPs_OUT candidate reads, each readMF32 needs to find whether its 

pair-mate is mapped to a transposon position or not. This is processed by a binary 

search and the time complexity for it is O (NlogN). In step 3, the worst case for the 

TIPs_OUTclusterFinding algorithm is that all readMF32 reads are candidate reads, 

so the time complexity for this step is O(NlogN). The total time complexity of the 

TIPs_OUTclusterFinding algorithm is given by: 

= 0(N + T + NlogN) + O(NlogN) + 0(N2) + O(N) + O(N) 

= 0(N + T + NlogN + N2) 

Steps Costs 
step 2a 0(N + T) 
step 2b O (NlogN + N) 
step 3 O(NlogN) 
step 4a 0(N2) 
step 4b O(N) 
step 5 O(N) 

Table 3.2: List of the time complexity of the TIPs_OUTclusterFinding algorithm. 

3.3.3 Prediction of the insertion location 

The cluster found by Algorithm 7 is a cluster of discordant paired-end reads which 

support the same potential transposon insertion. Clustering not only helps to im

prove confidence in the predictions of TIPs, but also to increase the precision of the 

predicted insertion breakpoints and insertion size. As shown in Figure 3.5, the in

sertion breakpoint is in the range of minimum(spos) and maximum(epos) positions 

of the cluster. Ideally, the orientation of Ax in the cluster should be in an order 

as "—>—)—>••<—+—<—", and the insertion location is the position where A% changes its 

orientation from forward to reverse. However, due to the problems of read sam

pling and mapping, some paired-end reads do not show correct orientation patterns. 

Therefore, it is hard to predict an exact insertion position. In this study, we use the 

algorithm described below to predict the minimum range of the insertion location 

([isite„spos,isite-epos]) which is based on the mapping position (posA%) and orien

tation (orA%) of A%. [isitespos,isite-.epos] computed in Algorithm 8 is the minimal 
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region of At which does not necessarily follow a correct orientation pattern. 

Algorithm 8 TIPs_OUTinsertionSite 

left <- 0 

right *— 0 

isite_spos <— spos 

isite_epos <— epos 

for i from 0 to n 

if or A, = "+" 

if right=1 right <— 0 

if left=0 isite_spos <— posAt 

else 

if left=0 left <- 1 

if right=0 

isite.epos <— posAt 

right <— 1 

— End of Algorithm — 

3.3.4 Prediction of the insertion size and orientation 

A transposon insertion can be classified as insertion split or insertion overlap for 

predicting the size of the insertion as described below. Here, we only consider the 

first and last paired reads for each insertion locus. When the paired reads have 

an orientation pattern as A\(—>), • • •, J3i(<—), • • •, Bn(—>), • • •, An(*—), we define this 

insertion as insertion split (see Figure 3.6). It indicates that the B reads of the first 

and the last PEM pairs locate at the left and right end of the insertion, respectively, 

leaving a distance between the two B reads in the insertion. This happens when 

the insertion size is much larger than the sequence library insert size. When the 

paired reads have an orientation as Ai(—>), • • •, £„(—>), • • •, Bi(<—), • • •, An(<—) (see 

Figure 3.7), we define this type of insertions as insertion overlap. It indicates that two 

DNA fragments represented by the first and last paired reads overlap in the insertion 
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region, and it happens when the insertion size is close to or smaller than the size of 

library fragments. 

Test 

Reference 
spos epos 

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of an insertion split. In the case of an insertion 
split, the B reads of the first and the last PEM pairs locate at the left and right 
end of the insertion, respectively, leaving a distance between the two B reads in the 
insertion. This happens when the insertion size is much larger than the sequence 
library insert size. 

Test 

Reference 
spos epos 

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of an insertion overlap. In the case of an in
sertion overlap, two DNA fragments overlap in the insertion region, and it happens 
when the insertion size is close to or smaller than the size of library fragments. 

The paired-end reads are sequenced from two ends with head to head (—><—) 
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orientations in the case of Illumina PEM. When they are mapped to the reference 

genome, reads in the left flank region (e.g. A\ in Figure 3.5) should be mapped 

to the forward orientation ("+") and reads in the right flank region (e.g. An in 

Figure 3.5) should be mapped to the reverse orientation ("-"). Since the transposon 

insertion is missing from the reference genome at the insertion position, the reads 

representing the inserted transposon element can be mapped to other locations on 

the reference genome either in a forward orientation or a reverse orientation. Note 

that the alignment data we used in this study are in a BAM format, which reports 

all mapped reads based on the forward genomic strand. To change the reads to their 

original orientation in the test genome, we perform the following based on the strand 

information provided in BAM: if a read is in a reverse strand ("-"), then it is reverse 

complemented; if a read is a forward strand, then it is kept unchanged. 

Although TE reads in the same transposon insertion can be mapped to different 

locations on the reference genome, they should be mapped to the same transposon 

consensus sequence with the highest score. Thus, the mapping positions and orienta

tions of TE reads on the transposon consensus sequence can be used to determine the 

mapping orientation of the inserted transposon in reference to the reference genome. 

For example, B\ and Bn in Figure 3.6 have different orientations in the test genome, so 

when both of them are mapped to the corresponding transposon consensus sequence, 

the mapping orientations of B\ and Bn should be different as well. Since Bn has a 

forward orientation to the reference genome, if it is mapped to the transposon con

sensus sequence in a forward orientation, then the inserted transposon should have a 

forward orientation to the reference. Otherwise, it should have a reverse orientation. 

Based on the mapping positions of read Bi(posTE_Bi) and read Bn(posTE_Bn) in 

the transposon consensus sequence and the mapping orientation of inserted transpo

son (orTE), insertion type can be identified as follows: 

(1) if orTE = "+" and posTE.Bi < posTE.Bn, it is insertion split. 

(2) if orTE = "+" and posTEJiy > posTE_Bn, it is insertion overlap. 

(3) if orTE = "-" and posTE-Bi < posTE-Bn, it is insertion overlap. 

(4) if orTE = "-" and posTE-Bx > posTE_Bn, it is insertion split. 

In the case of insertion split (see Figure 3.6), the insertion size is calculated as follows: 
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insertion size = b + c + d 

= (libsize — a) + distanceTest(Bi, Bn) + (libsize — e) 

= 2 x libsize — (a + e) + distanceTest(Bi, Bn) 

= 2 x libsize — distanceRef(Ai, An) + distanceTest(Bi, Bn) 

In the case of insertion overlap (see Figure 3.7), the insertion size is calculated as: 

insertionsize = (b + c) + d 

= (libsize — a) + (libsize — c — e) 

= 2 x libsize — (a + e) — distanceTest(Bi, Bn) 

= 2 x libsize — distanceRef (Ai, An) — distanceTest(Bi, Bn) 

where libsize is the library size, distanceRef (Ax, An) is the distance between reads Ai 

and An on the reference genome, which is also the size of the locus (see Figure 3.6). 

distanceTest(Bi, Bn) is the distance of B± and Bn on the test genome, which is also 

the distance of B± and Bn on the inserted transposon sequence. To compute this 

distance, we first map reads B\ and Bn to all transposon consensus sequences using 

BLAST, and then choose the best matched common consensus sequence as a refer

ence sequence to determine the distance between B\ and Bn. However, this method 

can only be used to predict the insertion size of the TIPs_OUT loci whose paired 

reads have ideal mapping orientations, i.e. the paired reads that meet the following 

conditions: 1) A± and An are mapped to the reference genome in forward and re

verse orientations, respectively; 2) B\ and Bn are mapped to the same TE consensus 

sequence; 3) Bi and Bn have different mapping orientations to the TE consensus 

sequence. We label these three conditions as flags: PF, TF and SF. If a locus meets 

a condition, the value of the corresponding flag will be set as 0, otherwise, it will be 

set as 100. 

3.3.5 Prediction of the insertion transposon subfamily 

The transposon subfamily of the insertion is predicted based on the most dominant 

subfamily among all MF32 reads (Bi in Figure 3.5) for the predicted transposon inser

tion. The prediction method is shown in Algorithm 9. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, 

since the transposon insertion is absent in the reference genome, the reads in the trans

poson insertion (Bi in Figure 3.5) will have a random match to a similar transposon 
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sequence in the reference genome and their alignment locations will be a random pick 

among all top hits by the MAQ software. So the mapping locations of these reads 

are unreliable, and thus they cannot be used to determine the insertion transposon 

subfamily by comparing the transposon locations in the reference genome and their 

corresponding transposon subfamilies documented in the RepeatMasker database. 

In this study, in order to predict the insertion transposon subfamily, the B reads 

in the insertion are mapped to the consensus sequences of all transposon subfamilies 

by the BLAST software [4], a widely used bioinformatics tool. Note that a read can 

be mapped to multiple subfamilies with the same highest score if the B reads fall into 

a region in the consensus sequences where there is no difference among subfamilies. 

In this case, all the best matched subfamilies for each B read are recorded and the 

most dominant subfamily among all B reads is chosen as the transposon subfamily of 

the insertion. The consensus sequences of all transposon subfamilies were obtained 

from Repbase [80] (http://www.girinst.org). 

Algorithm 9 Identification of subfamily for a TIPs_0UT candidate locus 

(1) Set the initial value for all transposon subfamilies {TE3) as 0. 

(2) Map all readMF32 B% of the insertion to the consensus sequences of TE3 by 

BLAST. 

(3) If Bl is mapped to a subfamily TE3 with the best score, increase valueTE3 by 1. 

(4) Find the maximum number of valueTE3. 

(5) The TE subfamily with the maximum value is chosen as the subfamily assignment 

of this insertion. 

— End of Algorithm — 

3.3.6 Prediction of the insertion genotype 

The genotype of the insertion in the test genome can also be predicted. Human so

matic cells have a diploid genome containing two copies of each chromosome. There

fore, a TE insertion in a genome can exist in one of the three forms or genotypes, i.e. 

present in two copies, present in one copy or absent from both copies, and they are 

denoted as "+ /+" , "+/-" and "-/-", respectively. For the TIPs_OUT predicted in a 

http://www.girinst.org
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given genome, it can be either "+ /+" or "+/-". For genotype "+ /+" , most paired-

end reads in the region flanking the insertion display a flag MF32 and very few or no 

reads are concordant pairs (a flag of MF18), while for genotype "+/-", about half of 

the pair reads display a flag of MF32 and the other half show a flag of MF18. 

The theoretical ratio of numMF18/numMF32 should be 0 and 1 for the "+ /+" 

and "+/-" genotype, respectively. In this study, a simulation is used to determine 

the optimal cut off value for defining each genotype as shown in Table 3.3(see details 

in Section 3.3.7). It can be seen that when the ratio of numMF18/numMF32 is less 

than 0.8, the genotype of insertion is defined as "+ /+" ; otherwise, when the ratio of 

is equal to or greater than 0.8, the genotype is defined as "+/-". We also defined an 

upper boundary cut off for the genotype of "+/-". As shown in Table 3.3, when the 

ratio of numMF18/numMF32 is greater than 3, the genotype will change from "+/-" 

to "-/-". The upper boundary cut off value for the genotype of "+/-" was determined 

by the method describe below. 

3.3.7 TIPs_OUT loci filtering 

In order to reduce false positives (FP) in predicting TIPs_OUT, the predicted TIPs_OUT 

candidate loci are filtered by imposing restrictions on numMF32, the ratio between 

numMF32 and numMF18, and the percentage of MF32 reads (Ai in Figure 3.5) show

ing reliable mapping in the flank region of TIPs_OUT (percentReliableMF32). To 

optimize these filtering parameters, a machine learning approach was used based on 

a simulated data containing known TIPs_OUT documented in dbRIP database [178]. 

dbRIP is a database of human Retrotransposon Insertion Polymorphisms (RIPs), 

and it contains all currently known Alu, LI, HERV and SVA polymorphic insertion 

loci in the human genome. In simulating the known TIPs_OUT based on the dbRIP 

database, we inserted the 781 TIPs.OUT (695 Alus, 1 HERV, 13 SVAs and 72 Lis) 

from dbRIP into the reference genome at their corresponding locations to generate a 

simulated diploid genome sequence with one copy containing all of these TIPs_OUT 

and the other copy containing randomly selected 50% of the TIPs_OUT. Therefore, 

50% of these TIPs_OUT are in the "+ /+" genotype, while the remaining 50% are in 

the "+/-" genotype. 
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Based on the sequences of these two copies of the simulated genomes, we generated 

paired-end reads with a read length of 35bp (similar to the Illumina Solexa platform) 

at a size of 260 bp with 60 bp as the deviation using the sequence simulation utility 

included in the MAQ package [107]. These reads were then aligned to the reference 

genome (NCBI Buid 36/UCSC hgl8) using MAQ and the output was converted to 

BAM/SAM format. Different amounts of sequence data were used to simulate genome 

coverage at 5X, 11X, 22X, 26X, 32X and 46X. Note that for a simulated genome 

whose length, total number of reads and read length are all known, genome coverage 

can easily be computed using the formula presented in Section 3.2.3. For the 781 

TIPs_OUT inserted in the simulated genome, we divided them into two disjoint sets: 

the first set (dbRIP_setA) contains 391 TIPs_OUT and the second set (dbRIP_setB) 

contains 390 TIPs_OUT. dbRIP_setA is used to train our algorithms by identifying 

the data patterns surround the insertion sites, and it is also used to determine the 

optimal combinatorial parameters in filtering the noise. dbRIP_setB is used to assess 

the performance of our algorithms by using the filtering parameters generated from 

dbRIP_setA. Since large-scale data are involved in the simulation, we used computer 

clusters for all computation and data analysis. 

If a read is mapped to many positions in the genome, it is very likely that this read 

is in a repetitive region in the genome, and its mapping position is likely a random 

pick among all possible matches, thus the prediction is unreliable and may lead to 

false positive. To filter out these false positives, we added percentReliableMF32 as a 

filtering parameter. In the MAQ alignment data, flag HO and HI are the number of 

perfect hits and hits with one difference, respectively. In this study, the mapping of 

a read is considered as unreliable under any one of the following conditions: 1)H0 > 

4; 2)H0 = 0 and HI > 10; 3)H0 = 0 and HI = 0. percentReliableMF32 for 

each insertion is computed using Algorithm 10 and TIPs_OUT are filtered out when 

percentReliableMF32 is less than 80%. This excludes TIPs_OUT in the repetitive 

sequence regions which tend to produce high level of false positive. We choose 80% 

as the cutoff for percentReliableMF32, which is the average of mean — 3 x SD for 

the training data set at different sequencing coverage (data not shown). 
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Algorithm 10 Computing percentReliableMF32 

totalReliableA <- 0 

totalA <- 0 

for i from 0 to n 

if HO > 4 or (HO = 0 and HI > 10) or (HO = 0 and HI = 0) 

reliableAi <— 0 

else reliableAi <— 1 

totalReliableA <— totalReliableA + reliableAl 

totalA <r- totalA + 1 

percentReliableMF32 <— totalReliableA/totalA 

— End of Algorithm — 

To optimize other filtering parameters, we first used steps 1 and 2 presented in 

Algorithm 7 to identify all MF32 candidate reads. At each known transposon insertion 

site of dbRIP_setA, we collected all MF32 candidate reads and all MF18 reads within 

a distance of the library size to the insertion site. We then calculated their numMF32 

and numMF18. As discussed before, the genotype is mainly determined by the ratio of 

numMF18/numMF32. To define a genotype, we need to determine two cut off values 

for nurnMF18/numMF32: cutoffA and cutoffB. cutoffA is the upper boundary cutoff 

value for genotype "+ /+" as well as the lower boundary cutoff value for genotype 

"+/-", while cutoffB is the upper boundary cutoff for genotype "+/-" and lower 

boundary cutoff for genotype "-/-". Since the inserted locations of the dbRIP_setA 

and their genotypes are known, cutoffA was searched iteratively so that the best 

prediction of the genotypes at all inserted locations can be achieved. The simulated 

optimal values of cutoffA for different genome coverage are shown in Figure 3.8. It is 

noted that these values vary for different genome coverage, however, in theory they 

should be independent of the latter. Therefore, a mean value of 0.8 was chosen as 

cutoffA for this study. This approach cannot be used to determine cutoffB due to 

the lack of genotype "-/-" at these locations. In order to identify cutoffB, the ratio 

of numMF18/numMF32 at each inserted location was first calculated for entries of 

"+/-". The cutoffB for individual genome coverage was then determined as mean + 
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2.5 x SD, where "mean" and SD refer to the average ratio of numMF18/numMF32 

and standard deviation, both excluding the top and bottom 5% data points as the 

outliers. The simulated values of cutoffB for different genome coverage are shown in 

Figure 3.9. The average value of 3 was then used as cutoffB for this study. 
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Figure 3.8: The simulated values of cutoffA for different genome coverage. cutoffA is 
the upper boundary cutoff value for genotype "+ /+" as well as the lower boundary 
cutoff value for genotype "+/-". 
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Figure 3.9: The simulated values of cutoffB for different genome coverage. cutoffB is 
the upper boundary cutoff value for genotype "+/-" as well as the lower boundary 
cutoff value for genotype "-/-". 
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Minimum numMF32 is another filtering parameter. As discussed before, numMF32 

in the insertion with genotype " + / + " should be greater than that of genotype "+/-". 

Thus, different cut-off values for numMF32 should be used for different genotypes. In 

this study, for genotypes "+ /+" and "+/-", the cut-off values for minimum numMF32 

were searched iteratively so that about 95% of the known insertion sites can be 

correctly identified. Note that numMF32 is directly related to genome coverage. 

Therefore, after the cutoff values for minimum numMF32 were obtained for different 

genome coverage, the regression functions were further generated to show the rela

tionship between the minimal numMF32 and genome coverage (see Figure 3.10(a) and 

Figure 3.10(b)). The final filtering parameters used in TIP-fmder are summarized in 

Table 3.3. 
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Figure 3.10: Relationship between genome coverage and numMF32 cutoff for different 
genotype. 

percentReliableMF32 
Genotype "+ /+" 
Genotype "+/-" 
numMF32 for "+ /+" 
numMF32 for "+/-" 

Filtering criteria 
percentReliableMF32 > 80% 
numMF18/numMF32 < 0.8 

0.8 < numMF18/numMF32 < 3 
numMF32 > 1.1 x coverage + 2.7 
numMF32 > 0.3 x coverage + 5.8 

Table 3.3: Summary of filtering parameters used in TIP-finder. 
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3.4.1 TIPs.OUT identification in the simulated genome 

The simulated genome sequences contain two sets of known TIPs_OUT: dbRIP_setA 

and dbRIP_setB. dbRIP_setA was used to determine the optimal combinatorial fil

tering parameters and dbRIP_setB was used to test our algorithms. With the known 

insertion locations, the defined genotype and subfamily assignment, dbRIP_setB al

lowed us to provide an accurate assessment of the accuracy of TIP-finder in identifying 

TIPs.OUT in terms of both false positive and false negative rates, as well as the ac

curacy in predicting the TE subfamily and insertion genotype. Here, precision is cal

culated as percentage of true positive among all prediction, i.e. (TP/(TP + FP))[%\, 

and sensitivity is calculated as percentage of detected true positive among all true 

TIPs.OUT, i.e. (TP/(TP + FN))[%\, where TP, FN, and FP are the number of true 

positive, false negative, and false positive, respectively. Since there are 390 TIPs.OUT 

simulated in the genome, (TP+FN) is 390. 

As shown in Table 3.4, for genome coverage over 22X, our program is able to detect 

the known TIPs.OUT with sensitivity >88% and precision >91%. It can be seen that 

the precision decreases when genome coverage increases. In fact, it is likely that the 

error rate associated with the alignment data increases when genome coverage grows, 

which could result in more false positives. The precision of TIPs.OUT prediction 

does not seem to be affected by the low genome coverage, while the sensitivity tends 

to drop slightly along with the decreasing genome coverage. The fact that a genome 

sequence data at a coverage as low as 5X still allows detection of more than 84% of 

true TIPs.OUT suggests that low coverage personal genome data that are currently 

available at a much larger number than those at deep coverage can also be valuable 

for the prediction of structural variations. 

The accuracy of genotype prediction is above 80% for all examined levels of genome 

coverage as shown in Table 3.4. For subfamily prediction, the accuracy of our program 

is above 75% for genome at coverage over 22X, but it decreases as the coverage 

drops below 22X. For insertion size prediction, we allow 20% error rate between the 

predicted size and the actual size. Among all TIPs.OUT with flags PF:0, TF:0 and 
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SF:0, over 74% of the predicted insertion sizes match their actual sizes for all checked 

genome at coverage over 20X. As the coverage decreases, the accuracy of insertion 

size predicted decreases as well. 

Genome coverage 
TP 
TP+FP 
TP+FN 
Precision 
Sensitivity 
Genotype match 
Subfamily match 
Insertion size match 

5X 
328 
355 
390 

92% 
84% 
80% 
68% 
50% 

11X 
340 
367 
390 

93% 
87% 
88% 
74% 
63% 

22X 
343 
375 
390 

91% 
88% 
88% 
76% 
74% 

26X 
345 
378 
390 

91% 
88% 
89% 
76% 
74% 

32X 
346 
380 
390 

91% 
89% 
90% 
76% 
74% 

46X 
348 
392 
390 

89% 
89% 
91% 
76% 
76% 

Table 3.4: Summary of TIPs_OUT predictions based on simulation. 

3.4.2 TIPs.OUT prediction based on six genomes 

To identify TIPs_OUT using TlP-finder, we downloaded genome data for six indi

viduals representing two trio families (each consists of the two parents and a child) 

that were subjected to deep sequencing by the 1000 Genome Project at a cover

age from 20X to 40X (http://1000genomes.org). The specific samples are NA12878 

(daughter), NA12891 (mother) and NA12892 (father) for the Utah Caucasian family 

and NA19238 (mother), NA19239 (father) and NA19240 (daughter) for the Nige

rian family. We used the alignment data of sequences generated using the Illumina 

Solexa platform provided in BAM format by the 1000 genome project using MAQ 

(http://1000genomes.org). The TIPs.OUT prediction was first performed for each 

genome individually and then the 6 lists of TIPs.OUT were combined to generate 

a non-redundant list of final TIPs_OUT candidate list (see Table 3.6). For each 

TIP_OUT, the location, the number of MF32 and MF18 reads, the insertion size, the 

insertion site, the subfamily assignment, and the genotype are provided in a table 

format (see Table 3.5). Note that the genome coverage is computed as the ratio be

tween the total length of the reads and the genome length. Since the lengths of the 

above six genomes are unknown, in this study we used the length of the reference 

genome to compute the genome coverage for these six genomes. 

http://1000genomes.org
http://1000genomes.org
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Locus ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Locus position 
chrl8 55368783-55369297 
chrl3 30789846-30790187 
chrlO 98408418-98408699 
chr7 38444585-38444855 
chr20 37643996-37644270 
chr6 32697653-32697909 
chr4 64409354-64409661 
chrl 58977748-58978054 
chr8 110170603-110170917 
chrl 176761629-176762154 
chr3 37579269-37579567 
chr4 64409354-64409661 
chr2 188871072-188871403 
chr5 84420069-84420377 

Prediction a 

NA19238|AluSp|55368861-55369249|170|+/-|41|50|R 0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYal|30790010-30790054|209|+/-|18|29|R 0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12892|AluYa5 98408536-98408573|369 + / - 15 26|R OJP OS oj 
NA12878|AluYa4|38444621-38444712|377|+/- 18|45|R 0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12892 AluYb8|37644046-37644080|257|+/-|20|23|R 0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYa5|32697767-32697807|414|+/-|19|27|R 0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYcl|64409458-64409535|371|-(-/-|18|33|R0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYa4|58977863-58977898|380|+/-|18|32|R0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYe5|110170744-110170808|380|+/-|25|44|R 0|P 0|S 0| 
NA19240 AluYg6|176761629-176762154|248|+/-|42|74|R 100|P 0|S 100| 
NA12878 AluYa4|37579379-37579434|420|+/-|20|25|R0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYcl|64409458-64409535|371|+/-|18|33|R0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYb8|188871225-188871278|375|+/+|43|28|R0|P 0|S 0| 
NA12878 AluYcl|84420215-84420245|385|+/-|17|42|R0|P 0|S 0| 

a format genomeID|subfamily|msertionSite|insertionSize|genotype|numMF32|numMF18|RF|PF|SF| 

Table 3.5: Sample results of TIPs_OUT prediction. 

Genome(coverage) 

NA19240(36X) 

(Nigerian child) 

NA19238(24X) 

(Nigerian father) 

NA19239(28X) 

(Nigerian mother) 

NA12878(34X) 

(Utah child) 

NA12891(33X) 

(Utah father) 

NA12892(28X) 

(Utah mother) 

Total 

(non-redundant list) 

TE class 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

SVA 
LI 

HERV 
Alu 

TIPs_OUT 

65 
224 

58 
2379 

25 
145 
26 

1865 
45 

211 
57 

2220 
8 

101 
33 

799 
5 

16 
12 

174 
2 

27 
19 

188 
91 

456 
141 

4881 

Genotype 

39 26 
96 128 
26 32 

842 1537 
8 17 

52 93 
7 19 

250 1615 
25 20 
87 124 
29 28 

651 1569 
3 5 

14 87 
15 18 
57 742 

0 5 
5 11 
7 5 

13 161 
1 1 
7 20 

10 9 
15 173 

Grand total 

5569 

Table 3.6: Summary of TIPs_OUT predictions based on the six genomes. 
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Alu subfamily distribution for 6 samples 
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Figure 3.11: Alu subfamily distribution for 6 genomes. 
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Figure 3.12: LI subfamily distribution for 6 genomes. 

TIP-finder identified a total of more than 5569 TIPs_0UT consisting of 4881, 456, 

91, and 141 insertions from Alu, LI, SVA and HERV, respectively. Among the 3 types 

of TEs that are known to be active in the human genome, Alu has the largest number 

of TIPs_OUT as we could expect, reflecting its highest level of transposition and the 

large base number. It can be seen from the Alu subfamily distribution as shown in 

Figure 3.11 that AluYa5 and AluYb8 are the most active Alu subfamilies, which is 

consistent with the findings reported in [126]. Mills et al. [126] also reported that 

L1HS is the most active subfamily for LI. Our prediction shows that L1HS is the most 

active and accounts for more than 65% of the predicted Lis (see Figure 3.12). SVAJF 

which is the youngest SVA subfamily has the largest number in our prediction (see 
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Figure 3.13). In addition to Alu, LI, and SVA, we identified 141 HERV TIPs_OUT, 

suggesting that they are still active contrasting to our current view. The HERV 

subfamily distribution for 6 genomes is shown in Figure 3.14. It is observed that 

HERVTPlOFH-int which belongs to ERVl family is the most active subfamily and 

LTR5_Hs which belong to ERVK family is the second most active subfamily. 
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Figure 3.13: SVA subfamily distribution for 6 genomes. 
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Figure 3.14: HERV subfamily distribution for 6 genomes. 

As shown in Table 3.6, it is worth noting a few interesting patterns of TIPs_OUT. 

First, the numbers of TIPs_OUT from the two families are dramatically different, 

with the Nigerian family containing much more TIPs.OUT than the Utah Caucasian 

family (see Table 3.6). This is expected because the reference genome has mainly 
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a Caucasian origin, thus is more similar to the Utah families than to the Nigerian 

family. The data suggest that a large number of new TE insertions have occurred in 

the genomes of the African populations after the migration of ancestors of current non-

African populations out of Africa. Second, the number of TIPs_OUT in heterozygous 

genotype ("+/-") is much higher than the homozygous genotype ("+/+") for all 

TE types in most individuals. This is not only because these TE insertions follow 

the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, but also because TIPs_OUT represent more recent 

insertions and it takes time for them to reach the "+ /+" genotype in the populations. 

The fact that Alu has the highest ratio of "+/-" vs "+ /+" among all TE types agrees 

with the fact that Alus have the largest subfamilies and are highly active TEs in the 

human genomes and thus have more recent insertions. 

We compared the predicted TIPs.OUT with the 781 TIPs_OUT in dbRIP and 

found 453 (or 58%) overlapping entries. This is a reasonable number considering the 

small number of genomes covered in this study. We also compared the predicted 

4881 Alu TIPs.OUT with the 4343 Alus predicted based on 8 personal genomes by 

Hormozdiari [68], and found 1472 (or 33%) overlapping. The percentage of overlap 

is relatively small, which is most likely due to the use of different personal genomes. 

Future work would apply our method to the same 8 personal genomes for more efficient 

comparison. Excluding the TIPs_OUT that overlap with those in dbRIP and those 

predicted by Hormozdiari, we found a total of 3984 novel TIPs.OUT including 3333 

Alus, 426 Lis, 84 SVAs and 141 HERVs. This represents the most comprehensive 

analysis of retrotransposon insertion polymorphism. We also compared our predicted 

TIPs.OUT with those predicted by the 1000 genome project. Since a full list of TIPs 

predicted by the 1000 genomes browser is not available, we could not compare all our 

predicted TIPs.OUT with the 1000 genome project. We randomly chose 150 AluYa5 

TIPs.OUT predicted by TIP-finder, and then compared them with the 1000 genomes 

browser and found 70% overlap. Since the genomes used in this study are included 

in those reported in the 1000 genomes browser, we can expect that the results should 

mostly overlap. The fact that we found 30% more insertions for the six genomes 

indicates that our method perhaps provides a better sensitivity. 
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3.4.3 Experimental validation on predicted TIPs_OUT 

Some predicted TIPs.OUT results were validated by PCR experiments. As discussed 

before, in genotype "-/-", insertion is absent in both copies of the genome, and in 

genotypes "+ /+" and "+/-", insertion presents in both or only one copy of the 

genome, respectively. Table 3.7 shows the experimental validation results for the 

14 Alu TIPsX)UT predicted by TIP-finder. For loci 8 and 10, all 6 genomes have 

genotype "-/-", suggesting no insertion is present in these two loci. For the other 12 

loci, 11 insertions are present only in the Utah Caucasian family, and one insertion 

(loci 1) is present in both the Utah Caucasian and the Nigerian families. In total, 12 

out of 14 (about 86%) TIPs_OUT are confirmed to have insertions in at least one of 

six genomes by biological experiment. This further proved that our TIP-finder can 

identify TIPs_OUT with a high precision. 

Locus ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Locus position 
chrl8 55368680-55369412 
chrl3 30789701-30790208 
chrlO 98408229-98408714 
chr7 38444589-38445002 

chr20 37643378-37644453 
chr6 32697176-32697966 
chr4 64409294-64409746 
chrl 58977608-58978170 

chr8 110170489-110171052 
chrl 176761255-176762231 

chr3 37579150-37579784 
chr4 64409294-64409746 

chr2 188870959-188871567 
chr5 84420024-84420530 

NA19238 

+/-
-/-
V-
V-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
"/-
V-
-/-
V-
-A 
"/-

NA19239 

+/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
V-
-/-
-/-
-/-

NA19240 

+/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-

NA12891 

+/-
+/-
V-
-/-
7-
-/-
+/-
-/-
+/-
-/-
-/-
V-
+/-
+/-

NA12892 

V-
+/+ 
+/-
+/-
+/+ 
+/+ 
-/-
-/-
-/-
-/-
+/-
+/+ 
+/-
-/-

NA12878 

-/-
+/+ 
+/-
+/-
+/-
+/+ 
+/-
V-
+/-
-/-
+/-
+/-
+/+ 
+/-

Table 3.7: Summary of experimental validation on predicted TIPs_OUT. 

3.5 Discussions 

The personal genome data generated using the newer generation of sequencing tech

nologies present an unprecedented grand opportunity for genetic study, particularly 

about the mechanisms of genetic variations, such as the structural variations, and 

their association with human diseases. The benefit mainly comes from the abundance 

of the sequence data and the affordability for accessing a large number of individuals 

representing a diverse human population. In the meantime, due to the nature of 

the sequence data being short in length with a high error rate, and the necessity of 
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high level sequence redundancy to achieve sufficient coverage, it also creates many 

computational technical challenges to manage and analyze these data. These limi

tations require that the computational tools we develop to analyze these data must 

have efficiency for memory usage and speed in processing this type of data. For the 

analysis of structural variations, the identification of transposon insertion variations, 

particularly those that are absent in the reference genome or TIPs_OUT, represents 

the most difficult task mainly due to the repetitive nature of their sequences. 

In developing TIP-finder, we utilize not only the special signatures of paired-

end mapping associated with TIPs.OUT, but also annotation of transposons in the 

reference genome. More importantly, we incorporated the transposon biology into the 

establishment of a set of parameters for reducing the noise or false positive, a main 

issue associated with the analysis of TIPs. Our noise filtering parameters consider 

the minimal number of discordant pair reads characteristic of TIPs in relation to the 

genome coverage, the ratio of discordant paired-end reads vs the concordant reads, 

and the confidence level of PEM. Furthermore, we utilized a very unique data set, 

a simulated genome sequence containing known TIPs.OUT from dbPJP to train our 

algorithm by identifying the optimal combinatorial parameters in filtering the noise. 

We then used another set of data to test the algorithms. Enhanced by such a machine-

learning approach, TIP-finder showed a high efficiency for the identification of TIPs. 

In addition to the prediction of insertion position, TIP-finder also provide prediction 

on subfamily, size, and genotype, which can be very valuable for the downstream 

experimental validation and analysis. 

While we showed how TIP-finder uses flag information provided by MAQ [107] to 

identify TIPs_OUT, the method can also be applied to data aligned by other softwares 

such as BWA [106]. Although BWA does not provide MF32 flag, it provides flag 

information for discordant paired-end reads. In fact, if paired-end reads are discordant 

and mapped to different chromosomes, they can be considered as those reads with 

MF32 flag in MAQ alignment. The approach can also be applied to all discordant 

paired-end reads as initial input dataset instead of MF32 reads. Therefore, TIP-finder 

can easily be extended to use mapping information provided by other softwares to 

identify TIPs_OUT. 
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In comparison with VariationHunter[69], TIP-finder is developed specifically to 

analyze the data generated by the 1000 genome project, which provides the align

ment data generated by using either MAQ or BWA. Both MAQ and BWA map a 

read to the position where the sum of quality values of mismatched nucleotides is 

minimum. If a read can be mapped to several positions, they will randomly choose 

one position. As discussed in Section 3.2.8, in the method of VariationHunter, the 

minimum number of clusters are selected from the maximal valid clusters, which are 

generated based on the multiple mapping positions of all reads. Therefore, the multi

ple mapping locations of the reads are essential input data for VariationHunter. Since 

the alignment data from MAQ or BWA do not have the information of other mapping 

locations, VariationHunter cannot be used to analyze the data generated by the 1000 

genome project. 

Since very stringent filtering criteria are used in this study, some real TIPs_OUT 

can be filtered out leading to false negatives. For example, at locus position chrl:24730074-

24730448, biological experiment showed that an insertion is present in genome NA19238 

with a genotype "+ /+" . However, this real TIPs_OUT was filtered out because its 

numMF32 (21) is smaller than the minimum numMF32 (29 for genotype "+ /+") . In 

fact, numMF32 is not only related to genome coverage, but also insertion size. The 

cutoff value of numMF32 was generated from our simulated data which contain the 

known TIPs_OUT. For the TIPs_OUT whose insertion sizes are smaller than those 

of simulated TIPs.OUT, they can be filtered out. The restriction on percentReli-

ableMF32 excludes TIPs_OUT in the repetitive regions which tend to produce high 

level of false positives. However, this also leaves out the real TIPs.OUT in repetitive 

regions. Although the stringent filtering criteria improve the precision of our method, 

it may decrease the sensitivity of our method as well. 

3.6 Conclusions and future work 

SVs are a dominant and important type of genetic variation, and they contribute 

significantly to human diversity and disease susceptibility. The availability of rapidly 

increasing personal genome sequence data from the use of newer generations of se

quencing technologies provides a very rich data source for surveying SVs in humans. 
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Among all types of SVs, the identification of TIPs is more challenging due to the 

highly repetitive nature of transposon sequences. 

We developed a computational method, TIP-finder, to identify TIPs through anal

ysis of next generation personal genome data. TIP-finder predicts TIPs via a greedy 

algorithm based on the mapping patterns of paired-end reads associated with TIPs 

and other biological characteristics of transposons. Enhanced by a machine-learning 

approach, we tested the efficiency of TIP-finder using a simulated genome containing 

a set of known TIPs and were able to detect >88% of TIPs with a precision of >91%. 

Despite the limited number of genomes analyzed, our data strongly suggest that the 

level of genetic variations from transposons is much higher than previously reported, 

and thus we can expect to identify much more of this types of genetic variation by 

analyzing more personal genome data. 

We applied TIP-finder to six genomes subjected to deep sequencing using NGS 

and identified a total of 5569 TIPs, consisting of 4881, 456, 91, and 141 insertions from 

Alu, LI, SVA and HERV, respectively. There are 14 predicted Alu TIPs_OUT which 

were validated by PCR experiments and 12 of them are confirmed to have insertions 

in at least one of six genomes. This further proved that our TIP-finder can identify 

TIPs_OUT with a high precision. We demonstrate in this study that the rich personal 

genome sequence data generated using the next generation sequence technologies, 

albeit very challenging in managing and analyzing, provide a very valuable venue for 

studying genetic structural variations. 

Future improvements for TIP-finder would include the support for sequence data 

generated by other types of NGS platforms, particularly those from the emerging 

new platforms, and more ideally the support of heterogeneous type of data. Future 

work also includes further characterization of each TIP locus at the sequence level 

via a localized de novo assembly. The length of current high throughput sequencing 

reads ranging from 35 to 250 base pairs, but the size of TIPs can be as long as a 

few thousand base pairs. In order to address this deficiency, a localized de novo 

assembly method will be developed to assemble the inserted transposon sequences. 

This method will involve an iterative process to identify or collect related reads and 

assemble the consensus sequence representing the TIP. At the end of each cycle, the 
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consensus sequence is extended and used to identify new related reads for next round 

of assembly until no improvement of assembly can be made or no new reads can be 

found in existing assembly algorithm. Success in this method will not only further 

verify the candidacy of the TIPs, but also provide highly valuable information for the 

follow-up biological study. 



Chapter 4 

The cluster editing problem: implementation, improvement 

and application 

This chapter focuses on the cluster editing problem, implementation, improvement 

and application to predict protein complexes. A paper published by [37] is partly the 

basis for this chapter. The programming work was completed by both Dr. Yun Zhang 

in Professor Langston's group at University of Tennessee and myself. Dr. Zhang 

mainly contributed to the implementation of the FPT method for cluster editing, 

and I mainly contributed to the implementation of the greedy method and the LP 

method for cluster editing. For the improvement of the FPT-based method for cluster 

editing, Dr. Zhang and I contributed equally to this work. I also applied the cluster 

editing method to the PPI network to identify and predict protein complexes. 

4.1 Introduction 

A graph modification problem is about making a minimum number of modifications 

to a given graph so that a desired property of the graph can be met. The possible 

modifications include deletion and insertion. The cluster editing problem is one kind 

of graph modification problems, and it is defined as follows: 

Input: An undirected graph G = (V, E), and a non-negative integer k 

Question: Is it possible to transform G via at most k insertion and deletion into 

a cluster graph? 

A cluster graph is a graph that consists of a disjoint union of cliques. A clique 

is a graph where every two vertices have an edge between them. The cluster edit 

distance for a graph G is the smallest value of k for which cluster editing is possible. 

An example of the cluster editing problem is shown in Figures 4.1. 

The cluster editing problem has been considered frequently in the literature since 

the 1980s. In 1986, Krivanek and Moravek showed that the cluster editing problem 
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Cluster edit distance: 11 (8 deletion+3 insertion) 
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Figure 4.1: An example of the cluster editing problem. The dotted lines represent 
deleted edges and the grey lines represent added edges. 

is non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) [98]. This problem was then 

rediscovered in the context of computational biology [159, 9]. Cai [20] proved that 

the cluster editing problem is fixed-parameter tractable. Many NP-hard problems 

can be formulated with a parameter k, so that when k is fixed, the problems can 

be solved by polynomial-time algorithms. The theory of parameterized complexity 

was developed by Downey and Fellows [40], as an alternative to deal with such NP-

hard problems. A problem is fixed-parameter tractable if its input can be partitioned 

into a main part of size n with an integer parameter k so that there is an algorithm 
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that solves the problem in time 0(nc • f(k)), where / is a computable function only 

depending on k and c is a fixed constant [40]. The algorithm is called fixed-parameter 

algorithm. A kernel is an instance of the problem smaller than the input, such that 

the problem has a solution on the input if and only if it has a solution on the kernel. 

It is well known that a problem is fixed-parameter tractable if and only if a kernel 

of size g(k) can be computed from the input in polynomial time, for a computable 

function only depending on k [40, 127]. 

In this study, we implemented a fixed-parameter tractability (FPT)-based method 

for cluster editing using the algorithm developed by Guo and coworkers[56, 57]. This 

was the first implementation of an FPT-based method for cluster editing. In order 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the FPT-based approach, we also implemented a pre

viously well known approximation method based on linear programming (LP) [25] as 

well as a greedy approach for cluster editing. Our experiments showed that the best 

performance for cluster editing was obtained by using the refined branching method 

in [57] together with interleaving (re-kernelization). Our experiments also showed 

that the refined branching method in [57] was vastly superior to the basic branching 

method, which is not obvious because the refined branching method is considerably 

more complicated and incurs larger constant factors. We also demonstrated that, 

in practice, branching with interleaving was indeed faster than branching without 

interleaving. 

After implementation of the approach described in [56, 57], we then developed 

a number of algorithms to improve the performance of the FPT-based method for 

cluster editing. These include a greedy method for choosing branching orders, a 

dynamically updated matrix for neighbor information, an LP method for choosing 

branching orders, and a parallel FPT-based method. With the new optimization 

methods, the performance of the FPT-based method was greatly improved. We also 

applied our cluster editing method to the protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks 

of yeast to identify and predict protein complexes. The comparison of the protein 

clusters found by our method with known yeast protein complexes showed that our 

method has potential to identify known protein complexes and also to predict some 

new protein interaction associated with in the complexes. 
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4.2 State of the art in algorithms for the cluster editing problem 

The cluster editing problem is NP-hard, and it has been studied with respect to 

approximation and fixed-parameter tractability. The following section summarizes 

approximation algorithms and fixed-parameter algorithms for the cluster editing prob

lem. 

4.2.1 Approximation algorithms 

Approximation algorithms are used to find approximation solutions to optimization 

problems, usually when the problems are NP-hard. The quality of an approximation 

algorithm is measured by the approximation factor, which is the approximation of 

the optimum solution. Since the cluster editing problem is NP-hard, a number of 

research groups developed approximation algorithms to solve this problem as follows. 

Bansal and coworkers [9] initiated the research on correlation clustering which is 

motivated by applications in machine learning. The correlation clustering problem 

is considered as follows: given a fully-connected graph G = (V, E) with each edge 

labeled either "+" (similar) or "-" (different), partition the vertices into clusters that 

agrees as much as possible with the edge labels. That is, finding a clustering that 

maximizes the number of "+" edges within clusters plus the number of "-" edges 

between clusters. Similarly, minimizing disagreements is to minimize the number 

of "-" edges within clusters plus the number of "+" edges between clusters. In fact, 

minimizing disagreements is identical to cluster editing, and cluster editing is a special 

case of the correlation clustering problem. Unlike most clustering formulations, in the 

correlation clustering problem, the number of clusters is no longer a parameter of the 

input. The optimal clustering might have a different number of clusters, and the ideal 

number of clusters depends on the edge labels. 

Bansal and coworkers[9] gave a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) 

for the problem of maximizing agreements. For the problem of minimizing disagree

ment, they first provided a simple algorithm that is at most three times worse than 

the best clustering containing two clusters. They then presented a constant factor 

approximation (see Table 4.1). The constant is a rather large one (about 17433), 

but it demonstrated that a constant approximation can be achieved. Their solutions 
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for both minimizing disagreement and maximizing agreements are based on the un

weighted complete graphs. For weighted complete graphs, where each edge is assigned 

fractional value w* or w~ rather than a discrete "+" or "-" label, Bansal and cowork

ers proved that there exists an algorithm that can achieve an approximation ratio of 

(2p + 1) under a linear cost function, where p is the approximation ratio for un

weighted complete graphs. As shown in Table 4.1, Bansal and coworkers also proved 

that minimizing disagreement for the weighted general graphs is approximable(APX)-

hard, thus admitting there is no PTAS for the weighted general graph problem. They 

treated the problem of finding approximation algorithms for general graphs as open 

questions, where not all edges are labelled either "+" or "-", meaning that some 

edges do not have information. They also treated the problem of finding hardness 

of approximation for both unweighted complete graph and general graph as open 

questions. 

Type of Graph 
Unweighted 

complete 
graph 

Weighted 
complete 

graph 
Unweighted 

general graph 
Weighted 

general graph 

Approximation 
c € 0(1) [9] 
c = 4 [25] 
c = 3 [3] 
9 [9, 25] 

3 [54] 
2 [3] 

Open question [9] 
0(logn) [38, 45] 

Open question [9] 
0{logn) [38, 45, 25] 

Hardness of approximation 
Open question [9] 

APX-hard [25] 

APX-hard [9] 

Open question [9] 
APX-hard [38, 45] 

APX-hard [9] 

Equivalence 

Unweighted 
multicut [38, 45] 

Weighted 
multicut [38, 45] 

Table 4.1: The approximation results on the problem of minimizing disagreements. 

The open questions posed by Bansal and coworkers motivated a number of groups 

[38, 45, 25] to work on the minimizing disagreements problem simultaneously, and 

several better approximations and lower bounds were developed for general graphs 

(see Table 4.1). Demaine and Immorlica [38] presented a factor 0(logn) algorithm for 

general graphs, based on a linear-programming, rounding and the region-growing tech

nique. Independently of Demaine and Immorlica's work, Emanuel and Fiat [45] pro

vided an 0(logn) approximation algorithm for minimizing disagreements on weighted 

and unweighted general graphs. They also proved that the problem of minimizing 
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disagreements is APX-hard for the unweighted general graphs, and showed that the 

minimizing disagreements problem is equivalent to the minimum multicuts problem. 

The approximation for minimizing disagreements in the unweighted complete graphs 

was improved to a factor of 4 by Chairkar and coworkers [25]. They also proved 

that the minimizing disagreements problem is APX-hard for the unweighted complete 

graphs (see Table 4.1). According to Bansal and coworkers [9], an approximation ratio 

of (2p + 1) can be achieved for weighted complete graphs where p is the approxima

tion ratio for unweighted complete graphs. Thus, an approximation ratio of 9 can 

be obtained for weighted complete graphs by combining the results of [9] and [25] 

(P = 4). 

In 2005, Gionis et al. [54] presented an approximation algorithm called the Balls 

algorithm for correlation clustering on weighted completes graphs, and proved that the 

cost of the BALLS algorithm is at most 3 times that of the optimal clustering when the 

edge weights satisfy the probability and triangle inequality constraints. Probability 

constraints have the form w^ + w~ = 1, and triangle inequality constraints have the 

form: for all i, j , k, w+ + w^k + w~k < 2. 

In the same year, Alion et al. [3] developed an improved approximation algorithm 

called CC-PIVOT algorithm and proved it is a randomized expected 3-approximation 

algorithm for correlation clustering on unweighted complete graphs, which improved 

the results demonstrated in [25]. They also applied the algorithm on weighted com

plete graphs, and proved when the edge weights satisfy the probability and trian

gle inequality constraints, its approximation factor is 2, which improved the results 

demonstrated in [54]. 

4.2.2 Fixed-parameter algorithms for cluster editing 

In 1996, Cai [20] reported the research on the fixed-parameter tractability of a graph 

modification problem. The problem is to decide whether a graph can be made into 

a graph with a specified hereditary property by deleting at most i vertices, at most 

j edges, and adding at most k edges, where i,j, k are fixed integers. It is shown 

that the problem is fixed-parameter tractable whenever the hereditary property can 

be characterized by a finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs. The cluster editing 
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problem is fixed-parameter tractable, and its forbidden set is a P3, which is a graph 

containing three vertices and two edges. That is, P3 cannot be contained in the final 

graph of cluster editing. Cai developed an 0(3k • |n|4) algorithm for cluster editing. 

The running time of the algorithm is mainly determined by the size of the result

ing search tree. Gramm and coworkers [56] introduced a straightforward branching 

strategy that leads to a search tree of size 0(3fc) by destroying all occurrences of an 

induced P 3 . This result was further improved in the same study by a more sophis

ticated branching strategy to a search tree of size 0(2.27fc) [57, 56]. The algorithm 

consists of two parts: it first builds a problem kernel with 0{k2) vertices and 0(k3) 

edges in 0(n 3) time; and then applies a bounded search tree in 0(2.27fe). The time 

complexity of building the problem kernel with 0(k2) vertices was further improved 

to 0(n + m) (m is the number of edges) by Protti et al.[139, 140] based on modular 

decomposition techniques. The time complexity of the search tree strategy was also 

further improved to 0(1.92fc) based on automated search tree generation and analysis 

[55]. 

In recent years, two research groups[49, 58] presented polynomial-time kerneliza-

tion algorithms for cluster editing that lead to linear size kernels. Fellows et al. [49] 

reported how a crown-type structural reduction rule can be used to obtain a Qk kernel-

ization bound. Guo [58] presented an 0(n3) time algorithm that achieves a problem 

kernel of size at most 6A;. This bound is then further improved to 4A; via an 0(nm2) 

time kernelization algorithm in the same study. 

The above fixed-parameter algorithms were studied for an ordinary graph, where 

each edge has information on whether it is similar or different. For general graphs 

where some edges have missing information, the cluster editing problem has previously 

been studied only with respect to approximation. Bodlaender et al. [16] recently re

ported a fixed-parameter algorithm for the cluster editing problem for general graphs. 

They proved that the correlation clustering problem is fixed-parameter tractable on 

general graphs when parameterized by (k, r), where k is the editing cost and r is the 

minimum number of vertices required to cover the undecided edges. In particular, 

they showed a polynomial-time reduction to a problem kernel on 0(k2 + r) vertices. 
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4.2.3 Review of the algorithms implemented by this study 

In this study, we implemented the LP-based approximation algorithm described in 

[25] and the fixed-parameter algorithms described in [57, 56, 58] as reviewed below. 

4.2.3.1 The approximation algorithm 

The approximation algorithm (see Algorithm 11) developed by Chairkar et al. [25] is 

based on a natural LP relaxation. In LP, for each pair of vertices i and j , a partition 

into clusters can be represented with a binary variable x%3, where xl3 = 0 if % and 

j are in the same cluster, and x%3 = 1 if they are in different clusters. The integer 

constraints can be relaxed to allow rational values for xl3, that is, 0 < xtJ < 1. For 

each triple of vertices i, j and k, the triangle inequality x^ < xl3 + x3\. holds because 

if xl3 = 0 and x3k = 0 then x^ = 0. The objective is to minimize the number of edge 

edits: the number of edges (i,j) G E for which x%3 = 1 and the number of pairs of 

vertices that are not adjacent (i,j) £ E for which xl3 = 0. That is, to minimize the 

number of edges (i,j)EEm different clusters and the number of edges (i, j) ^ E in 

the same cluster. 

After the LP model is solved, the AlgComplete algorithm is used to partition the 

graph into different clusters based on the variable xtJ, which represents the distance 

between i and j . Vertices that are close are placed in the same cluster, and vertices 

that are far are placed in different clusters. Chairkar and coworkers [25] proved that 

the AlgComplete algorithm achieves a factor of 4 approximation for cluster editing. 

Algorithm 11 The AlgComplete algorithm 

(1) Let S — V and repeat the following steps until S is empty. 

(2) Select a vertex u arbitrarily from S. 

(3) Let T be the set of vertices whose distance from u is no greater than 1/2, 

except u itself: Bx(u, 1/2) — {u}. 

(4) If the average distance of the vertices in T from u is not less than 1/4, 

then make C = {u} a singleton cluster and jump to step 6. 

(5) If the average distance is less than 1/4, then make C = {u} \JT a cluster. 

(6) Let S = S — C and jump to step 2 (the start of the loop). 

— End of Algorithm — 
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4.2.3.2 The fixed-parameter algorithm 

The fixed-parameter algorithm developed by Guo and coworkers [57, 56] consists of 

two steps: kernelization and branching. Two kenelization rules have been reported 

and a problem kernel for cluster editing after kenelization was proved to consist of 

at most (k2 + Ak) vertices and at most (k3 + Ak2 + k) edges. Two kernelization rules 

can be executed in 0(n3) . For branching, there are two search tree algorithms: basic 

branching strategy and refined branching strategy. The basic branching strategy 

leads to a search tree of size 0(3fc), and the refined search tree strategy leads to an 

improved search tree of size 0(2.27k). 

Two kernelization rules for the cluster editing problem have been described. The 

first rule is based on the neighborhood of every pair of vertices u,v £ V. 

Rule 1: 

(1) If u and v have more than k common neighbors, then (u, v) has to belong to 

E; if (u, v) ^ E, it should be added to E. 

(2) If u and v have more than k non-common neighbors, then (u, v) cannot 

belong to E\ if (u, v) G E, it should be deleted. 

(3) If u and v have both more than k common and more than k non-common 

neighbors, then the given instance has no size k solution. 

Rule 2: delete the connected components that are cliques from the graph. 

The basic bounded search tree method for cluster editing is based on the observa

tion that an induced path P3, a path with three vertices and two edges, is forbidden 

for a graph consisting of disjoint cliques. Given a graph, considering any induced 

P3 = {it, v, w} with edges (it, v) and (it, w), there are three cases of branching: delete 

edge (u,v), delete edge (it, if), or add edge (v,w). For either case, the parameter k 

is decreased by one. For basic branching, this leads to the search tree size of 0(3fc) 

where a resulting graph with disjoint cliques is found for k edits. 

There are two termination conditions: 

(1) At each branch node, if the parameter k goes down to be non-positive, no solution 

of size < k exists on that branch. 

(2) No P3 can be found in the graph 
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If no solution is found on all branches, then we conclude that no solution of size 

k exists for the given graph. If and only if condition 2 is met and the value of k is 

still positive, we conclude that there is a solution. 

The basic bounded tree search method can be improved by making a case dis

tinction of P3 with three cases and giving each case a branching rule. Consider a 

P3 = {it, v,w} with edges (u,v) and (u,w). There are three cases based on the 

neighborhood of it, v and w: 

(1) v and w do not share a common neighbor other than u; 

(2) v and w have a common neighbor x other than u, and x is adjacent to it; 

(3) v and w have a common neighbor x other than it, but x is not adjacent to it. 

For each pair of vertices, an Annotation Mapping to facilitate the branching rules is 

denoted as follows: 

(1) Permanent: (u,v) G E and (u,v) cannot be deleted 

(2) Forbidden: (u, v) £ E and (it, v) cannot be inserted 

(3) None: if no information available, and it can be edited 

For every three vertices u,v,w G V, there are two Annotation Rules: 

(1) If (it, v) and (it, 10) are permanent, then (u, w) has to be permanent. If (v, w) £ E, 

(v, w) has to be added to E and be denoted as permanent. 

(2) If (it, v) is permanent and (u, w) is forbidden, then (v, w) has to be forbidden, if 

(v, w)is G E, then it has to be deleted and denoted as forbidden. 

Algorithm 12 Refined Branching Strategy 

Given a graph G = (V, E) and parameter k, consider a P3 = {it, v, w} with edges 

(it, v) and (it, w). The refined branching strategy using the above annotation mapping 

works as follows. 

(1) If v and w do not share a common neighbor other than u (case CI), then branch 

with 

( a ) ( G \ {(u,v)}, Jfe-1), and 

(b) (G\ {(u,w)}, k-1). 

(2) If v and w have a common neighbor x ^ u and (it, x) G E (case C2), then branch 

with five subcases (see Figures 4.2): 
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( c ) ( G u { ( D , 4 f c - i ) ; 

(d) Set (v,w) to forbidden, and branch with (G \ {(u,v), (v,x)}, k — 2); 

(e) Set (v,w) to forbidden, (v,x) to permanent, and branch with (G \ {(u, v), 

(u,x), (w,x)}, k-3); 

(f) Set (v,w) to forbidden, and branch with (G \ {(u,w), (w,x)}, k — 2); 

(g) Set (v,w) to forbidden, (w,x) to permanent, and branch with (G \ {(u, w), 

(u,x), (v,x)}, k-3). 

(3) If v and w have a common neighbor x ^ u and (u, x) <£ E(case C3), then branch 

with five subcases (see Figures 4.3): 

(h)(G\{(u,v)},k-l); 

(i) Set (u,v) to permanent, (v,w) to forbidden, and branch with (G \ {(u,w), 

(v,x)},k-2); 

(j) Set (u,v) to permanent, (v,w) to forbidden, (v,x) to permanent, and branch 

with (G U {(u, x)} \ {(u, w), (w, x)}, k — 3); 

(k) Set (it, v) and (u, w) to permanent, and branch with (G U {(v, u>)} \ {(«;, x), 

(v,x)}, k-3); 

(1) Set (u,v) and (u,w) to permanent, and branch with (G U {(i;, w), (u,x)}, 

Jfc-2). 

— End of Algorithm — 

Initially, all vertex pairs are set to "none". When an edge is added it is set to 

"permanent", and when an edge is deleted it is set to "forbidden". The algorithm 

also stops when the parameter k reaches 0 or below or when the graph G contains no 

induced P3. The search tree size for the refined branching strategy is 0(2.27fe). 

4.2.3.3 The linear kernelization 

Guo [58] developed a new data reduction rule to improve a kernel with a quadratic 

number of vertices to one with a linear number of vertices. In this work, Guo in

troduced a new concept known as critical clique. A critical clique of a graph G is a 

clique K where all the vertices of K have the same set of neighbors in V \K, and 
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Figure 4.2: The branching rule for case C2 [57]. The bold lines denote edges annotated 
as permanent, the dashed lines denote edges annotated as forbidden. 

Figure 4.3: The branching rule for case C3 [57]. 

K is maximal under this property. The critical clique graph is a graph with critical 

cliques as nodes, and two nodes are connected if and only if the corresponding critical 

cliques together form a larger clique (see Figure 4.4). According to Hsu and Ma [70], 
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the critical clique graph can be constructed in 0(m + n), where n is the number of 

vertices and m is the number of edges. 

G C 

Figure 4.4: A graph G and its critical clique graph C [58]. Ovals represent critical 
cliques of G. 

Guo described the basic idea behind introducing critical cliques as follows: given 

a solution with at most k edge modifications for a graph G = (V,E), at most 2k 

vertices are "affected" by these edge modifications, i.e. two endpoints for each edited 

edge. Thus, in order to give a size bound on V depending only on k, it needs to upper-

bound the size of the unaffected vertices. In the final cluster graph, the unaffected 

vertices contained in one clique must form a critical clique in the original graph G. 

Therefore, it seems easier to derive kernelization rules working on the critical clique 

graph than to derive rules directly working on the input graph. 

Two kernelization rules for both input graph G and critical clique graph C are 

described in the following. Note that V(K) denotes the set of vertices contained in a 

node K in graph C, NC(K) (NC[K]) denotes the open (closed) neighborhood of K, 

and N%(K) denotes the set of nodes in C which have a distance of exactly 2 to K. 

Rule 1: Remove all isolated critical cliques K from C and remove V[K) from G. 

Rule 2: If, for a node K in C, it holds \V(K)\ > \ {JK,eNc{K) V(K')\+\ UK,eN2{K) V(K')\, 

then remove nodes K and NC(K) from C and remove the vertices in UK'<ENC[K] V(K') 

from G. Accordingly, decrease parameter k by the sum of the number of edges 

needed to transform subgraph G[[JK'<=NC(K) V(K')] m t ° a complete graph and the 

number of edges in G between the vertices in \JK'£NC(K) V(K') a n d the vertices 

in [JK'eN^(K) V(K'). If A; < 0, then the given instance has no solution. 

Compared with Guo's previous kernelization rules in [57, 56], Rule 2 is a new 

reduction rule. Guo proved that the above new kernelization rules lead to a QK-

vertex kernel. Rule 1 and Rule 2 can be carried out in 0(m + n) and 0(n3) time, 
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4.3 Methods 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of a fixed-parameter approach for cluster editing, 

we need to establish a baseline to which we can compare our implementation. As 

discussed previously, one well known method described in [25] is based on LP. An 

alternative is to use a greedy approach for cluster editing. Needless to say, both 

methods only provide an approximation of the edit distance. This section will present 

how we implement the three methods for cluster editing. 

4.3.1 A simple greedy heuristic 

Given a graph G, all possible edges are considered for an edge insertion, and only 

the edges in G are considered for an edge deletion. A cost for each insertion/deletion 

is calculated as follows: For an edge e = (i,j) the common neighborhood is defined 

as the set of common neighbors of i and j , and the non-common neighborhood is 

defined as the set of non-common neighbors of i and j . For an insertion of an edge 

e = (i,j), the cost is defined as the number of edge insertions required to transform 

the common and non-common neighborhood of e into a clique. For a deletion of 

an edge e = (i,j), the cost is defined as the number of edge deletions required to 

disconnect the common neighborhood of e. The edit operation is selected with the 

smallest cost and the program iterates until a graph of disjoint cliques is obtained. To 

implement this greedy method, we initially label every pair of vertices as unmarked. 

For each unmarked pair of vertices i and j , the smaller of the cost of having an edge 

between them and the cost of not having an edge between them is chosen as the cost 

of i and j . We select the pair with least cost, perform the edits associated, and mark 

the pair. This is repeated until all pairs are marked, which will give a set of connected 

components. The edit distance is calculated as the number of edge editions to get 

the set of connected components plus the number of edge editions to transform those 

connected components into cliques. 
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4.3.2 An LP approach 

Given a graph, we first build an LP model by setting the objective function and 

constraints for every pair of vertices and every triple of vertices as described in Sec

tion 4.2.1. After the LP model is built, an LP C library (lp_solve version 5.5) is 

used to solve the LP model and generate the value for every variable xl3. Finally, 

the graph is partitioned into clusters based on the variables xtJ in the following way: 

two vertices ^ and j are put into the same cluster if xtJ < 0.5. The edit distance is 

calculated as the summation of the number of edges that are needed to be added, 

which do not exist but the two endpoints are in the same cluster, and the number of 

edges that are needed to be deleted, which exist but the two endpoints are in different 

clusters. 

Algorithm 13 Solving the Cluster Edit Problem Via a LP based approach [25] 

(1) build a LP model: 

(a) objective function: 

to minimize ] P xtJ + J ^ (1 — xtJ) 
(ij)eE {t,j)iE 

(b) constraints: 

for each pair of vertices i and j : 0 < xtJ < 1 

for each triple of vertices i, j and k, x%k < x%J + x^ 

(2) solve LP model and get value for xl3 

(3) for each pair of vertices i and j : 

if xtj < 0.5, i and j are in the same cluster 

otherwise, i and j are in different clusters 

— End of Algorithm — 

4.3.3 An FPT-based approach 

The following presents an outline of our adaptation of the algorithm described in 

[57, 56] that we used to obtain the first practical implementation for exact cluster 

edit distance computation. 
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Algorithm 14 Solving the Cluster Edit Problem Via a Fixed-Parameter Tractability 

Approach 

(1) Extract bioconnected components. Our motivation is to eliminate sparse parts 

of the input. 

(2) Bound the search space for k: 

(a) Let ki,p be the edit distance determined by the linear programming method 

described in Section 13. 

(b) The search interval for the true edit distance k is [kLP/4, kip]. 

(3) For increasing k, starting with fci,p/4: 

(a) Execute the kernelization method described in Section 4.2.3.2 

(b) Execute either the basic or the refined bounded tree search method described 

in Section 4.2.3.2. 

(c) Use "interleaving": at each branch node in the bounded tree search, execute 

again the kernelization method from Step 3a. 

— End of Algorithm — 

For both basic and refined bounded tree search methods, we apply the kernel

ization method at each branch node. Both methods are implemented as recursive 

functions. 

4.3.3.1 An approach to extract biconnected components 

A biconnected component is a maximal biconnected subgraph. A biconnected graph 

is a graph that remains connected if any single vertex is deleted. In other word, a 

biconnected graph has no cut vertex. A cut vertex is a vertex of a graph such that 

the graph was connected before the removal of the vertex, and it will be disconnected 

afterwards. 

We use the algorithm described in [82] to extract biconnected components. A 

depth-first search (DFS) is used in a given graph (V, E), where the traversed vertices 

are labeled with consecutive numbers from 1 to n = \V\. There are two kinds of edges: 

one is the tree edge that leads to unlabeled vertices, and the other is the backward 

edge leading to vertices that were already discovered and labeled in a former step. 
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Each vertex v has a lower value (low[v]). It is the smallest label of any vertex that 

is reachable by tree edges followed by no more than one backward edge. When a new 

vertex is discovered by the DFS, its lower value is initialized by its own number. If a 

backward edge (v, w) is discovered, low[v] should be updated to be the minimum of 

its current value and the label of w (num[w]). When returning from a child w from 

a tree edge (v,w), low[v] should be updated to be the minimum of its current value 

and low[w]. 

To detect the cut vertices of the graph, the rules described in [82] are used as 

follows: A vertex v is a cut-vertex if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 

(1) if v is the root of the DFS tree and is incident to at least 2 DFS tree edges 

(2) if v is not the root, but there is a child w of v such that low[w]> num[v] 

To find the biconnected components, every new edge is put on a stack. After 

returning from a recursive call for a child w of v, if low[w]> num[v], the edges on top 

of stack including edge (v, w) form the next component. 

4.3.3.2 An approach to convert a graph to a critical clique graph 

We first developed a method to find a critical clique (see Algorithm 15) as follows: 

randomly choose a vertex v and assign it to a critical clique Cs- For any vertex u, if 

it is connected to all vertices in Cs, and also u and Cs have the same neighbors, then 

u belongs to Cs- The process is repeated until no such u exists. 

Algorithm 15 Approach to find a critical clique 

(1) take any vertex v 

(2) Cs = {v} 

(3) select a vertex u such that: 

(a) u is connected to all v belong to Cs 

(b) Neighbors{u) — Cs = Neighbor s{Cs) — u 

(4)Cs = Cs[j{u} 

(4) repeat (3) and (4) as long as such u exists 

— End of Algorithm — 
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Given a graph G, we use the above approach to find all its critical cliques. To 

build a critical clique graph Co, for any two critical cliques Cs[i] and Csfj], if an edge 

exists between any node in Cs[i] and any node in Cs[j] in the original graph G, then 

an edge exists between i and j in the critical clique graph CG-

4.4 Implementation 

4.4.1 Experimental setup 

Experiments were performed on a Dell OptiPlex GX280 using a 3.2GHz Pentium 4 

dual processor, with 1.0 gigabytes (GB) of SDRAM, and running a Linux 2.6.8-2-686-

smp kernel. Algorithms were implemented in C and compiled using gcc version 3.4.4. 

Unless otherwise stated, we used as input synthetic graphs for which we know the 

optimum edit distances. For this, we built a graph generator which operates as follows. 

Our graph generator takes the following as input parameters: the desired number of 

vertices (n), clusters (c) and the required edit distance (d). First, a random size 

(number of vertices) in the range [0.5(n/c), 1.5(n/c)] is assigned to each cluster. We 

produce a clique graph G' containing c fully connected cliques (clusters) of the sizes 

determined above, with no edges between those cliques. Then, we execute d random 

edits on G' resulting in an output graph G. An edit consists of randomly inserting 

or deleting an edge. More precisely, for each edit we randomly decide whether to 

insert or delete an edge. For an insert operation, we randomly choose two vertices i 

and j that are not connected by an edge and then add an edge (i,j). For a delete 

operation, we randomly select an edge in the graph and remove that edge. Once an 

edge is inserted in G it cannot be deleted by a future edit. Similarly once an edge has 

been deleted from G it cannot be re-inserted by another edit. For random number 

generation we used the Mitchell-Moore algorithm described in [95]. Note that, the 

above method creates in most cases, but not always, a graph G with edit distance d. 

In some cases, as observed in our test runs, the edit distance of G is smaller than d 

because a different set of clusters than those used by our generator can be created 

with fewer edits. 
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The results of our experimental evaluation of the LP and greedy methods are shown in 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Our experiments show that the LP-based cluster editing method 

is consistently better than the greedy method with respect to both the computation 

time and the value for k obtained. 
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of edit distances computed by LP versus the greedy method. 
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Figure 4.6: A comparison of run times required by LP versus the greedy method. 
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In all cases we report branching times only because the time needed for initial pre

processing and kernelization is insignificant compared to that required during branch

ing. However, in the experiments with interleaving, the runtime for branching includes 

kernelization. 

It seems that refined branching is vastly superior to basic branching. The run 

times reported in Figure 4.7, where the edit distance is set to 20, are typical of those 

we observe. This was not obvious in advance. It is simply not always the case that 

asymptotically faster methods in the worst case translate into better algorithms in 

the average case. Unless the data is contrived, additional overhead and complexities 

incurred by ever more sophisticated branching strategies can ofttimes negate any real 

gains in efficiency. 

Figure 4.7: FPT run times on a graph with 50 vertices, 5 clusters and edit distance 
20. 

It also seems that branching with interleaving is decidedly faster than branching 

without interleaving. The run times reported on larger instances in Figure 4.8, where 

the edit distance is set to 40, are typical. Again, this makes sense, but is neither 

obvious nor necessarily the case in general. 

Of course we do not know the optimum edit value in advance, and so generally 

determine it by performing a binary search. One might expect run times to be rather 
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Figure 4.8: FPT run times on a graph with 100 vertices, 10 clusters and edit distance 
40. 

predictable. With vertex cover, for example, the most difficult computations are 

centered around the point at which a "no" instance becomes a "yes" instance [1, 2], 

with the "no" the harder of the two (with "no," our algorithms cannot find a solution 

and halt early). Because we are interested in clique, the situation is reversed but still 

monotonic above and below the optimum value. A standard example is illustrated in 

Figure 4.9, which was generated by Yun Zhang's another project. 
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Figure 4.9: The monotonicity of FPT parameter effects as seen when solving clique 
with vertex cover. 
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Things turn out to be quite different with cluster editing. If we happen to be 

advancing from below (that is, solving a "no" instance), then as with vertex cover run 

times predictably increase with rising parameter values. On the other hand, if we are 

advancing from above (facing a "yes" instance), then run times may decrease, increase 

or even stay the same with sinking parameter values. See Figures 4.10 and 4.11. 
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Figure 4.10: FPT parameter effects on a graph with 100 vertices, 5 clusters and edit 
distance 40. 
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In retrospect, we find the answer to this conundrum lies in the way solutions are 

distributed and the way branching works with parameter values above the optimum. 

With vertex cover, for example, a cover of size i ensures a cover of size i + 1 (as long 

as i < \V\). With cluster editing, however, it is conceivable that there is a solution 

with edit distance i yet no solution with distance i + 1 (or i + 2 and so forth). Thus 

a higher parameter value may mean only that a cluster editing algorithm has to do 

more work. See Figure 4.12, which depicts search tree traversals on the graph used 

to report run times in Figure 4.11. From this we conclude that a binary search may 

not be the best way to implement an FPT-based approach for clustering editing, and 

that one may be better off steering the parameter as much as possible from below. 

j solution of 
& • 

size 53 

© solution of solution of 
size 49 size 40 

Figure 4.12: Search trees depend on parameter values. 

The issue of scalability deserves scrutiny, especially if we are to scale to genome-

sized problem instances. Even for covers and cliques, supercomputers and monolithic 

memory may be heavily taxed [189]. In this respect, it is noteworthy that well-known 

problems such as vertex cover require searching a parameter space of size |V|, while 
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cluster editing possesses a search space of size \E\. At some problem size, of course, 

approximation should better optimization. The exact size probably depends on many 

factors, including graph density, relative efficiency of implementations, and even ma

chine architecture. Initial experiments have produced interesting comparisons. See 

Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: The scalability of approximation via LP versus optimization via FPT. 

4.5 Improvements 

After the above implementation was published by [37], we then developed a number of 

algorithms to improve the sequential performance of the FPT-based method for clus

ter editing. These include a greedy method for choosing branching orders (improvement 

method 1), a dynamically updated matrix for the number of common neighbors of a 

vertex pair (improvement method 2), and an LP method for choosing branching orders 

(improvement method 3). In addition, a parallel FPT-based method was developed 

to further reduce the computation time. 

4.5.1 A greedy method for choosing branching orders 

As discussed in Section 4.2.3.2, given a graph G = (V, E), and a P3 = {u,v, w} with 

edges (u,v) and (u,w), there are three branching rules: delete edge (u,v), delete 
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edge (u,w), and add edge (v,w). The order to perform these three branches was not 

considered in [56, 57]. However, it is important to choose a branch first which is more 

likely to lead to a solution in order to improve the performance. 

In the refined branching strategy, there are three cases: 

(1) v and w do not share a common neighbor other than u; 

(2) v and w have a common neighbor x other than u, and x is adjacent to u; 

(3) v and w have a common neighbor x other than u, but x is not adjacent to u. 

All the above cases have two branching rules: delete edge (u, v) and delete edge 

(u,w). Our previous experiments always delete edge (u,v) first, then delete edge 

(u,w). To optimize the FPT-based method, we use the neighborhood information 

of the given path P3 to decide which edge should be deleted first. We suppose that 

two vertices with less common neighbors are more likely in different clusters than 

two vertices with more common neighbors, so the edge with less common neighbors 

should be deleted first. 

We first calculate the number of common and non-common neighbors of u and v 

(duv, dfuv), and the number of common and non-common neighbor of u and w(duw, dfuw) 

If duv < duw, delete edge (u,v) first, and then delete edge (u,w); otherwise, delete 

edge (u,w) first, and then delete edge (u,v). If duv is equal to duw, then the edge 

with greater number of non-common neighbors is chosen to be deleted first. For ex

ample, in the case C2 (see Figures 4.2), without the greedy method, the branching is 

performed in the following order: 2, 5, 6, 7, 8. With the greedy method, if duv > duw, 

branching order would be 2, 7, 8, 5, 6; if duv = duw and dfuv < dfuw, branching order 

would be 2, 7, 8, 5, 6. The branching order takes effect only when there exists a 

solution, so this method can improve "yes" cases, but will not optimize "no" cases. 

4.5.2 Dynamically updated matrix for neighbor information 

Because the number of common neighbors or non-common neighbors is frequently 

used in both kernelization rules and the rules for choosing branching orders, in order 

to improve the performance, it is necessary to have a matrix to store the neighbor 

information for each vertex pair, and dynamically update it when there is an edge 

addition or deletion. 
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The matrix is symmetric. Each diagonal element stores the number of neighbors 

of vertex called vertex degree dv, and each non-diagonal element stores the number 

of common neighbors of u and v called edge degree duv. The number of non-common 

neighbors of u and v called edge difference dfuv can be calculated as follows: 

if (u, v) € E 

if (w, v) £ E 

The matrix is dynamically updated whenever an edge is added or deleted as 

follows: 

If E = E U (u, v), then \/w e V, if (tu, v) e -E, duw <— dUTO + 1; 

if (w, u) G E, dvw <- dvw + 1 

If E = E \(u, v), then Vu> G V, if (w, v) G S, duw <— duw - 1; 

if (w, u) e E, dvw <— dvw - 1 

This method can improve performance for all k values, including both "yes" and 

"no" cases. 

4.5.3 An LP method for choosing branching orders 

Given a graph G = (V, E), and a P% = {u, v, w] with edges (u, v) and (u, w), there are 

three branching rules: delete edge (u,v), delete edge (u,w), and add edge (v,w). As 

discussed in Section 4.5.1, a greedy method is used to choose branching orders. In fact, 

the LP method is better than the greedy method because the LP method searches 

global neighboring information, while the greedy method searches local neighboring 

information. Therefore, we developed an LP method to determine which edge should 

be branched first. 

The LP method for choosing branching orders is implemented as follows: we first 

partition the graph into clusters using the LP method described in Section 4.3.2. If 

any two vertices are in the same cluster, they are defined as "in", otherwise, they are 

defined as "out". In case CI of the refined branching strategy, if the edges (u, v) and 

(it, w) are defined as the same, then any one of them can be deleted first; otherwise, 

the edge defined as "out" should be deleted first. 
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In case C2, there are 5 branching subcases (see Figures 4.2) and 8 different branch

ing orders (see Table 4.2). The order of branching is determined on how LP defines 

the edges (u, v), (v, w) and (it, x). For example, if (u, v) and (v, w) are denned as "in" 

and (u, x) is defined as "out", the branching subcase 2 should be implemented first 

because edge (v, w) is added only in branching subcase 2. Since vertices u and v are 

in the same cluster, the branching subcases 5 and 6 should be implemented at the end 

because (it, v) is deleted only in these two branching subcases. Vertices u and x are 

not in the same cluster, so the edge (u, x) should be deleted. For branching subcases 

7 and 8, subcase 8 should be branched followed by subcase 7 because the edge (it, x) 

is deleted in branching subcase 8, but not in subcase 7. Similarly, for branching sub

cases 5 and 6, subcase 6 should be branched first because the edge (it, x) is deleted 

in branching subcase 6, but not in subcase 5. Therefore, the branching order for this 

example is: 2, 8, 7, 6, 5. 

For case C3 of the refined branching strategy, the branching orders are summarized 

in Table 4.3. Note that all subcases in Table 4.3 and Table 4.2 are labeled with the 

same ID as in Figures 4.2 and Figures 4.3. 

(v, w) (it, v) (it, x) Branching oder 
in 
in 
in 
in 

out 
out 
out 
out 

in 
in 

out 
out 
in 
in 

out 
out 

in 
out 
in 

out 
in 

out 
in 

out 

2, 7, 8, 5, 6 
2, 8, 7, 6, 5 
2, 5, 6, 7, 8 
2, 6, 5, 8, 7 
7, 8, 5, 6, 2 
8, 7, 6, 5, 2 
5, 6, 7, 8, 2 
6, 5, 8, 7, 2 

Table 4.2: The branching order for case C2 of the refined branching strategy based 
on the LP method for choosing branching order. Case C2 is shown in Figures 4.2. 

4.5.4 A parallel FPT-based method for cluster editing 

The basic structure of the parallel FPT-based method is a two-level master/slave 

model (see Algorithm 16 and Algorithm 17). A single scheduler process is in charge of 

dividing the branching search tree to a certain number of sub-trees and then splitting 

the jobs of branching to the worker processors in packets. Each packet contains a 
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(u,v) 
in 
in 
in 
in 

out 
out 
out 
out 

(u,w) 
in 
in 

out 
out 
in 
in 

out 
out 

(u,x) 
in 

out 
in 

out 
in 

out 
in 

out 

Branching oder 
8, 7, 6, 5, 2 
7, 8, 5, 6, 2 
5, 6, 8, 7, 2 
5, 6, 7, 8, 2 
2, 8, 7, 6, 5 
2, 7, 8, 5, 6 
2, 5, 6, 8, 7 
2, 5, 6, 7, 8 

Table 4.3: The branching order for case C3 of the refined branching strategy based 
on the LP method for choosing branching order. Case C3 is shown in Figures 4.3. 

sub-tree and each worker executes refined branching on the subtree received from 

the scheduler process. When a worker finishes its job, it will request more work 

from the scheduler process and continue to work. If a worker finds a solution, it 

will immediately notify the scheduler processor, and then the scheduler processor 

will notify all other processors to stop computation. If all sub-trees are searched 

by processors and no solution is found by a processor at the end, the graph will 

be considered as "no" solution found with the current ktried value. It should be 

noted however that if the packet size is too small then the amount of communication 

between the scheduler and worker processes will negatively impact the running time 

of the system. It is therefore important to balance the packet size between being too 

small (too much communication overhead) and too large (too much work imbalance). 

However, the branching searched tree can only be divided into subtrees to a certain 

level because it is unknown how deep the search tree should be branched with a 

solution in advance. Thus, it is difficult to split the branching search tree into a 

balanced load. 

Algorithm 16 Parallel FPT-based method for cluster editing: Scheduler 

Split the branching searched tree into a certain number of packets 

ndone = 0 

while ndone < nworker do 

receive message from worker x 

if message = NO_SOLUTION then 



ndone++ 

else if message = YES_SOLUTION then 

send KILL_SIGNAL to all workers 

write YES results to output file 

BREAK 

while packets remain do 

send packet to worker x 

send KILL_SIGNAL to all workers 

write NO results to output file 

— End of Algorithm — 

Algorithm 17 Parallel FPT-based method for cluster editing: Worker 

current_packet = 0 

current_results = 0 

work_available = TRUE 

foreach worker in parallel do 

while work_available do 

if current_packet = 0 then 

request work from scheduler 

receive message from scheduler 

if message = NO_MORE_WORK or KILL.SIGNAL then 

work_available = FALSE 

BREAK 

current_packet = message 

retrieve subtree from current-packet 

run refined branching on subtree 

if result = YES_SOLUTION 

write result to output file 

send message to scheduler 

BREAK 

send NCLSOLUTION to scheduler 
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current_packet = 0 

— End of Algorithm — 

4.5.5 Experimental results after further improvements 

First, graph 100i;_10c_40eeL491e used in [37] was tested to compare the new imple

mentation with the previous one. As shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, the 

runtime of the new implementation was decreased significantly, and also smaller edit 

distance was found sooner. Figure 4.15 shows that in the old implementation without 

improvement methods, three different edit distances (kfound) were found: 40, 49 and 

53 when ktried increases from 40 to 60. For the new implementation with the greedy 

method for choosing branching orders (improvement methods 1) and dynamically 

updated matrix for neighbor information (improvement method 2), however, kfound 

is always 40, which is the optimum edit value. Figure 4.12 shows the search tree of 

the graph. Without the new improvement methods, the branch order is performed 

as follows: solution size of 53, 49, and 40, so if the value of parameter ktried is larger 

than or equal to 53, the edit distance kfound would be 53. If ktried is smaller than 53 

but larger than 49, then the edit distance would be 49, and so on. However, with 

the new optimization methods, the branch of solution size of 40 is performed first, so 

when parameter ktried is larger than 40, the edit distance kfound would be 40, which 

is the optimum edit distance. Therefore, with the new improvement methods 1 and 

2, the optimum edit distance can be found quicker for graph 100i>_10c_40ecL491e. 

We then implemented these two improvement methods on a small but dense graph. 

This graph (20w_95e) contains 20 vertices and 95 edges with unknown edit distance. 

Figure 4.16 depicts the runtimes for the "no" cases of ktried from 20 to 59 (right portion 

of the figure) and the "yes" cases of ktried from 60 to 95 (left portion of the figure). 

It is apparent that there is a steady rise in the runtime when ktried increases for the 

"no" cases or decreases for the "yes" cases, although there are some step-shapes on 

the "yes" side. Note that the optimal edit value is unknown in advance. Figure 4.16 

shows that the closer ktried is to the optimal edit distance(60), the longer it takes to 

get an output. This is different from what we observed in the previous experiments. 

This new implementation shows that a binary search might be a practical way to 
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Graph 100v_10c_40ed_491e 
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Figure 4.14: A comparison of run time before and after the FPT improvement meth
ods. 
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Figure 4.15: A comparison of edit distances computed for Yes case before and after 
the FPT improvement methods. 

implement the improved FPT-based approach for clustering editing. 

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the comparison of runtime between the LP method 

and the greedy method in choosing branching orders. In these two implementations, 

dynamically updated matrix was also used to store neighbor information. As shown 

in these two figures, compared with the greedy method in choosing branching orders, 

the LP method decreased the runtime greatly, especially for graph 20t>_95e. These 
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A graph with 20 vertices and 95 edges 
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Figure 4.16: FPT run times on a graph with 20 vertices and 95 edges. 

results further confirmed that the LP method is better than the greedy method in 

choosing branching orders. 

Graph 100v_10c_40ed_491e 
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Figure 4.17: A comparison of run time on graph lOOf _10c_40ecL491e between the LP 
method and the greedy method for choosing branching orders. 

To further reduce the computation time, the FPT-based method was executed on 

a 200-processor cluster instead of a single workstation. As shown in Figure 4.18, in 

general the parallel method decreased the runtime, especially for "no" cases. The 

closer ktried is to the optimal edit distance, the more runtime is reduced. However, for 

some "yes" cases, the parallel method did not reduce the runtime. This is because the 
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Figure 4.18: A comparison of run time on graph 20t>_95e among the LP method, the 
greedy method and the parallel method for branching. 

branching jobs are not equally assigned to the processors. Ideally, the jobs in parallel 

methods should be equally divided so that each processor is assigned a same load of 

work. However, it is difficult to split the jobs into a balanced load. Some processors 

will get more computation to perform than the others, and those processors with less 

work load will sit idle until the loaded processors complete. The runtime for cluster 

editing with a "yes" case depends on how quickly a branching tree with a solution can 

be searched by a processor. Due to unbalanced work load, it is likely that a solution 

will not be found sooner on parallel machines than on a single machine. However, for 

"no" cases, all sub-trees need to be searched so the performance on parallel machines 

should be better than that of a single machine. 

Although we substantially improved the FPT-based method for cluster editing, 

this method can only solve graphs of small sizes. Even for a small but very dense 

graph, the program can not solve the problem within a reasonable time. For example, 

for a graph with 81 vertices and 269 edges (Graph 21 in Table 4.8), the edit distance 

was found to be 170 when ktried was set to 170 (see Figure 4.19). However, when 

hried was set to 160, the program did not generate any results after running on a 200 

processor cluster for 8 days. Until now the optimal edit distance for this graph is still 

unknown. 

To further improve the performance of this FPT-based method for cluster editing, 
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Figure 4.19: The run time on the graph 81i>_269e by the parallel FPT-based method. 

we implemented Guo's new linear kernelization rules described in Section 4.2.3.3 to 

reduce the problem kernel. We first converted the graphs to critical clique graphs 

using the method describe in Section 4.3.3.2. The new kernelization rule (Rule 2 in 

Section 4.2.3.3) is applied to the critical graphs, but it is to our surprise that none of 

the tested graphs has a vertex that satisfies Rule 2. Therefore, the new kernelization 

rule is not able to reduce the problem kernels of the tested graphs. Thus, it cannot 

improve the performance of our cluster editing program. 

4.6 Application 

Protein-protein interactions (PPI) are fundamental to biological processes within a 

cell. With the rapid development in system biology and cell biology, large amounts of 

data focused on physical and genetic protein interactions have been generated. Phys

ical interactions are defined as direct interactions between molecules, and genetic 

interactions are defined as functional relationships through cause-and-effect relation

ships between genes [8]. Both of these types of interactions can indicate shared or 

associated/related protein functions. The network of interactions between proteins 

is generally modeled as an interaction graph, where nodes represent proteins and 

edges correspond to interactions. Beyond individual interactions, a lot of system

atic information are contained in protein interaction graphs as represented by protein 

complexes and regulatory pathways [137, 144]. 
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A protein complex is a group of two or more proteins that highly physically inter

act with each other. It corresponds to a dense subgraph in the PPI networks [7, 141]. 

Protein complexes carry out many important molecular functions. Therefore, iden

tification of protein complexes can help to understand and explain certain biological 

processes. A number of experimental techniques have been applied to discover pro

tein complexes including yeast two-hybrid and affinity purification/mass spectromet-

ric identification methods such as TAP-tagging. These methods are all labour and 

time consuming and have a high cost associated with them, which has resulted in 

a growing need for the development of computational tools that are capable of pre

dicting protein complexes. With the increase of the sizes of PPI networks, efficient 

and accurate methods to predict protein complexes on PPI graphs have become of 

great importance. Such prediction can serve as a guide to biological experiments to 

discover novel protein complexes. 

A number of approaches have been reported to predict protein complexes from 

PPI networks. Most of these methods are based on clique finding [165, 35, 30] and 

clustering [90, 39, 46, 7, 15]. As most of them are heuristic methods, these methods 

cannot generate an optimal solution. It is therefore necessary to develop a method

ology to predict protein complexes with an optimal solution. 

4.6.1 The cluster editing method to predict protein complexes in S. cere-

visiae 

We applied our cluster editing method to the PPI networks of the yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae to identify and predict protein complexes. We first built a protein graph 

generator for cluster editing. The interaction database used for generating protein 

graphs is the physical yeast interactions from the General Repository of Interac

tion Datasets (BioGRID). BioGRID is a database that contains genetic and physical 

protein-protein interactions among proteins from 13 species [167]. Interactions are 

regularly added through exhaustive curation of the primary literature. 

The protein graph generator operates as follows. It takes two input parameters: a 

protein (P) and the number of vertices (v). Based on the protein P, the first step is 

to find v proteins for the protein graph by searching the yeast interaction database. 
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Starting from P, the program searches the interaction database and finds its neigh

boring proteins. The neighboring proteins are those proteins that have interactions 

with the searched protein. For every neighboring protein, the program performs the 

same search as for P. When the total number of proteins reaches v, the program 

stops searching. In the second step, the program generates a protein graph based on 

all searched proteins: vertices represent the searched proteins, and edges represent 

interactions. For any two vertices i and j , if there is an interaction between them in 

the interaction database, an edge (i,j) will be added into the graph. 

The cluster edit distance for graph G is the smallest value of k for which clus

ter editing is possible. It is also the smallest value of k^nd (kmin). In order to 

find the cluster edit distance of G, we used the LP-based cluster editing method de

scribed in Subsection 4.3.2 to determine k^p. As discussed in Subsection 4.3.3, the 

lower bound and the upper bound of the optimal edit distance are k^p/A and k^p, 

respectively. Based on the search interval [fcip/4, &LP] , we run the FPT-based clus

ter editing method on G through binary searching on k. The final graph, which is 

the output of cluster editing with kmin edge edition, consists of a number of disjoint 

cliques. Although a protein complex often involves more than two proteins, two pro

teins can also form a complex. However, there is a difference between two proteins 

that interact and form a complex, and two proteins that interact without leading to a 

complex. A protein complex is defined by a well characterized function, while protein 

interaction does not have to have a defined function. In this study, the minimum 

size of the predicted protein complexes is chosen as 4 in order to increase the chances 

of getting a complex and not just interactions. Therefore, the cliques whose size is 

smaller than 4 will be discarded in the final graph and the rest cliques are considered 

as our predicted complexes. In the remainder of this thesis, predicted and known 

protein complexes are referred to as clusters and complexes, respectively. 

The result of this cluster editing method is a graph that consists of a disjoint union 

of cliques, so this method does not allow overlaps of protein complexes. However, it 

is possible that there are partial overlaps of protein complexes in PPI networks [188]. 

Although most proteins (around 73%) are members of a single complex, some of them 

are shared by different complexes [18]. Therefore, when the cluster editing method 
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is used to predict protein complexes, some will be left out due to the requirement of 

disjoint union of cliques in the final graph. In order to allow overlapping of cliques, 

we developed a new method called Cluster Editing with Overlapping as follows. 

Given a graph G, we first use the cluster editing method to find protein cliques 

Cs, and then delete the edges of Cs (not including the edited edges) from the original 

graph G. For the new Graph G', we run the cluster editing method again to find 

more cliques. Since the edges of some cliques have been deleted, new cliques might 

be found when the second round cluster editing is performed. 

4.6.2 Experimental results 

4.6.2.1 Test graphs 

We first generated 19 protein graphs of yeast. For each graph, the input protein P 

was randomly chosen from the database and the size of the graph is set to 45 proteins. 

We executed the cluster editing method on these test graphs to identify and predict 

protein complexes. Among 19 test protein graphs, 16 graphs were solved by cluster 

editing and 48 clusters were found. The other 3 protein graphs were not solved by 

cluster editing within a week and therefore the program was terminated. 

We compared the protein clusters found by the cluster editing method with known 

protein complexes [125]. The database was obtained from Munich Information center 

for Protein Sequences (MIPS) [124] (ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/yeast/catalogues/complexcat) 

43 among the 48 protein clusters identified in our method have more than 50% over

laps with the known complexes, and 16 clusters share some common biological fea

tures. Table 4.4 shows three examples that correlate best with the known complexes. 

The biological features were obtained from a software called YEAST FEATURES 

(http://software.dumontierlab.com/yeastfeatures/). 

Protein cluster A in Table 4.4 matches a known protein complex . The MIPS 

20S proteasome complex has 15 proteins that are all present in cluster A. Compared 

with the 20S proteasome complex, a new protein YHR200W was found in cluster 

A. All the proteins in cluster A except YBR173C have peptidase activity, and 12 

proteins including the novel protein are involved in the protein modification processes. 

This suggests that the new protein YHR200W may have similar functions with other 

http://ftpmips.gsf.de/yeast/catalogues/complexcat
http://software.dumontierlab.com/yeastfeatures/
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Protein clusters found 
by cluster editing (Cs) 

Cluster A (size 16) 
YBL041W YBR173C 
YER012W YER094C 
YFR050C YGLOllC 

YGR135W YGR253C 
YJLOOIW YML092C 

YMR314W YOL038W 
YOR157C YOR362C 

YPR103W Y H R 2 0 0 W 
Cluster B (size 7) 
YML105C(SEC65) 
YPR088C(SRP54) 
YPL243W(SRP68) 
YPL210C(SRP72) 
YKL122C(SRP21) 
YDL092W(SRP14) 
Y D L 0 5 1 W ( L H P 1 ) 

Cluster C (size 6) 
YDL225W(SHS1) 
YLR314C(CDC3) 
YJR076C(CDC11) 
YHR107C(CDC12) 
Y D R 5 0 7 C ( G I N 4 ) 
YCR002C(CDC10) 

Known protein 
complexes(C^) 

20S proteasome (size 15) 
YBL041W YBR173C 
YER012W YER094C 
YFR050C YGLOllC 

YGR135W YGR253C 
YJLOOIW YML092C 

YMR314W YOL038W 
YOR157C YOR362C 

YPR103W 
SRP (size 6) 

YDL092W YKL122C 
YML105C YPL210C 
YPL243W YPR088C 

Septm filaments (size 7) 
YCR002C YDL225W 
YDR218C YGR059W 
YHR107C YJR076C 

YLR314C 

No of 
common 
proteins 

15 

6 

5 

Biological features of Cs 

Function 
Peptidase activity 

(All except YBR173C) 
Process 

Protein modification 
(12 Proteins including YHR200W) 

Process 
Transport(SRP14, SRP 21, 

SEC65, SRP72, SRP 68 and SRP54) 
Complex 

ribonucleoprotem complex 
(SEC65, SRP14, SRP21, SRP54, 

SRP68 and SRP72) 
Compartement 

Cytoplasm (SRP14, SEC65, 
SRP72, SRP68, SRP52) 

Function 
Structural molecule activity 

(CDC3, CDCIO, C D C l l , CDC12, SHSl) 
Process 

Cytokinesis (CDC3, CDCIO, C D C l l , CDC12, SHSl) 
Cell wall organization and biogenesis 

(CDC3, CDCIO, C D C l l , CDC12) 
Function for the new protein YDR507C(GIN4) 

Protein kinase involved m bud growth 
assembly of the septm ring 

kmase-dependent and kinase-mdependent activities 
undergoes autophosphorylation 

Table 4.4: Comparison of protein clusters found by cluster editing with known protein 
complexes. 
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proteins in cluster A and may be also involved in the same process as other proteins in 

cluster A. Since functions and processes are important criteria in deciding biological 

interactions, it is very likely that YHR200W has interactions with other proteins in 

cluster A. 

Protein cluster B in Table 4.4 that contains 7 proteins matches the MIPS signal 

recognition particle (SRP) complex that has 6 proteins. All 6 proteins in the SRP 

complex are contained in cluster B, and all of them are involved in the transport 

process. The remaining protein in cluster B is a novel protein YDL051W. Based on 

the clustering relationship, YDL051W can be predicted to be involved in the transport 

process as well. 

Protein cluster C matches the MIPS septin filaments complex. There are 5 com

mon proteins between cluster C and MIPS septin filaments complex. Also, cluster C 

found a novel protein YDR507C (See Table 4.4). All the 5 common proteins have a 

function as structural molecules, and they are involved in the cytokinesis processes. 

The novel protein YDR507C has a number of biological functions: protein kinase 

involved in yeast growth; assembly of the septin ring; kinase-dependent and kinase-

independent activities; and undergoes autophosphorylation. Although the biological 

relevance of these clusters remains to be confirmed by biological experiments, our 

computational results indicated that our cluster editing method has potential not 

only to identify known protein complexes, but also to predict new proteins in existing 

complexes. 

We also examined the new protein interactions predicted by our cluster editing 

method. For protein cluster A in Table 4.4, there are 11 edges which were not in the 

original protein graph, but were added by the cluster editing method. These edges 

are defined as predicted edges. The database used for cluster editing is the BioGRID 

database published on July 26th 2006. Compared with the BioGRID database as of 

December 2007, 7 predicted edges have been reported as interactive and one more 

predicted edge has been added in the BioGRID database as of October 1st, 2008 (see 

Table 4.5). Among the 11 protein edges predicted by our cluster editing program, 8 

(73%) of them were later confirmed by biochemical experiments. This confirmed that 

our cluster editing method has potential to predict new edges in PPI networks. 
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Predicted protein interactions Confirmed 
YOR362C - YER094C BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YMR314W - YJL001W BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YMR314W - YER094C BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YJL001W - YER094C BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YJL001W - YDL188C 
YJL001W - YBR173C BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YGR253C - YER094C BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YFR050C - YBR173C 
YER094C - YBL041W BioGRID (Dec. 2007) 
YDL188C - YBR173C 
YBR173C - YBL041W BioGRID (Oct. 1st, 2008) 

Table 4.5: Comparison of predicted edges with newly updated protein-protein inter
action database. 

To examine cluster editing with overlapping method in the prediction of protein 

complexes, similar to previous experiment, we randomly chose a protein from the 

database as a starting vertex and generated 6 test graphs with 45 proteins for each. 

Table 4.6 shows a summary of implementation of cluster editing with overlapping 

on 6 test graphs. The second round cluster editing found one more clusters in four 

graphs, but not in the other two (Test Graphs 4 and 5). For Test Graph 2, three 

protein clusters (Cluster 1, 2 and 3 in Table 4.7) were found by the first round cluster 

editing. After deleting the edges of these three clusters in the original graph, one 

more protein cluster (Cluster 4 in Table 4.7) was found by the second round cluster 

editing. It occurs that Cluster 4 partially overlaps with Clusters 3 (YNL298W and 

YDR309C), and with Cluster 1 (YLR229C). This method allows the overlaps between 

protein clusters and thus has potential to find more protein clusters. 

The above test graphs were generated from a random protein. In addition, to 

further predict new proteins in known complexes of interest, we implemented cluster 

editing on some protein graphs generated from a list of 26 proteins that are involved 

in non-homologous end-joining process. Based on these 26 proteins, we first found 21 

MIPS complexes that contain at least two of these proteins. Then based on each of 

those 21 know complexes, we expanded the protein graphs to contain all its neigh

boring proteins from the interaction database. The size of the protein graphs varies 

from 27 to 538, and the number of edges varies from 63 to over 4600 (see Table 4.8). 
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Number of clusters found Number of clusters found 
after the first round cluster editing after the second round cluster editing 

Test Graph 1 1 I 
Test Graph 2 3 1 
Test Graph 3 1 1 
Test Graph 4 2 0 
Test Graph 5 1 0 
Test Graph 6 2 1 

Table 4.6: Summary of the implementation of cluster editing method with overlapping 
on 6 test graphs. 

Protein cluster 
1 YLR229C YJL157C YHL007C YER114C YBR200W YAL041W 
2 YPL242C YNL271C YFL039C YCL027W 
3 YNL298W YHR061C YDR309C YHR107C 
4 YLR229C YOR127W YNL298W YDR309C 

Table 4.7: Protein clusters predicted for Test Graph 2 after the first and the second 
round cluster editing. 

Among those 21 protein graphs, we implemented cluster editing on 6 graphs whose 

sizes are relatively small (Graphs 4, 7, 15, 17, 18 and 21). The edit distances found 

for these 6 graphs were summarized in Table 4.9. Although some edit distances were 

found by the FPT-based cluster editing method, no optimal edit distance (kmin) was 

found after running the program for about a month (see Table 4.9). 

The test graphs generated from one protein are mainly centered around the start

ing protein (vertex). Such graphs are relatively sparse or require a small number of 

edits, therefore the cluster editing method can solve them and find corresponding 

optimal edit distances within a reasonable period of time. For the graphs generated 

from protein complexes, they are denser than those from one protein, therefore solv

ing these graphs may require more edge edits and much more running time to transfer 

into a cluster graph. 

4.7 Conclusions and future work 

We implemented an FPT-based method for cluster editing using the approach de

scribed in [56, 57]. This is the first implementation of an FPT based method for 
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Graph No. Size of known complexes Size of the graph Number of edges 
Graph 1 
Graph 2 
Graph 3 
Graph 4 
Graph 5 
Graph 6 
Graph 7 
Graph 8 
Graph 9 
Graph 10 
Graph 11 
Graph 12 
Graph 13 
Graph 14 
Graph 15 
Graph 16 
Graph 17 
Graph 18 
Graph 19 
Graph 20 
Graph 21 

31 
28 
20 
4 
19 
24 
10 
14 
8 
9 
5 
6 
8 
3 
6 
2 
4 
4 
2 
3 
4 

538 
454 
351 
84 
473 
422 
124 
184 
197 
255 
243 
259 
237 
63 
104 
27 
61 
71 
81 
70 
81 

4646 
3032 
2152 
295 
3199 
2711 
709 
977 
722 
901 
942 
1058 
1111 
114 
272 
63 
137 
219 
130 
226 
269 

Table 4.8: Summary of the graphs generated from a list of proteins that are involved 
in non-homologous end-joining process. 

Graph No. 

4 
7 
15 
17 
18 
21 

kLp 
295 
875 
462 
98 
124 
565 

Mried \™found) 

295(290) 250(250) 240(?) 90(no) 80(no) 

875(659) 600(?) 
180(170) 160(?) 

78(78) 75(?) 70(no) 
124(121) 110(?) 50(no) 

350(220) 200(194) 170(170) 160(?) 140 (no) 

Table 4.9: Summary of the edit distances found by cluster editing for the protein 
graphs that are involved in non-homologous end-joining process. 
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cluster editing. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the FPT approach, we also 

implemented an LP-based method and a greedy method for cluster editing. Our ex

periments showed that the best results for cluster editing were obtained by using the 

refined branching method with interleaving, which was vastly superior to the basic 

branching method. We also demonstrated that, in practice, branching with interleav

ing was indeed faster than branching without interleaving. For cluster editing, we 

did not know the optimum edit distance in advance, so we used binary search of k. 

Our experimental results later confirmed that a binary search is a practical way to 

implement the FPT based approach for cluster editing. 

We also developed a number of methods to improve the performance of the FPT-

based method for cluster editing, a greedy method for choosing branching orders, a 

dynamically updated matrix for neighbor information and an LP method for choosing 

branching orders. With the new optimization methods, the performance of the FPT-

based method was greatly improved. In addition, we also parallized the method on a 

cluster. 

Finally, we applied our cluster editing method to the PPI networks of yeast to 

identify and predict protein complexes. The comparison of the protein clusters found 

by our method with known yeast protein complexes showed that our method has 

potential to identify known protein complexes and also to predict new proteins in 

the complexes. The cluster editing method predicted new edges in a PPI graph. By 

comparing these edges with the newly updated database, nearly 73% of them were 

later confirmed by biochemical experiments. These results confirmed that our cluster 

editing program has potential to predict new edges in PPI networks as well. 

Despite of this substantially improved FPT-based method for cluster editing, our 

current method is limited to solve graphs of small sizes. Even for a small but very 

dense graph, our program may not be able to solve the problem within a reasonable 

period of time. This indeed represents a limitation of the cluster editing method in 

predicting protein complexes and protein interactions. Future work will improve the 

performance of the method in order to implement cluster editing on a larger graph. 



Chapter 5 

Summary of contributions 

This thesis presented computational methods for three different biological problems: 

pool design for in vitro selection of complex aptamers; identification of TIPs by com

putational comparative analysis of next generation personal genome data; and iden

tification of protein complexes from protein-protein interaction networks. 

We developed two computational methods to generate RNA/DNA sequences that 

exhibit higher structural complexity and that can be used to increase the overall 

structural diversity of initial pools for in vitro selection experiments [111]. Random 

Filtering selectively increases the number of five-way junctions in RNA/DNA pools, 

and Genetic Filtering designs RNA/DNA pools to a specified structure distribution, 

whether uniform or otherwise. Biological experiment showed that using our compu

tationally designed DNA pool greatly improved access to highly complex sequence 

structures for SELEX experiments without losing the ability to select simple struc

tures with low degrees of complexity. Random Filtering and Genetic Filtering have 

proved to be useful tools for biologists in designing the starting pool in order to 

enhance the possibility of finding novel aptamers with improved activity. 

We developed a new algorithm called TIP-finder to identify TIPs from personal 

genomes [110]. We tested the efficiency of TIP-finder using a simulated genome 

and are able to detect about 88% of TIPs with a precision of >91%. The precision of 

TIPs_OUT prediction does not seem to be affected by the low genome coverage, while 

the sensitivity tends to drop slightly along with the decreasing genome coverage. The 

fact that a genome sequence data at a coverage as low as 5X still allows detection of 

more than 84% of true TIPs.OUT suggests that low coverage personal genome data 

that are currently available at a much larger number than those at deep coverage 

due to the lower cost can also be valuable for the prediction of structural variations. 

Using TIP-finder to analyze six genomes representing two trio families, we identified a 
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total of 5569 TIPs, consisting of 4881, 456, 91, and 141 insertions from Alu, LI, SVA 

and HERV, respectively. Some TIPs predicted by this method have been confirmed 

by PCR experiment. In addition to the estimated insertion location, TIP-finder also 

provides prediction of TE subfamily, insertion size and genotype for each TIP, which 

can be very valuable for the downstream experimental validation and analysis. This 

study represented one of the few comprehensive analysis of TIPs performed so far and 

revealed an unexpectedly highly level of transposon associated genetic polymorphsim 

in humans. 

We presented the first practical implementation of a FPT-based method for cluster 

editing which is a NP-hard problem [37]. We also improved this algorithm by using 

techniques to optimize its performance. We then applied this cluster editing method 

to identify and predict protein complexes of yeast. This is the first attempt to use the 

cluster editing method to predict protein complexes. The comparison of the protein 

clusters found by our method with known yeast protein complexes showed that this 

method has potential to identify known protein complexes and to predict new proteins 

in the complexes. Since the FPT-based cluster editing method provides the optimum 

solution for cluster editing, our current method can only solve graphs of small sizes. 

Even for a small but very dense graph, the method may not solve the problem within 

a reasonable time. Further research is needed to validate the method and to improve 

its performance so that we can implement cluster editing on a larger graph. 

In summary, we have demonstrated that high performance computational ap

proaches can be implemented to provide highly meaningful perspectives in complex 

biological systems. These tools have become indispensable in bioinformatics research. 
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